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EDITORIAL
Dr Cristina Alexe1

These past three months have been rich in case law that stirred the
international arbitration world and are of interest for most practitioners in
the field. In order of their appearance, on 13 June 2022, the US Supreme Court
issued a unanimous opinion in ZF Automotive US, Inc., et al. v. Luxshare, Ltd.,
and AlixPartners, LLP, et al. v. Fund for Protection of Investors' Rights in Foreign
States2 of interest for international arbitration due to the issue at hand, i.e.
a dispute among the US Circuits Courts over whether 28 USC 1782, a statute
providing for foreign court assistance, applied in arbitration. The US Supreme
Court held that it only applies to governmental tribunals (adjudicative bodies)
and not to international arbitration tribunals, leaving therefore discovery at
the discretion of the parties and the arbitral tribunals.3

On 16 June 2022, in Green Power Partners K/S and SCE Solar Don Benito APS v.
The Kingdom of Spain, a SCC arbitration seated in an EU Member State, an
arbitral tribunal constituted under the ECT issued the first known arbitral
award declining jurisdiction based on the intra-EU jurisdictional objection
raised by Spain referring to the CJEU Achmea and Komstroy decisions.4
On the same date of 16 June 2022, the CJEU refused to issue an opinion
pursuant to Article 218(11) TFEU on the compatibility between the intra - EU
investment arbitration dispute settlement mechanism under the Draft

1
Dr Cristina Alexe is a Partner of a Romanian law office having over 23 years of experience in legal matters.
She is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators and has graduated from the ICC Advanced Arbitration
Academy for Central and Eastern Europe. She holds a PhD summa cum laude in Civil Procedure on “The Civil Trial
Judge between a Pro-active Role and Arbitrariness”. Dr Cristina Alexe acted and continues to act as international
arbitrator. Her arbitration experience is complimented by strong knowledge and continued practice as a
transactional lawyer in M&A/Privatisation, Banking & Finance, Real Estate and Project Finance areas. Dr Cristina
Alexe is a Lecturer at the International Arbitration LLM Faculty of Law, University of Bucharest. She may be
contacted at cristina@aceadvisor.ro.
2

Available at https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/21pdf/21-401_2cp3.pdf, last accessed on 4 July 2022.

3

For more details and commentaries see also http://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2022/03/25/howwill-the-us-supreme-court-break-the-logjam-in-assessing-%C2%A7-1782-few-clues-arise-out-of-this-weeks-oralarguments/ and http://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2022/06/14/how-should-the-united-states-supremecourt-have-decided-in-the-controversy-over-28-u-s-c-%C2%A7-1782a/, last accessed on 4 July 2022.
4
See also comments at https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=3931bcec-21e4-4d94-9c660b9ee9198d28 and from professor Nikos Lavranos http://arbitrationblog.practicallaw.com/lex-superior-how-eulaw-trumps-investment-law/, last accessed on 4 July 2022.
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modernised Energy Charter Treaty, qualifying the request as inadmissible on
account of its premature nature. 5
A welcomed by many position from the European Court of Human Rights
came on 30 June 2022 through the judgment in BTS Holding v Slovak Republic,6
in which the Strasbourg Court found again that a State court may violate
the European Convention on Human Rights if it arbitrarily fails to enforce a
commercial arbitration award against the State.
Meanwhile, the Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre - HKIAC
announced7 that starting from August 2022, a new Secretary - General will
be in office, Dr Mariel Dimsey, replacing Mrs Sarah Grimmer after a six-year
mandate.
On 6 May 2022, ICC Court reported the milestone of reaching 27,000 cases
proving its status of most preferred arbitral institution in the world.8

On 19 May 2022, the International Council for Commercial Arbitration (ICCA)
released9 their General Report on the Right to a Physical Hearing Project they
have started through a survey in September 2020. It is based on 78 national
reports from New York Convention member states.10

The Vienna International Arbitral Centre (VIAC) issued at the end of June
its Annual Report for 202111 where official statistics show Romania (with
14 cases) as the second country of origin of the parties in VIAC arbitrations
after Austria (with 24 cases) and have uploaded on their official site the VIAC
Explanatory Notes to VIAC Rules of Investment Arbitration.12
Notable international arbitration events took place in the past three months
in person and some with the generously added hybrid option, i.e. the

5
See official document at https://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=260993&pageInd
ex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=4315524 and one commentary at http://arbitrationblog.
kluwerarbitration.com/2022/06/25/opinion-1-20-and-the-conclusion-of-the-modernisation-negotiations-of-theenergy-charter-treaty-hitting-the-home-stretch/, last accessed on 4 July 2022.
6
Available at https://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng#{%22fulltext%22:[%22BTS%20Holding%20v%20Slovak%20Republic%
22],%22documentcollectionid2%22:[%22GRANDCHAMBER%22,%22CHAMBER%22],%22itemid%22:[%22001-218080%22]},
last accessed on 4 July 2022.
7

See at https://www.hkiac.org/news/new-hkiac-secretary-general-and-deputy-secretarygeneral#:~:text=After%20six%20years%2C%20Sarah%20Grimmer,the%20CMS%20International%20Arbitration%20
Group, last accessed on 4 July 2022.
8
See https://iccwbo.org/media-wall/news-speeches/icc-reaches-major-arbitration-milestone-with-27000thcase/, last accessed on 4 July 2022.
9

https://www.arbitration-icca.org/right-to-a-physical-hearing-general-report, last accessed on 4 July 2022.

10

The full content of the ICCA General Report can be read at https://cdn.arbitration-icca.org/s3fs-public/
document/media_document/Right-to-a-Physical-Hearing-General-Report.pdf, last accessed on 4 July 2022.
11
Available at https://www.viac.eu/images/documents/VIAC_Annual_Report_2021_final.pdf, last accessed
on 4 July 2022.
12

Available in their entirety at https://www.viac.eu/images/documents/publications/VIAC_Explanatory_Notes_
Investment_Rules_20220616.pdf, last accessed on 4 July 2022.
10
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London International Disputes Week (LIDW) between 9 and 13 May 202213
with a dedicated theme to Dispute Resolution – Global, Sustainable, Ethical?,14
the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators Roebuck Lecture 2022 on 8 June 2022
on Mandating Mediation: the Digital Solution,15 the Bucharest Arbitration Days
(BARD) 2022 on 9-10 June 2022 dedicated to Timely Perspectives on Energy
Disputes and their Resolution Mechanism with a keynote speech from Professor
Peter Cameron16 and the 11th Baltic Arbitration Days on 12-13 June 2022.17

Our Articles section opens with Regulating Procedures for Protection of
Confidential Trade Secrets in National Court and Arbitration Proceedings, from
IP specialist, counsel and WIPO arbitrator, Dr Sonia Florea. It is a long-awaited
analysis of current Romanian legal framework that needs to improve its
procedural law mechanisms for shielding trade secrets in the larger frame of
confidential business information protection, so as to properly reflect similar
EU law in judicial procedures. The author includes best practice examples
from the WIPO Arbitration Rules that can be used to adequately ensure the
protection of trade secrets also in arbitrations under the rules of the Court of
International Commercial Arbitration attached to the Chamber of Commerce
and Industry of Romania (CICA CCIR).
The 2022 ICSID Arbitration Rules in force since 1 July 2022 with changes
regarding transparency, third party funding, costs, provisional measures,
expedited arbitration as well as time and cost efficiency are presented and
commented on by London based international arbitration practitioners,
public international law and investment arbitration specialist Mr Nick Lawn
and international arbitration counsel Mrs Helin Laufer.
We follow with an up-to-date analysis of International Arbitration for Chinese
Parties: overview, trends and predictions with recent case law examples
from investment arbitration and developments in ad-hoc and institutional
arbitration. The article also describes the legislative plan of amending
its existing Arbitration Law to raise China's pro-arbitration profile from
international arbitration practitioner, solicitor of the Senior Courts of England
and Wales and International arbitration academic, Ms Uliana Cooke (LLM with
distinction in International and Comparative Dispute Resolution, Queen Mary
13

For details, program and speakers see https://2022.lidw.co.uk, last accessed on 4 July 2022.

14

See for the Keynote address http://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2022/05/12/lidw-2022-the-greenlidw-keynote-address-and-conference-on-climate-change-as-a-new-disputes-landscape/ as well as coverage of
the panels and debates as presented by Kluwer Arbitration at http://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/, last
accessed on 4 July 2022.
15

See details and recording at https://www.ciarb.org/events/roebuck-lecture-2022-mandating-mediation-thedigital-solution/, last accessed on 4 July 2022.
16
Video recordings of the event as well as program and list of speakers are available at https://
bucharestarbitrationdays.com/2022-edition/, last accessed on 4 July 2022.
17
See official site at https://www.balticarbitration.legal/ and detailed program at https://static1.squarespace.
com/static/601018475dde0207fd60849c/t/62a433bbfe5b072058e900bb/1654928347411/Programma_
A6_2022_11.06..pdf, last accessed on 4 July 2022.
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University of London) and international arbitration, construction and commercial
dispute resolution, Beijing and Shanghai based counsel Ms Jean Zhu.
International construction law professional and international arbitration
counsel Mrs Mona Soltan with Romanian litigation lawyer Ms Alexandra Dan
put forward their views on a current Romanian arbitration practice discussing
the Ruling on Jurisdiction in International Arbitration. Impossibility to Set Aside
in a distinct procedure under Romanian law offering both legal text arguments
as well as case examples.
Young Arbitration Practitioners’ Essays has a unique format in this issue
of the Romanian Arbitration Journal being dedicated to the Difficult and novel
issues explored by the students who represented the University of Bucharest in
the 2021-2022 edition of the Willem C. Vis International Commercial Arbitration
Moot with no less than three articles from the Willem Vis mooties joined by an
introduction into the Moot legal problem from the law professor, Bucharest,
Paris and New York Bars member Dr Raluca Papadima. Readers will explore:
Midnight problems: finding the law applicable to the arbitration agreement
with up-to-date case law and classic doctrine joined by personal touches on
the topic from Ms Diana Bucovală and Ms Raluca Rusu; contract formation
and its impact on extending the arbitration agreement to non-signatories in
Relevance of the ‘group of companies’ doctrine in international arbitration and
contracting, co-authored by Mr Mihnea-Filip Jére and Mr Antonio-Alexandru
Timnea as well as issues related to incorporation of the arbitration clause in
general conditions of contract and possible outcomes in dispute resolution
related to international contracts in To incorporate or not to incorporate? That
is the issue, written by Mr George Domocoș and Mr Alexandru Köber.
Case and Law Review focuses on a 2022 French Court of Cassation decision
involving matters incident to competence competence, estoppel/procedural
loyalty, impecuniosity of one of the parties under the ICC Rules and access to
justice as commented on with references to related case law of the highest
court in France by multijurisdictional trained, Paris based, counsel and
arbitrator Dr Ioana Knoll-Tudor, in The French Court of Cassation’s perspective
over consequences of Respondent’s refusal to pay its share of the advance on
costs under ICC Arbitration Rules.
Events and Developments in International Arbitration presents the 2022
Phillip C. Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition through the
eyes of the Faculty of Law, University of Bucharest soon to be graduate, Ms
Maria-Ruxandra Bodea who shares part of the legal problems, as well as her
successful experience and training techniques for two consecutive years in
the Jessup International Law Moot that led her being included among the Top
50 Oralists and are meant to inspire future participants in the competition, all
in Ideally Complementary: Reflections on the Jessup Competition.

12
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REGLEMENTAREA PROCEDURILOR
PENTRU ASIGURAREA CONFIDENȚIALITĂȚII
SECRETELOR COMERCIALE ÎN PROCEDURA
DE JUDECATĂ DE DREPT COMUN ȘI ÎN LITIGII
ARBITRALE
REGULATING PROCEDURES FOR PROTECTION OF
CONFIDENTIAL TRADE SECRETS IN NATIONAL COURT
AND ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS
Dr. Sonia FLOREA1
REZUMAT
Protecția informațiilor de afaceri confidențiale ce constituie secrete comerciale
este crucială pentru activitatea de inovare, cercetare și dezvoltare tehnologică,
având în vedere că, înainte de a fi protejate prin drepturi de proprietate
intelectuală, toate creațiile intelectuale au potențialitatea de a fi calificate
ca secrete comerciale, respectiv ca informații necunoscute publicului larg,
care conferă, prin aceasta, un avantaj competitiv deținătorului informațiilor.
Secretele comerciale nu au un obiect de protecție clar delimitat. În sfera lor
pot fi incluse atât rețete de bucătărie, cât și creații intelectuale care constituie
fundamentul economiei digitale, precum algoritmii programelor de inteligență
artificială, sau care permit proceselor automate să învețe și să creeze singure,
independent de orice intervenție umană. Reglementarea adecvată a secretelor
comerciale este atât în interesul societăților multinaționale – deoarece decizia
de a licenția brevete de invenție, de a investi în cercetare-dezvoltare depinde și
de nivelul protecției juridice acordată secretelor comerciale – cât și în interesul
întreprinderilor mici și mijlocii, care, în calitate de licențiate, sunt interesate
să aibă acces la tehnologiile recente, iar, în calitate de deținătoare legitime ale
secretelor comerciale, beneficiază de costul relativ redus al dobândirii protecției
legale, cu efect imediat. Riscul ridicat de a pierde protecția juridică prin secret
comercial pe parcursul procedurilor pentru apărarea acestora, în contextul
dezvăluirii secretului prin acte de procedură accesibile instanței, părții potrivnice,
1
Avocat în Baroul București, asociat în cadrul SCPA Florea Gheorghe și Asociații, arbitru al Curții
de Arbitraj Comercial Internațional de pe lângă Camera de Comerț și Industrie a României și al
Centrului de Mediere și Arbitraj al Organizației Mondiale pentru Protecția Proprietății Intelectuale
(OMPI). Autoarea poate fi contactată la adresa de e-mail sonia.florea@avfloreagheorghe.ro.
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avocaților, terților intervenienți, experților, martorilor, altor persoane terțe, îi
descurajează adesea pe deținătorii legitimi ai secretelor comerciale să recurgă
la mijloacele procedurale de apărare a secretelor comerciale. Eficacitatea
măsurilor procedurale pentru asigurarea confidențialității secretelor comerciale
pe parcursul procedurilor de soluționare a litigiilor, dar și după încheierea
acestora, atât timp cât informațiile care constituie secretul comercial nu țin de
domeniul public, este esențială și reclamă instituirea unor norme de procedură
speciale. Specificitatea acestor norme de procedură este examinată în studiul
de față. Soluționarea litigiilor care au ca obiect apărarea secretelor comerciale
în proceduri arbitrale, supuse principiului confidențialității, conferă certe
avantaje și beneficii deținătorului legitim al secretelor comerciale. Studiul
conține propunerile autorului pentru perfecționarea normelor de procedură
arbitrală ale Curții de Arbitraj Comercial Internațional de pe lângă Camera de
Comerț și Industrie a României (CICA CCIR), având în vedere cerințele speciale
pentru asigurarea confidențialității secretelor comerciale în proceduri care tind
la apărarea acestora.
Cuvinte cheie: secrete comerciale; asigurarea confidențialității; proceduri
arbitrale; proceduri litigioase; principiul confidențialității.
ABSTRACT
The protection of confidential business information which constitute trade
secrets is crucial for innovation, research and technological development.
This is due to the fact that, before being protected by intellectual property
rights, all intellectual creations have the potential to be classified as trade
secrets, as information unknown to the general public, thereby conferring a
competitive advantage. Trade secrets do not have a limited, defined object
of protection. They can include very different types of intellectual creations,
from recipes to algorithms that are the foundation of the digital economy,
such as the algorithms of artificial intelligence software, or that allow machine
learning processes. Adequate regulation of trade secrets is in the interest of
multinational corporations – as the decision to license patents, to invest in
research and development in a certain jurisdiction depends on the level of the
legal protection of trade secrets – as well as in the interest of small and mediumsized enterprises, acting as licensees concerned in having access to the latest
technologies, or as legitimate holders of trade secrets, that enjoy the relatively
low cost of acquiring legal protection, with immediate effect.
The high risk of losing legal protection during legal procedures for enforcement
of trade secrets in the context of disclosing trade secrets in procedural
documents accessible to the court, the opposing party, lawyers, third parties,
experts, witnesses, other third parties, often discourages legitimate holders.
Effectiveness of procedural measures that ensure confidentiality of trade secrets
not only during dispute settlement procedures, but also after their conclusion,
for as long as the protected information is not part of the public domain, is
16
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essential and requires enactment of special procedural rules. The specificity
of these rules of procedure is examined in the present article. The procedures
for enforcement of trade secrets in arbitration proceedings, under the rule of
confidentiality, confers certain advantages and benefits on the legitimate holder
of trade secrets. This article contains the author’s proposals for improving the
arbitration rules of the Court of International Commercial Arbitration attached
to the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Romania (CICA CCIR), with a view
to the special requirements for ensuring confidentiality of trade secrets in
proceedings aimed at protecting their secrecy.
Keywords: trade secrets; confidentiality of trade secrets; arbitration proceedings;
litigation; confidentiality.

Introducere
Studiul de față este organizat în patru secțiuni. Prima secțiune prezintă succint
normele de drept internațional public adoptate pentru protecția secretelor
comerciale prin Acordul privind aspectele legate de comerț ale drepturilor de
proprietate intelectuală („Acordul TRIPS”). A doua secțiune are în vedere
particularitățile reglementărilor europene, adoptate relativ recent prin Directiva
nr. 943/2016, transpusă în dreptul intern prin OUG nr. 25/2019, care, spre
deosebire de Acordul TRIPS, nu includ secretele comerciale în sfera drepturilor de
proprietate intelectuală, ci instituie un regim juridic special, derogatoriu. În cadrul
acestei secțiuni, în prima subsecțiune sunt examinate măsurile pentru asigurarea
confidențialității secretelor comerciale în procedura de judecată de drept comun:
desfășurarea litigiul fără prezența publicului, măsuri pentru calificarea secretelor
comerciale ca fiind confidențiale, măsuri pentru limitarea accesului la actele
dosarului care conțin secrete comerciale, în a doua subsecțiune sunt analizate
măsurile provizorii și asigurătorii pentru apărarea secretelor comerciale, în a
treia subsecțiune sunt avute în vedere măsurile definitive (corective) care pot fi
dispuse în soluționarea pe fond a litigiilor privind apărarea secretelor comerciale,
iar în a patra subsecțiune este evidențiat principiul proporționalității în luarea
măsurilor de protecție a secretului comercial. A treia secțiune este dedicată
analizei normelor de procedură arbitrală în vigoare, care permit asigurarea
confidențialității secretelor comerciale în litigii de competența Curții de Arbitraj
Comercial Internațional de pe lângă Camera de Comerț și Industrie a României
(„CICA CCIR”). A patra secțiune are în vedere normele de procedură arbitrală
ale Centrului de mediere și arbitraj de pe lângă Organizația Mondială pentru
Protecția Proprietății Intelectuale („OMPI”), în raport de care studiul propune
perfecționarea reglementărilor Regulilor de procedură arbitrală ale CICA CCIR
prin adoptarea unor norme procedurale speciale, care răspund riscurilor de
dezvăluire a secretelor comerciale în cadrul procedurilor litigioase care tind la
apărarea acestora.
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§1. Scurte precizări privind protecția secretelor comerciale prin Acordul
TRIPS
Reglementarea la nivel internațional a protecției informațiilor nedivulgate (sau
„secrete comerciale”) s-a făcut prin Acordul TRIPS,2 în partea a II-a, intitulată
Norme referitoare la existența, domeniul de aplicare și exercitarea drepturilor de
proprietate intelectuală, secțiunea 7 „Protecţia informaţiilor nedivulgate”, art. 39.
Potrivit dispozițiilor art. 39 din Acordul TRIPS:
„(1) În cursul asigurării unei protecţii efective contra concurenţei neloiale potrivit
articolului 10a din Convenţia de la Paris (1967), membrii trebuie să protejeze
informaţiile nedivulgate în conformitate cu alineatul (2) şi datele comunicate
autorităţilor publice sau organismelor acestora în conformitate cu alineatul (3).

(2) Persoanele fizice şi juridice au posibilitatea să împiedice ca informaţii aflate
în mod licit sub controlul lor să fie divulgate terţilor, sau dobândite sau utilizate
de către aceştia fără consimţământul lor şi de o manieră contrară uzanţelor
comerciale cinstite (1), dacă aceste informaţii:
a) sunt secrete în sensul că, în totalitatea lor sau în configuraţia sau asamblarea
exactă a elementelor lor, ele nu sunt în general cunoscute de persoane de
specialitate în domeniu care se ocupă în mod normal de genul de informaţii în
cauză sau nu le sunt uşor accesibile;
b) au o valoare comercială prin faptul că sunt secrete;
c) au făcut obiectul unor măsuri rezonabile, în funcţie de circumstanţe, destinate
să le păstreze secrete şi întreprinse de persoana care le controlează în mod licit.
(1) În sensul acestei dispoziţii, „de o manieră contrară uzanţelor comerciale
cinstite" reprezintă cel puţin practicile de genul ruperii contractului, abuzului
de încredere şi instigarea la acestea şi cuprinde dobândirea de informaţii
nedivulgate de către terţi care cunoşteau că respectiva dobândire implică astfel
de practici sau terţi care au dat dovadă de o gravă neglijenţă ignorând-o.
(3) Atunci când aprobarea comercializării produselor farmaceutice sau a
produselor chimice pentru agricultură care conţin entităţi chimice noi, este
condiţionată de comunicarea de date nedivulgate rezultate din încercări sau de
alte date nedivulgate, a căror stabilire cere un efort considerabil, membrii trebuie
să protejeze aceste date contra exploatării neloiale în comerţ. În plus, membrii
protejează aceste date contra divulgării, cu excepţia cazului când aceasta este
necesară pentru protecţia publicului, sau cu excepţia cazului în care sunt luate
măsuri pentru a se asigura că datele sunt protejate contra exploatării neloiale
în comerţ.”
Acordul TRIPS din 22 decembrie 1994, publicat în ediție specială a Jurnalului Oficial din
01.01.2007; constituie Anexa 1C la Acordul de instituire a Organizației Mondiale a Comerțului (OMC).
2
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Observăm că protecția informațiilor nedivulgate a fost recunoscută în contextul
protecției efective împotriva concurenței neloiale.
Domeniul concurenței neloiale nu a făcut obiectul unor măsuri legislative de
armonizare la nivelul Uniunii Europene, consecința fiind că au existat și există
diferențe semnificative între legislațiile statelor membre în ceea ce privește
reglementarea concurenței neloiale și, implicit, protejarea secretelor comerciale
împotriva dobândirii, utilizării sau divulgării ilegale de către alte persoane.
Norma de drept internațional public instituie o definiție a noțiunii tehnicojuridice „secret comercial”, fără a include dispoziții de drept procedural pe
care statele semnatare ar urma să le adopte la nivel național pentru asigurarea
caracterului confidențial al secretelor comerciale pe parcursul acțiunilor exercitate
pentru apărarea secretelor comerciale în cazul încălcării acestora.
§2. Norme pentru protecția secretelor comerciale reglementate prin
Directiva nr. 943/2016, transpusă prin OUG nr. 25/2019

Legiuitorul european a recunoscut că prevederile Acordului TRIPS au
fost insuficiente pentru a asigura un nivel minim echivalent sau armonizat al
protecției secretelor comerciale la nivelul statelor membre și că aceasta afectează
buna funcționare a pieței interne, din cauza reducerii activităților economice
transfrontaliere legate de inovare, inclusiv cooperarea în materie de cercetare sau
cooperarea în materie de producție cu partenerii, externalizarea sau investițiile
în alte state membre, activități care depind de utilizarea secretelor comerciale
[par. (6) și (8), preambul, Directiva nr. 943/2016].
În vederea armonizării protecției secretelor comerciale la nivelul statelor
membre ale Uniunii Europene, a fost adoptată Directiva (UE) 2016/943 a
Parlamentului European și a Consiliului din 8 iunie 2016 privind protecția
know-how-ului și a informațiilor de afaceri nedivulgate (secrete comerciale)
împotriva dobândirii, utilizării și divulgării ilegale („Directiva nr. 943/2016”)3,
cu termen de transpunere 9 iunie 2018.
Este important de precizat că legislația Uniunii Europene privind respectarea
drepturilor de proprietate intelectuală nu se aplică secretelor comerciale, aceasta
fiind voința legiuitorului european, care nu a extins sfera de aplicabilitate a
Directivei 2004/48/CE a Parlamentului European și a Consiliului din 29 aprilie 2004
privind respectarea drepturilor de proprietate intelectuală („Directiva 2004/48
privind respectarea drepturilor de proprietate intelectuală”)4 pentru a cuprinde
și secretele comerciale.
3
Publicată în JOUE L 157/1 din 15.6.2016, accesibilă la adresa https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/RO/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32016L0943&from=RO , accesat la 20 iunie 2022.

Publicată în JOUE L 157/45 din 30.4.2004, accesibilă la https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/RO/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32004L0048 , accesat la 20 iunie 2022.
4
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Prin Declarația privind art. 2 din Directiva nr. 48/2004 (2005/295/EC),5
Comisia Europeană a precizat că secretul comercial nu intră în sfera de
aplicabilitate a Directivei nr. 48/2004 privind respectarea drepturilor de
proprietate intelectuală.6
În cuprinsul Studiului de impact7 care a stat la baza adoptării Directivei
nr. 943/2016, se precizează în mod expres că „contrar Acordului TRIPS, legislația
Uniunii Europene privind respectarea drepturilor de proprietate intelectuală se
aplică numai încălcărilor drepturilor de proprietate intelectuală formale (acordate
de o autoritate statală – n.ns.), cu excluderea secretelor comerciale” (traducerea
autorului).
Regimul juridic aplicabil secretelor comerciale este distinct și diferit de regimul
juridic aplicabil drepturilor de proprietate intelectuală.
În contextul în care România nu a transpus Directiva nr. 943/2016 în termen,
iar, la 20 iunie 2018, Comisia Europeană a notificat Scrisoarea cu privire la
punerea în întârziere, Guvernul României a adoptat Ordonanța de urgență
nr. 25/2019 privind protecția know-how-ului și a informațiilor de afaceri
nedivulgate care constituie secrete comerciale împotriva dobândirii, utilizării și
divulgării ilegale, precum și pentru modificarea și completarea unor acte normative8
(„OUG nr. 25/2019”).
Prevederile Directivei nr. 943/2016 și OUG nr. 25/2019 tind să încurajeze
cooperarea, atât la nivelul pieței interne, dar și între statele membre ale Uniunii
Europene și state terțe, în materie de proprietate intelectuală, inovare, schimb
de tehnologie și transfer de tehnologie și de know-how. Aceste acte normative
recunosc că riscul de a pierde confidențialitatea unui secret comercial pe parcursul
activităților de cooperare în materie de dezvoltare și transfer de tehnologie poate
fi diminuat prin reglementarea unor măsuri eficiente pentru apărarea secretelor
comerciale mai ales în ipoteza încălcării acestora, în cadrul procedurilor pentru
apărarea lor.
Deoarece, pe lângă acest risc, există și riscul pierderii confidențialității
secretelor comerciale chiar pe parcursul procedurilor judiciare pentru apărarea
lor, Directiva nr. 943/2016 și OUG nr. 25/2019 instituie proceduri speciale pentru
5
Publicată în JOUE nr. L 94/37 din 13.04.2005. Documentul poate fi accesat, în alte limbi decât
româna, la adresa https://eur-lex.europa.eu, accesat la 20 iunie 2022.
6
S. Florea, Proceduri civile în materia drepurilor de proprietate intelectuală, Ed. Universul Juridic,
București, 2013, p. 124.

7
SWD/2013/0471 final, din 28 noiembrie 2013, accesibil numai în limba engleză, la adresa: https://
eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52013SC0471&qid=1605711125200,
intitulat „Commission Staff Working Document Impact Assessment Accompanying the document
proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of undisclosed
know-how and business information (trade secrets) against their unlawful acquisition, use and
disclosure”, accesat la 20 iunie 2022.
8
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păstrarea confidențialității secretelor comerciale pe parcursul procedurilor
judiciare.
Dispozițiile legale din materia acțiunii în contrafacere nu sunt aplicabile în
procedurile pentru protecția secretelor comerciale, ci exclusiv în proceduri pentru
apărarea drepturilor de proprietate intelectuală cu caracter exclusiv, care intră în
sfera de aplicabilitate a Directivei nr. 48/2004 privind respectarea drepturilor de
proprietate intelectuală.
Definiția secretului comercial este armonizată la nivelul statelor membre
ale Uniunii Europene. Potrivit dispozițiilor art. 11 lit. d) din Legea nr. 11/1991
privind combaterea concurenţei neloiale9 („Legea nr. 11/1991”), sunt „secrete
comerciale”:
„informaţiile care îndeplinesc cumulativ următoarele cerinţe:

1. sunt secrete în sensul că nu sunt, ca întreg sau astfel cum se prezintă sau se
articulează elementele acestora, cunoscute la nivel general sau uşor accesibile
persoanelor din cercurile care se ocupă, în mod normal, de tipul de informaţii
în cauză;
2. au valoare comercială prin faptul că sunt secrete;

3. au făcut obiectul unor măsuri rezonabile, în circumstanţele date, luate de către
persoana care deţine în mod legal controlul asupra informaţiilor respective,
pentru a fi păstrate secrete”.
Sfera secretelor comerciale depășește sfera drepturilor de proprietate
intelectuală, deoarece secretele comerciale cuprind o „gamă diversificată de
informații”, inclusiv „date comerciale, cum ar fi informații privind clienții și
furnizorii, planuri de afaceri și studii și strategii de piață”, care sunt excluse de
la protecție prin drepturi de proprietate intelectuală. Protecția informațiilor
prin secrete comerciale este fie o completare, fie o alternativă la protecția prin
drepturile de proprietate intelectuală [par. (2), preambul, Directiva nr. 943/2016].
Noțiunea tehnico-juridică „deţinător al secretului comercial” este, la rândul ei,
armonizată la nivelul statelor membre ale Uniuni Europene. Dispozițiile art. 11
lit. e) din Legea nr. 11/1991 definesc noțiunea ca fiind „orice persoană fizică sau
juridică care deţine controlul legal asupra unui secret comercial”.
Observăm că Directiva nr. 943/2016 și OUG nr. 25/2019 nu fac vorbire despre
un „titular” al secretului comercial, noțiunea juridică fiind utilizată corect numai
în ce privește drepturile de proprietate intelectuală cu caracter exclusiv, opozabile
erga omnes.

9

Publicată în M. Of., Partea I, nr. 24 din 30 ianuarie 1991.
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2.1. Măsuri pentru asigurarea confidențialității secretelor comerciale
în procedura de judecată de drept comun: desfășurarea litigiului fără
prezența publicului, măsuri pentru calificarea secretelor comerciale ca fiind
confidențiale, măsuri pentru limitarea accesului la actele dosarului care
conțin secrete comerciale
Dispozițiile art. 9 din OUG nr. 25/2019 stabilesc că:
„(1) În cazul în care instanța, din oficiu sau la cererea motivată a unei părți,
apreciază că desfășurarea procesului în prezența publicului poate afecta sau
compromite secretul comercial sau presupus comercial, luând în considerare
împrejurările prevăzute la art. 11 alin. (2), poate dispune ca procesul să se
desfășoare fără prezența publicului, art. 213 alin. (2) din Legea nr. 134/2010
privind Codul de procedură civilă, republicată, cu modificările și completările
ulterioare, fiind aplicabile în mod corespunzător.

(2) Instanța poate califica ca fiind confidențiale secretele comerciale sau
presupusele secrete comerciale care fac obiectul unei cereri motivate
corespunzător a unei părți interesate care participă la procedurile judiciare
legate de dobândirea, utilizarea sau divulgarea ilegală a unui asemenea secret
comercial sau presupus secret comercial, care are acces la documente care sunt
parte integrantă din aceste proceduri judiciare sau care a luat cunoștință de
asemenea secrete comerciale în urma acestei participări sau a acestui acces.
(3) La cererea justificată a unei părți sau din oficiu instanța poate lua măsurile
corespunzătoare în vederea păstrării confidențialității oricăror secrete
comerciale sau presupuse secrete comerciale utilizate sau menționate în cursul
procedurii judiciare.
(4) În aplicarea prevederilor alin. (3), instanța poate să dispună:
a) restricționarea, integral sau parțial, la un număr limitat de persoane a
accesului la orice document care conține secrete comerciale sau presupuse
secrete comerciale și care a fost prezentat de părți sau de terți;
b) restricționarea la un număr limitat de persoane a accesului la ședințele de
judecată, atunci când pot fi divulgate secrete comerciale sau presupuse secrete
comerciale, precum și la înregistrările sau transcrierile aferente ședințelor de
judecată respective;
c) punerea la dispoziția oricărei altei persoane decât cele care fac parte
din numărul limitat de persoane prevăzut la lit. a) și b) a unei versiuni
neconfidențiale a oricărei hotărâri judecătorești, din care au fost eliminate sau
ocultate pasajele conținând secrete comerciale;
d) orice alte măsuri prevăzute de lege pentru asigurarea confidențialității
secretelor comerciale sau presupuselor secrete comerciale.
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(5) Instanța se asigură că numărul de persoane prevăzut la alin. (4) lit. a) și
b) nu depășește ceea ce este necesar pentru a garanta respectarea dreptului
părților la procedurile juridice, la o cale de atac efectivă și la un proces echitabil,
incluzând cel puțin o persoană fizică din partea fiecărei părți și avocații sau alți
reprezentanți ai respectivelor părți la procedurile judiciare.
(6) Atunci când se pronunță asupra măsurilor prevăzute la alin. (4) și atunci când
evaluează proporționalitatea acestora, instanța ia în considerare necesitatea de
a garanta dreptul la o cale de atac efectivă și la un proces echitabil, interesele
legitime ale părților și, după caz, ale terților, precum și orice eventual prejudiciu
cauzat oricăreia dintre părți și, după caz, terților, care rezultă din aprobarea sau
respingerea unor astfel de măsuri.
(7) Orice prelucrare a datelor cu caracter personal în temeiul prezentului articol
se efectuează în conformitate cu prevederile Regulamentului (UE) 2016/679 al
Parlamentului European și al Consiliului din 27 aprilie 2016 privind protecția
persoanelor fizice în ceea ce privește prelucrarea datelor cu caracter personal
și privind libera circulație a acestor date și de abrogare a Directivei 95/46/CE
(Regulamentul general privind protecția datelor), publicat în Jurnalul Oficial al
uniunii Europene, seria L, nr. 119 din 4 mai 2016, și ale legislației naționale în
materie.”
Prevederile art. 9 alin. (1)-(7) din OUG nr. 25/2019 transpun în dreptul intern
dispozițiile art. 9 alin. (2)-(4) din Directiva nr. 943/2016.
Nu au fost transpuse în dreptul intern prevederile art. 9 alin. (1) din Directiva
nr. 943/2016,10 care obligau „părțile, avocații sau alți reprezentanți ai acestora”,
precum și „funcționarii judiciari, martorii, experții și orice altă persoană care
participă la procedurile juridice legate de dobândirea, utilizarea sau divulgarea
ilegală a unui secret comercial sau care au acces la documente care sunt parte
integrantă din aceste proceduri juridice” să nu folosească sau să divulge
presupusele secrete comerciale pe parcursul procedurilor judiciare.
Totodată, nu a fost reglementată prin OUG nr. 25/2019 posibilitatea ca instanța
să oblige orice persoană care ar avea acces la actele dosarului, indiferent în ce
calitate (parte, reprezentant al părții, expert, martor, grefier, orice alt funcționar al
instanței etc.) să semneze un acord de confidențialitate, valabil și după finalizarea
procedurilor judiciare.
Nu au fost instituite nici sancțiuni pecuniare pentru încălcarea obligației de
păstrare a confidențialității informațiilor ce constituie secrete comerciale.
Potrivit voinței legiuitorului european, protecția secretelor comerciale
„ar trebui să se aplice și după încheierea procedurilor juridice și atât timp cât
Reiese din dispozițiile finale ale OUG nr. 25/2019 că: „prezenta ordonanță de urgență transpune
prevederile [...] art. 9 alin. (2) – (4) [...] din Directiva (UE) 2016/943”; opțiunea legiuitorului român a
fost aceea ca dispozițiile art. 9 alin. (1) să nu fie transpuse în dreptul intern.
10
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informațiile care constituie secretul comercial nu țin de domeniul public” [par.
(24), Directiva nr. 943/2016].
Or, normele de implementare ale acestei Directive nu au în vedere necesitatea
de a obliga persoanele care au avut acces la informații ce constituie secrete
comerciale pe parcursul procedurilor judiciare să păstreze caracterul secret al
informațiilor și după finalizarea acestora, atât timp cât ele nu au devenit general
cunoscute sau ușor accesibile persoanelor din cercurile care se ocupă în mod
normal de tipul de informații protejate prin secrete comerciale.
Opțiunea de reglementare a legiuitorului român creează vulnerabilități
pentru deținătorul secretelor comerciale, care rămâne expus riscului ca, fie pe
parcursul, fie ulterior finalizării procedurilor judiciare, secretele comerciale să fie
divulgate, cu consecința pierderii ireversibile a avantajelor economice conferite
de informațiile respective.
2.2. Măsuri provizorii și asigurătorii pentru apărarea secretelor comerciale
Reglementările sunt cuprinse în art. 10 și 11 din OUG nr. 25/2019, care
transpun dispozițiile art. 10 și 11 din Directiva 2016/943.
Măsurile provizorii și asigurătorii care pot fi dispuse de instanță sunt
enumerate limitativ:

„a) înceta „rea sau, după caz, interzicerea, cu titlu provizoriu, a utilizării sau a
divulgării secretului comercial;
b) interdicția de a produce, oferi, introduce pe piață sau utiliza mărfuri care
contravin normelor ori de a importa, exporta sau depozita astfel de mărfuri în
scopurile menționate;

c) indisponibilizarea mărfurilor suspectate de a încălca normele, inclusiv a
mărfurilor importate, astfel încât să se împiedice intrarea sau circulația acestora
pe piață”.
Dispozițiile art. 11 alin. (6) din OUG nr. 25/2019 stabilesc că măsurile pot fi
dispuse pe calea mijloacelor procedurale reglementate prin art. 978 și 979 Cod
procedură civilă („Cod proc. civ.)”, edictate în materia apărării drepturilor de
proprietate intelectuală.
Decizia legiuitorului român produce o confuzie între regimul juridic aplicabil
protecției drepturilor de proprietate intelectuală și regimul juridic aplicabil
protecției secretelor comerciale. Soluția legislativă permite interpretarea potrivit
căreia în proceduri privind apărarea secretelor comerciale pot fi dispuse măsurile
reglementate prin Ordonanța de urgență nr. 100/2005 privind asigurarea
respectării drepturilor de proprietate industrială11 („OUG nr. 100/2005”), care
11
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M. Of., Partea I nr. 643 din 20 iulie 2005.
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transpun Directiva nr. 48/2004 privind respectarea drepturilor de proprietate
intelectuală.
Or, voința legiuitorului european a fost aceea ca sfera Directivei nr. 48/2004
să nu fie extinsă pentru a cuprinde protecția secretelor comerciale, dimpotrivă,
Directiva nr. 943/2016 să conțină norme derogatorii, cu caracter special, astfel
încât,

„în cazul în care domeniul de aplicare al Directivei 2004/48/CE a Parlamentului
European și a Consiliului și domeniul de aplicare al prezentei directive se
suprapun, prezenta directivă are prioritate în calitate de lex specialis” [par. (39),
preambul, Directiva nr. 943/2016].
Confuzia între regimul juridic aplicabil protecției secretelor comerciale și cel
aplicabil protecției drepturilor de proprietate intelectuală nu este permisă în
raport de explicațiile conținute în Studiul de impact care fundamentează și explică
posibilele opțiuni de reglementare și soluțiile normative adoptate de legiuitorul
european prin Directiva nr. 943/2016.
Potrivit Studiului de impact12, în privința protecției secretelor comerciale,
legiuitorul european a optat:

„[...] să se propună o Directivă distinctă decât să se extindă sfera de aplicabilitate
a Directivei 2004/48 în cazul acțiunilor civile pentru încălcarea secretelor
comerciale. Principalele motive țin de diferențele importante dintre secretele
comerciale și drepturile de proprietate intelectuală. Contrar drepturilor de
proprietate intelectuală, protecția secretelor comerciale nu instituie niciun
drept exclusiv și folosirea de către un terț a informației protejate prin secret
comercial fără consimțământul deținătorului acestuia nu este suficient pentru
a caracteriza fapta ilicită: este de asemenea necesar să se demonstreze fapta
terțului de dobândire ilicită a secretului comercial” (traducerea n.ns.).13
Studiul de impact clarifică astfel că Directiva nr. 943/2016 nu instituie norme
privind probele (art. 6 din Directiva nr. 48/2004, transpus prin art. 5 din OUG
nr. 100/2005), măsuri de conservare a probelor (dispozițiile art. 7 din Directiva
nr. 48/2004, transpuse prin art. 6 din OUG nr. 100/2005) și dreptul la informare
SWD/2013/0471 final, din 28 noiembrie 2013, accesibil numai în limba engleză, la adresa:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52013SC0471&qid=16057111
25200, accesat ultima dată la 20 iunie 2022.
12

13
Conform variantei în limba engleză a Studiului de impact: „it appears preferable to propose an
independent Directive rather than to extend the scope of Directive 2004/48 to civil redress measures
against the misappropriation of trade secrets. The main reason is the important differences between
trade secrets and intellectual property rights. Contrary to intellectual property rights, the protection
of trade secrets against misappropriation does not institute any exclusive right and the use by a third
party of the information protected as a trade secret without the consent of the trade secret holder is
not sufficient to qualify as illegal conduct: it will also be necessary to demonstrate the misappropriation
conduct by a third party.”
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(prevederile art. 8 din Directiva nr. 48/2004, transpuse prin art. 8 din OUG
nr. 100/2005).14
Totodată, Studiul de impact precizează că „a deține un secret comercial nu
echivalează cu a avea un drept exclusiv de folosință a secretului comercial”15 și
că „atunci când o întreprindere alege să își protejeze informațiile tehnice sau
economice prin secret (ca secrete comerciale), aceasta nu are un drept de proprietate
intelectuală acordat de o autoritate statală”.16
În preambulul Directivei nr. 943/2016, paragraful 16, se precizează deosebirea
esențială dintre natura juridică a drepturilor de proprietate intelectuală și natura
juridică a secretului comercial:17 acesta din urmă nu este protejat printr-un drept
exclusiv, opozabil erga omnes.
Având în vedere că secretul comercial nu este protejat printr-un drept exclusiv
de exploatare, protecția rezultatelor inovării prin secret comercial este „un alt
mijloc”, sau „una din formele de protecție a creației intelectuale și a know-how-ului
inovator” (par. 1 și 3, preambul, Directiva nr. 943/2016), distinct de „utilizarea
drepturilor de proprietate intelectuală” (par. 1, preambul, Directiva nr. 943/2016),
„fie ca o completare, fie ca o alternativă la drepturile de proprietate intelectuală”
(par. 2, preambul, Directiva nr. 943/2016).
Așadar, în transpunerea Directivei nr. 943/2016, statele membre nu au
libertatea de a opta ca secretele comerciale să fie reglementate ca drepturi
de proprietate intelectuală,18 voința legiuitorului european fiind aceea de a
14
Conform variantei în limba engleză a Studiului de impact: „[...] there are elements of IPRED
which are not addressed by this initiative on trade secrets. This concerns notably the rules on evidence,
preservation of evidence and right of information (subl. n.ns.). Specific rules on these issues are present
in IPRED (Directiva 2004/48 – n.ns.). However, litigation on trade secrets would rather rely on the
normal national civil law procedural measures for evidence and preservation of evidence. Given the
different nature of trade secrets (e.g. no exclusive rights granted to the trade secret holder), applying
specific rules on evidence and preservation of evidence would not be entirely justified at this stage”.

În varianta în limba engleză a Studiului de impact: ”Owning a trade secret does not amount to
having an exclusive right on its use.”
15

În varianta în limba engleză a Studiului de impact: ”When a company's (or a research entity's)
chooses to protect its valuable intangible assets through secrecy (i.e. as trade secrets), it does not have
any intellectual property right granted by a State authority.”
16

Jean Lapousterle, Christophe Geiger, Norbert Olszak, Luc Desaunettes-Barbero, What Protection
for Trade Secrets in the European Union? CEIPI's Observations on the Proposal for a Directive on the
Protection of Undisclosed Know-How and Business Information, accesibil la adresa https://papers.
ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2970461 ,accesat la 20 iunie 2022.
17

18
Pentru mai multe amănunte, a se vedea Roland Knaak, Annette Kur, Reto M. Hilty, Comments
of the Max Planck Institute for Inovation and Competition of 3 June 2014 on the Proposal of the
European Commission for a Directive on the Protection of Undisclosed Know-How and Business
information (Trade Secrets) against their Unlawful Acquisition, Use and Disclosure of 28 November
2013, COM (2013) 813 Final, accesibil la adresa https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_
id=2464971, accesat la 20 iunie 2022 și Luc Desaunettes-Barbero, La transposition de la directive
'secret d’affaires' en droit français: une analyse de la proposition de loi adoptée par l’Assemblée
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reglementa în mod distinct drepturile exclusive de proprietate intelectuală și
secretele comerciale, precum și măsurile procedurale de asigurare a respectării
fiecăreia dintre aceste categorii de drepturi.19
În litigiile privind secretele comerciale, opțiunea legiuitorului european este
în sensul aplicării normelor generale de drept procesual civil și nu a normelor de
procedură speciale din materia drepturilor de proprietate intelectuală.20
Sub acest aspect, dispozițiile art. 11 alin. (6) din OUG nr. 25/2019, care,
pentru dispunerea măsurilor provizorii și asigurătorii pentru apărarea secretelor
comerciale fac trimitere la mijloacele procedurale cu caracter special, reglementate
prin art. 978 și 979 Cod proc. civ., în materia apărării drepturilor de proprietate
intelectuală, nu corespund voinței legiuitorului european.
2.3. Măsuri definitive de fond (corective) pentru apărarea secretelor
comerciale
Potrivit dispozițiilor art. 12 alin. (1) ale OUG nr. 25/2019: odată cu soluţionarea
fondului cauzei, instanța poate obliga pârâtul la:
a) încetarea sau, după caz, interzicerea utilizării sau divulgării secretului
comercial;

b) interdicţia de a fabrica, a oferi, a introduce pe piaţă sau a utiliza mărfuri care
contravin normelor ori de a importa, exporta sau depozita astfel de mărfuri în
aceste scopuri;
c) adoptarea măsurii corective a eliminării caracteristicilor ilicite ale mărfurilor
care contravin normelor.
Totodată, instanța poate obliga pârâtul la plata de daune-interese proporționale
cu prejudiciul real suferit [art. 12 alin. (3), coroborat cu dispozițiile art. 14
alin. (1) OUG nr. 25/2019].
Alternativ măsurilor prevăzute de art. 12 alin. (1) din OUG nr. 25/2019,
instanța poate stabili obligația pârâtului de a plăti despăgubiri bănești, într-un
cuantum care nu poate depăși cuantumul redevențelor datorate de pârât dacă ar
nationale, accesibil la adresa https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3160587 ,
accesat la 20 iunie 2022.

19
În acest sens, a se vedea și Thomas Riis & Jens Schovsbo, To Be and Not to Be an IPR – The
Protection of Trade Secrets in the EU, accesibil la adresa https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.
cfm?abstract_id=3347705 , accesat la 20 iunie 2022.
20
În varianta în limba engleză a Studiului de impact precizează: ”litigation on trade secrets would
rather rely on the normal national civil law procedural measures for evidence and preservation of
evidence. Given the different nature of trade secrets (e.g. no exclusive rights granted to the trade secret
holder), applying specific rules on evidence and preservation of evidence would not be entirely justified
at this stage”; Studiul de impact poate fi accesat la adresa SWD/2013/0471 final, din 28 noiembrie
2013, accesibil numai în limba engleză, la adresa: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TX
T/?uri=CELEX%3A52013SC0471&qid=1605711125200; a se vedea și nota de subsol 7.
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fi solicitat autorizația de a utiliza secretul comercial, și numai dacă sunt îndeplinite
următoarele trei condiții cumulative: (1) pârâtul a dobândit secretul comercial
cu bună-credință de la un terț și a aflat ulterior că acesta a fost obținut ilegal;21
(2) executarea măsurilor corective ar produce prejudicii disproporționate
pârâtului; (3) acordarea de despăgubiri bănești este apreciată ca fiind mai
potrivită în raport cu circumstanțele concrete ale cauzei [art. 13 alin. (4) și (5)
din OUG nr. 25/2019]. În acest caz, cuantumul despăgubirilor bănești nu poate
depăși cuantumul redevențelor datorate de pârât dacă ar fi solicitat autorizația
de a utiliza secretul comercial [art. 13 alin. (5) din OUG nr. 25/2019].
OUG nr. 25/2019 nu a transpus dispozițiile art. 12 alin. (1) lit. d) și art. 12
alin. (2) lit. a) și c) din Directiva 2016/943, astfel că reclamantul, deținător al
secretului comercial încălcat, nu are dreptul de a solicita instanței judecătorești
măsuri esențiale pentru protejarea secretului comercial, precum:
– „distrugerea parțială sau totală a oricărui document, obiect, material,
substanță sau fișier electronic care conține sau încorporează secretul comercial
sau, după caz, predarea integrală sau parțială către reclamant a respectivelor
documente, obiecte, materiale, substanțe sau fișiere electronice”;
– „retragerea mărfurilor care contravin normelor”;

– „distrugerea mărfurilor care contravin normelor sau, după caz, retragerea lor
de pe piață, cu condiția ca retragerea să nu aducă atingere protecției secretului
comercial în cauză”.
Alegerea legiuitorului român nu asigură nivelul minim de protecție juridică
a secretelor comerciale conform legiuitorului european și astfel descurajează
activitățile economice legate de inovare în materie tehnologică, cooperare în
materie de cercetare sau de producție, externalizare sau investiții, transfer de
know-how.

2.4. Obligația de a respecta principiul proporționalității în luarea măsurilor
de protecție a secretului comercial
Atât în cazul în care dispune măsuri provizorii, cât și în cazul în care dispune
măsuri definitive, pe fondul cauzei (măsuri corective), instanța judecătorească este
obligată să evalueze proporționalitatea acestora, ținând seama de „circumstanțele
specifice ale cazului, inclusiv, după caz:
„a) valoarea și alte trăsături specifice ale secretului comercial;
b) măsurile luate în vederea protejării secretului comercial;

c) comportamentul pârâtului în dobândirea, utilizarea sau divulgarea secretului
comercial;
A se vedea art. 13 alin. (4) lit. a) din OUG nr. 25/2019, care transpune art. 13 alin. (3) lit. a) din
Directiva 2016/943, înțeles în lumina paragrafului (29) din preambulul Directivei.
21
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d) impactul utilizării sau divulgării ilegale a secretului comercial;

e) interesele legitime ale părților și impactul pe care aprobarea sau respingerea
măsurilor l-ar putea avea asupra părților;
f) interesele legitime ale terților;
g) interesul public;
h) protejarea drepturilor fundamentale.”
Condiționarea dispunerii măsurilor provizorii, dar și a măsurilor definitive
corective de examinarea și evaluarea „intereselor legitime ale părților și impactul
pe care aprobarea sau respingerea măsurilor l-ar putea avea asupra părților”
constituie o deosebire fundamentală față de regimul juridic aplicabil drepturilor
de proprietate intelectuală.
În materia apărării secretelor comerciale, chiar dacă fapta de încălcare este
dovedită, interesul deținătorului secretului comercial nu este preponderent în
anumite circumstanțe, acesta cedând inclusiv în fața „intereselor legitime ale
terților”, străini de cadrul procesual dedus judecății.
Or, în cazul încălcării drepturilor de proprietate intelectuală, mai ales în
ipoteza dispunerii măsurilor corective, cu caracter definitiv, interesele legitime
ale pârâtului sau ale terților sunt lipsite de orice relevanță.

§3. Apărarea secretelor comerciale în litigii arbitrale în proceduri de
competența CICA CCIR

Având în vedere vulnerabilitățile create pentru deținătorii secretelor
comerciale prin normele OUG nr. 25/2019, care nu constituie o transpunere
completă a Directivei nr. 943/2016 aptă să permită realizarea scopului acesteia
de a asigura o protecție armonizată, la un nivel minim acceptat, a secretelor
comerciale pe parcursul procedurilor judiciare, sunt evidente avantajele oferite
deținătorului secretului comercial de procedurile de soluționare a litigiilor pe
calea procedurii arbitrale.
Constituie un avantaj evident și cert caracterul confidențial al procedurii
arbitrale, dar se ridică întrebarea dacă acest principiu, astfel cum este el
reglementat, este suficient pentru a încuraja opțiunea de a recurge la procedura
arbitrală în cazul în care se impune apărarea secretelor comerciale, sau dacă
normele aplicabile procedurii arbitrale se impune să fie completate prin norme
speciale, apte să asigure un nivel adecvat de protecție a confidențialității acelor
informații care constituie secrete comerciale.
Normele de procedură care guvernează litigiul arbitral sunt reglementate
prin dispozițiile art. 541 – art. 621 Cod proc. civ. pentru arbitrajul intern și
art. 1111– art. 1133 Cod proc. civ. pentru arbitrajul internațional, precum și, în
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cazul arbitrajului instituționalizat CICA CCIR, prin Regulile de procedură arbitrală
CICA CCIR în vigoare la data de 1 ianuarie 2018.22
Dispozițiile procedurale ale OUG nr. 25/2019 sunt norme cu caracter special,
care nu completează dispozițiile speciale ale Codului de procedură civilă din
materia arbitrajului, nici Regulile de procedură arbitrală CICA CCIR.
Caracterul confidențial al procedurii arbitrale este asigurat conform dispo
zițiilor art. 3 alin. (1) și (3), art. 4 din Regulile de procedură arbitrală CICA CCIR.
Potrivit prevederilor art. 4 din Regulile de procedură arbitrală CICA CCIR:

„ (1) Cu excepția cazului în care părțile convin în alt mod, Curtea de Arbitraj,
Președintele Curții, Colegiul Curții, Secretariatul Curții, tribunalul arbitral,
asistenții arbitrali și orice persoană implicată în organizarea arbitrajului vor
păstra confidențialitatea în ceea ce privește întreaga procedura arbitrală.
(2) Hotărârile arbitrale pot fi publicate integral numai cu acordul părților.
Ele pot fi însă publicate parțial ori în rezumat sau comentate sub aspectul
problemelor de drept ivite, în reviste, lucrări ori culegeri de practică arbitrală,
fără a se menționa numele sau denumirea părților ori alte date care ar putea
prejudicia interesele lor.

(3) Președintele Curții poate autoriza, de la caz la caz, cercetarea dosarelor
pentru documentare în scopuri științifice, după comunicarea sentinței arbitrale,
cu respectarea obligației de confidențialitate.”
Dispozițiile art. 4 instituie obligația de a păstra confidențialitatea „întregii
proceduri arbitrale” în sarcina Curții de Arbitraj, Președintelui Curții, Colegiului
Curții, Secretariatului Curții, tribunalului arbitral, asistenților arbitrali și oricărei
persoane implicate în organizarea arbitrajului.
Noțiunea tehnico-juridică „întreaga procedură arbitrală” ridică semne de
întrebare în lipsa unei definiții normative și se impune să fie interpretată. Cât de
largă poate fi marja de interpretare, în lipsa oricăror alte precizări în cuprinsul
Regulilor de procedură arbitrală CICA CCIR?
O întrebare semnificativă în contextul studiului de față este aceea dacă prin
„confidențialitatea întregii proceduri arbitrale” se înțelege confidențialitatea
privitoare la anumite informații din cuprinsul actelor de procedură, care constituie
secrete comerciale?
În opinia autorului, secretele comerciale nu întră în sfera noțiunii „întreaga
procedură arbitrală”, în lipsa unor criterii care să permită calificarea unor
informații ca fiind secrete comerciale și în lipsa unor proceduri care să permită
părții interesate să indice care anume informații sunt secrete comerciale și
pentru ce motive. Este necesară reglementarea procedurii care să permită părții
Regulile de procedură arbitrală adoptate de Colegiul Curții de Arbitraj Comercial Internațional,
accesibile la adresa http://arbitration.ccir.ro/regulile-de-procedura-arbitrala/#art4, accesat la
20 iunie 2022.
22
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interesate să formuleze o cerere motivată în acest sens și a procedurii care să
stabilească modalitatea de soluționare a unei astfel de cereri de către tribunalul
arbitral precum și soluțiile care pot fi dispuse.
Interdicția generală de a publica „alte date care ar putea prejudicia interesele
părților” presupune oare interdicția de a dezvălui acele informații care constituie
secrete comerciale ulterior finalizării litigiului arbitral, atât timp cât informațiile
nu fac parte din domeniul public?
În opinia autorului, răspunsul este negativ. Este necesară reglementarea
procedurii care să permită obligarea instituției arbitrale să nu dezvăluie acele
informații care constituie secrete comerciale ulterior finalizării litigiului arbitral,
atât timp cât informațiile nu fac parte din domeniul public.
Au calitatea de „persoane implicate în organizarea arbitrajului”, cărora le
incumbă obligația de a păstra confidențialitatea „întregii proceduri arbitrale” și
avocații părților, experții, martorii, intervenienții în procedura arbitrală?
Răspunsul autorului este negativ. Dispozițiile art. 4 alin. (1) din Regulile de
procedură arbitrală CICA CCIR asigură protecția părților din partea instituției
arbitrale.23 Nu este stabilită în mod expres în sarcina părților, experților, martorilor,
intervenienților, obligația de a păstra confidențialitatea cuprinsului actelor de
procedură, a fortiori, nu este stabilită obligația acestora de a nu dezvălui acele
informații care constituie secrete comerciale în cuprinsul actelor de procedură.
Care sunt sancțiunile aplicabile în cazul în care obligația de a păstra
confidențialitatea întregii proceduri arbitrale este încălcată prin dezvăluirea
secretelor comerciale de către persoane care au avut acces la acestea pe parcursul
procedurii arbitrale? Sunt sancțiunile prevăzute de lege suficient de aspre încât
să împiedice încălcarea obligației de păstrare a confidențialității, în special a
obligației de a nu dezvălui secrete comerciale?
Pentru ipoteza încălcării obligației de a păstra confidențialitatea, arbitrii pot
fi trași la răspundere pentru prejudiciul cauzat în temeiul dispozițiilor art. 565
lit. c) Cod proc. civ., dacă „nu respectă caracterul confidențial al arbitrajului,
publicând sau divulgând date de care iau cunoștință în calitate de arbitri, fără a
avea autorizarea părților”. Răspunderea arbitrilor nu are în vedere și ipoteza
restrânsă a încălcării confidențialității secretelor comerciale. Nu sunt instituite
sancțiuni pecuniare specifice pentru încălcarea confidențialității prin dezvăluirea
secretelor comerciale, faptă cu consecințe mult mai grave decât în cazul dezvăluirii
altor date ale dosarului, precum numele părților, deoarece, odată dezvăluit,
secretul comercial este pierdut, iar posibilitatea restabilirii situației anterioare
dezvăluirii secretului comercial nu există.
În cazul în care una din părți nu îndeplinește obligațiile stabilite de Regulile de
procedură arbitrală CICA CCIR, sau orice dispoziție a tribunalului arbitral, inclusiv
M. Nicolae, în B. Oglindă, S. Olaru, C. Popa (coord.), Ghid de utilizare a Regulilor de procedură
arbitrală, Ed. Wolters Kluwer, București, 2020, pp. 45-48.
23
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obligația de a păstra confidențialitatea întregii proceduri arbitrale, conform
dispozițiilor art. 38, tribunalul arbitral „va putea dispune suspendarea procedurii
arbitrale sau orice alte măsuri adecvate, în funcție de împrejurări”.
În lipsa oricăror prevederi legale specifice, cum ar fi cele privitoare la asumarea
în scris, înainte de a avea acces la acte de procedură ale dosarului arbitral, a obligației
de a păstra confidențialitatea acelor informații care constituie secrete comerciale,
sub anumite sancțiuni (cum ar fi sancțiuni pecuniare), atât pe parcursul procedurii
arbitrale, cât și după finalizarea acesteia (până când respectivele informații pierd
caracterul de secrete comerciale) este iluzorie răspunderea civilă a persoanelor care
iau cunoștință de secrete comerciale în cadrul litigiului arbitral.
Prin Anexă la Regulile de procedură arbitrală CICA CCIR ar putea fi adoptat un
model de act unilateral, prin care oricare persoană implicată în proceduri arbitrală
(în calitatea de parte, sau avocat al părții, expert, martor) își asumă, înainte de
a avea acces la actele de procedură ale dosarului care conțin secrete comerciale,
obligația de a nu dezvălui secretele comerciale atât pe parcursul procedurii
arbitrale, cât și după finalizarea acesteia, sub sancțiuni pecuniare, fie pentru o
perioadă limitată, fie până la momentul la care informațiile respective nu mai
constituie secrete comerciale.
În lipsa oricăror dispoziții legale exprese, în procedurile arbitrale accesul
uneia dintre părți la acte de procedură care conțin secrete comerciale nu poate
fi restricționat. Dispozițiile art. 575 alin. (2) coroborate cu dispozițiile art. 14
alin. (2) și (6) Cod proc. civ. impun respectarea principiului fundamental al
contradictorialității procedurii arbitrale, care asigură părților și exercitarea
efectivă a dreptului la apărare.
Or, în litigiile privind apărarea secretelor comerciale, în anumite cazuri, poate
fi justificată și se impune măsura restricționării accesului părții adverse, sau
martorilor, sau altor terți, la acele acte de procedură care conțin secrete comerciale.
O astfel de reglementare expresă și specifică protecției secretelor comerciale va fi
benefică pentru încurajarea opțiunii părților interesate pentru procedura arbitrală,
care își vor vedea astfel dreptul la confidențialitate protejat în mod concret.
§4. Proceduri reglementate prin Regulile de procedură arbitrală ale
Centrului de mediere și arbitraj de pe lângă Organizația Mondială
pentru Protecția Proprietății Intelectuale (OMPI)

Perfecționarea reglementărilor Regulilor de procedură arbitrală ale CICA CCIR
în scopul încurajării apărării secretelor comerciale pe calea procedurii arbitrale
poate fi făcută având în vedere Regulile de procedură arbitrală24 ale Centrului

Regulile de procedură arbitrală ale Centrului de mediere și arbitraj al OMPI (WIPO) sunt
accesibile la adresa https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/arbitration/rules/index.html, accesată la 20 iunie
2022.
24
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de mediere și arbitraj al OMPI25 (”Reguli WIPO”) care conțin dispoziții speciale
privitoare la secrete comerciale și alte informații confidențiale.
Potrivit dispozițiilor art. 54 Reguli WIPO:26

„(a) În sensul prezentului articol, prin informații confidențiale se înțelege orice
informație, indiferent de suportul în care este exprimată, care este: (i) în posesia
unei părți; (ii) nu este accesibil publicului; (iii) de importanță comercială,
financiară sau industrială; și (iv) tratate ca fiind confidențiale de către partea
care o deține.
(b) O parte care invocă confidențialitatea oricăror informații pe care dorește sau
este obligată să o prezinte în cadrul arbitrajului, inclusiv unui expert desemnat
de Tribunal, va face o cerere pentru ca informațiile să fie clasificate drept
confidențiale printr-o notificare către Tribunal, cu o copie către cealaltă parte.
Fără a dezvălui conținutul informațiilor, partea va indica în notificare motivele
pentru care consideră informațiile confidențiale.

Centru de mediere și arbitraj al OMPI a fost creat în 1994, ca organ independent și imparțial;
OMPI este o agenție specializată în cadrul Națiunilor Unite care cuprinde 192 de state membre.
25

26
Traducerea autorului. În limba engleză: ”Disclosure of Trade Secrets and Other Confidential
Information Article 54 (a) For the purposes of this Article, confidential information shall mean any
information, regardless of the medium in which it is expressed, which is:
(i) in the possession of a party;
(ii) not accessible to the public;
(iii) of commercial, financial or industrial significance; and (iv) treated as confidential by the party
possessing it.
(b) A party invoking the confidentiality of any information it wishes or is required to submit in the
arbitration, including to an expert appointed by the Tribunal, shall make an application to have the
information classified as confidential by notice to the Tribunal, with a copy to the other party. Without
disclosing the substance of the information, the party shall give in the notice the reasons for which it
considers the information confidential.
(c) The Tribunal shall determine whether the information is to be classified as confidential and
of such a nature that the absence of special measures of protection in the proceedings would be likely
to cause serious harm to the party invoking its confidentiality. If the Tribunal so determines, it shall
decide under which conditions and to whom the confidential information may in part or in whole be
disclosed and shall require any person to whom the confidential information is to be disclosed to sign
an appropriate confidentiality undertaking.
(d) In exceptional circumstances, in lieu of itself determining whether the information is to be
classified as confidential and of such nature that the absence of special measures of protection in
the proceedings would be likely to cause serious harm to the party invoking its confidentiality, the
Tribunal may, at the request of a party or on its own motion and after consultation with the parties,
designate a confidentiality advisor who will determine whether the information is to be so classified,
and, if so, decide under which conditions and to whom it may in part or in whole be disclosed. Any such
confidentiality advisor shall be required to sign an appropriate confidentiality undertaking.
(e) The Tribunal may also, at the request of a party or on its own motion, appoint the confidentiality
advisor as an expert in accordance with Article 57 in order to report to it, on the basis of the confidential
information, on specific issues designated by the Tribunal without disclosing the confidential
information either to the party from whom the confidential information does not originate or to the
Tribunal.”
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(c) Tribunalul stabilește dacă informațiile trebuie clasificate ca fiind confidențiale
și de o asemenea natură încât absența măsurilor speciale de protecție în cadrul
procedurii ar putea cauza un prejudiciu grav părții care invocă confidențialitatea
acesteia. Dacă Tribunalul decide astfel, acesta decide în ce condiții și cui pot fi
dezvăluite parțial sau în totalitate informațiile confidențiale și solicită oricărei
persoane căreia informațiile confidențiale urmează să fie dezvăluite să semneze
un angajament adecvat de confidențialitate.
(d) În circumstanțe excepționale, în loc de a determina ea însăși dacă informațiile
trebuie clasificate drept confidențiale și de asemenea natură încât absența
măsurilor speciale de protecție în cadrul procedurii ar putea cauza un prejudiciu
grav părții care invocă confidențialitatea acesteia, Tribunalul poate, la cererea
unei părți sau din oficiu și după consultarea părților, să desemneze un consilier
de confidențialitate care va stabili dacă informațiile trebuie astfel clasificate și, în
caz afirmativ, să decidă în ce condiții și cui pot fi dezvăluite, parțial sau integral.
Orice astfel de consilier în materie de confidențialitate trebuie să semneze un
angajament corespunzător de confidențialitate.
(e) Tribunalul poate, de asemenea, la cererea unei părți sau din oficiu, să
desemneze consilierul în materie de confidențialitate ca expert în conformitate
cu articolul 57 pentru a-i raporta, pe baza informațiilor confidențiale, cu privire
la aspecte specifice, dezvălui informațiile confidențiale fie părții de la care nu
provine informațiile confidențiale, fie Tribunalului.”
Regulile definesc noțiunea „secret comercial”, reglementează procedura care
permite părții interesate să solicite tribunalului arbitral calificarea anumitor
informații ca fiind secrete comerciale, precum și procedura care permite tribunalului
arbitral să stabilească dacă informațiile respective constituie secrete comerciale,
precum și condițiile în care secretele comerciale pot fi dezvăluite, în totalitate sau
în parte, și persoanele care sunt obligate să își asume în scris obligația de a păstra
confidențialitatea secretelor comerciale, înainte de a avea acces la acestea.
În anumite circumstanțe, tribunalul arbitral nu ia cunoștință de informațiile
care se solicită să fie calificate ca fiind secrete comerciale, ci desemnează o
persoană de specialitate (consilier de confidențialitate) care, după ce își asumă
în scris obligația de a păstra confidențialitatea informațiilor, stabilește dacă
informațiile respective constituie secrete comerciale, precum și condițiile în care
secretele comerciale pot fi dezvăluite, în tot sau în parte, și căror persoane.
Consilierul de confidențialitate poate fi desemnat ca expert care să lămurească
tribunalului arbitral anumite aspecte ale secretelor comerciale, fără ca secretele
comerciale să fie dezvăluite părții care nu are calitatea de deținătoare a secretului
comercial sau tribunalului arbitral.
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În plus față de măsurile specifice care pot fi dispuse conform dispozițiilor art. 54
din Regulile WIPO și potrivit art. 76 lit. (a) din Regulile WIPO27 orice documente
sau alte probe prezentate de o parte sau de un martor în cadrul arbitrajului vor fi
tratate ca fiind confidențiale și, în măsura în care aceste dovezi descriu informații
care nu sunt de domeniul public, nu vor fi utilizate sau dezvăluite unei terțe părți
de către o parte al cărei acces la acele informații apare exclusiv ca urmare a
participării sale la arbitraj, în orice scop, fără acordul părților sau ordinul unei
instanțe competente.
Art. 76 lit. (b)28 din Regulile WIPO, prevede că un martor indicat de o parte nu
este considerat a fi un terț. În măsura în care unui martor i se oferă acces la probe
sau la alte informații obținute în cadrul arbitrajului pentru a pregăti mărturia
martorului, partea care îl cheamă va fi responsabilă pentru menținerea de către
martor a aceluiași grad de confidențialitate ca acela cerut părții.
Cu excepția cazului în care părțile convin altfel, Centrul de mediere și arbitraj al
OMPI, și arbitrul vor păstra confidențialitatea arbitrajului, hotărârii și, în măsura
în care descriu informații care nu sunt în domeniul public, orice documente sau
alte probe dezvăluite în timpul arbitrajului, cu excepția cazului în care este necesar
în legătură cu o acțiune în instanță legată de hotărâre sau în cazul în care legea
prevede altfel [art. 78 (a)29 din Regulile WIPO].
§5. Concluzii

În principiu, Regulile CICA CCIR conferă părților interesate un cadrul legal
adecvat pentru protecția reală și eficienta a secretului comercial pe parcursul
procedurii arbitrale, datorită principiului confidențialității, care este de esența
procedurii arbitrale.
27
Traducerea noastră. În limba engleză: ”In addition to any specific measures that may be available
under Article 54, any documentary or other evidence given by a party or a witness in the arbitration
shall be treated as confidential and, to the extent that such evidence describes information that is not
in the public domain, shall not be used or disclosed to any third party by a party whose access to that
information arises exclusively as a result of its participation in the arbitration for any purpose without
the consent of the parties or order of a court having jurisdiction.”

28
Traducerea noastră. În limba engleză: ”For the purposes of this Article, a witness called by a
party shall not be considered to be a third party. To the extent that a witness is given access to evidence
or other information obtained in the arbitration in order to prepare the witness’s testimony, the party
calling such witness shall be responsible for the maintenance by the witness of the same degree of
confidentiality as that required of the party.”
29
Traducerea noastră. În limba engleză: ”(a) Unless the parties agree otherwise, the Center and the
arbitrator shall maintain the confidentiality of the arbitration, the award and, to the extent that they
describe information that is not in the public domain, any documentary or other evidence disclosed
during the arbitration, except to the extent necessary in connection with a court action relating to the
award, or as otherwise required by law.
(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), the Center may include information concerning the arbitration
in any aggregate statistical data that it publishes concerning its activities, provided that such
information does not enable the parties or the particular circumstances of the dispute to be identified.”
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Având în vedere specificitatea secretului comercial, mai ales împrejurarea
că, odată dezvăluit, secretul comercial este iremediabil pierdut, fără a exista
posibilitatea repunerii deținătorului secretului în situația anterioară, considerăm
că este oportună perfecționarea Regulilor CICA CCIR, pentru a încuraja opțiunea
deținătorului secretului comercial ca litigiile în această materie să fie soluționate
pe calea procedurii arbitrale de competența CICA CCIR.
Așa cum s-a arătat în detaliu în Secțiunea anterioară, Regulile WIPO pot
constitui un model de reglementare a unor proceduri speciale pentru păstrarea
caracterului confidențial al secretelor comerciale pe parcursul procedurilor
arbitrale.
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ABSTRACT
On 21 March 2022, the Member States of the International Centre for Settlement
of Investment Disputes approved amendments to the ICSID Regulations and
Rules, which entered into force on 1 July 2022. These amendments include
changes to the ICSID Arbitration Rules, which govern the procedure to be
followed in arbitrations under the 1966 Convention on the Settlement of
Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States.
ICSID has conducted a large-scale revision of its Rules, including, most notably,
with respect to matters such as (i) transparency, (ii) third party funding,
(iii) costs, (iv) provisional measures, (v) expedited arbitration and (vi) time and
cost efficiency more broadly. This article considers these changes to the Rules.
Keywords: ICSID; ICSID Convention; ICSID Rules of Arbitration; investor-state
dispute settlement; transparency; third party funding
REZUMAT
In data de 21 martie 2022, statele membre ale Centrului Internațional
de Soluționare a Litigiilor privind Investițiile au aprobat modificări la
regulamentele și regulile ICSID care au intrat în vigoare la data de 1 iulie 2022.
Aceste amendamente includ modificări ale regulilor de arbitraj ICSID care
reglementează procedura ce trebuie urmată în arbitrajele intentate conform
Convenției din 1966 privind soluționarea diferendelor privind investițiile dintre
state și cetățeni ai altor state.
ICSID a efectuat o revizuire la scară largă a Regulilor sale, inclusiv în ceea
ce privește aspecte precum (i) transparența, (ii) finanțarea disputelor de
către terți, (iii) costuri, (iv) măsuri provizorii, (v) accelerarea arbitrajului și
1
Nick Lawn is a Partner and the Head of International Arbitration at Van Bael & Bellis.
He specialises in international arbitration and litigation with a particular focus on investment
arbitration and public international law. Nick can be contacted at nlawn@vbb.com.

Helin Laufer is an Associate in the London office of Van Bael & Bellis. She specialises in
international arbitration and public international law, and has a focus on the energy and natural
resources sector. Helin can be contacted at hlaufer@vbb.com.
2
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(vi) eficiență în materie de timp și costuri la modul general. Prezentul articol
analizeaza aceste modificări ale Regulilor.
Cuvinte cheie: ICSID; Convenția ICSID; Regulile de arbitraj ICSID; soluționarea
disputelor între investitori şi State; transparența; finanțarea disputelor de către
terți

Background3
On 21 March 2022, the Member States of the International Centre for
Settlement of Investment Disputes (“ICSID”) approved amendments to the
ICSID Regulations and Rules, which entered into force on 1 July 2022. These
amendments include changes to the ICSID Arbitration Rules (the “Rules”),4 which
govern the procedure to be followed in arbitrations under the 1966 Convention
on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other
States (the “ICSID Convention”).5
ICSID has amended its regulations and rules only four times (including the
2022 amendments) since its establishment in 1966, with the last amendment
introduced in 2006. The 2022 amendments follow a detailed review of the ICSID
Regulations and Rules which began in October 2016.
ICSID launched the amendment process of the ICSID Regulations and Rules
to ensure that States and investors benefit from “a range of modern dispute
settlement options available to resolve their disputes”,6 whilst also ensuring that
all amendments “maintain the procedural equilibrium between disputing parties
so that proceedings are fair and equally effective for all participants”.7 According
to ICSID, the concrete goals of the 2022 amendments are to:
(i) Modernise the ICSID Regulations and Rules based on ICSID’s experience
of administrating over 700 cases;8
This article expands on a shorter client alert prepared by the same authors. Please see
Nick Lawn and Helin Laufer, The 2022 ICSID Arbitration Rules – A Brief Overview (24 April 2022):
https://www.vbb.com/insights/trade-and-customs/the-2022-icsid-arbitration-rules-a-briefoverview last accessed on 13 June 2022.
3

4
The 2022 ICSID Arbitration Rules are available here: https://icsid.worldbank.org/sites/default/
files/publications/rule_amendment_proposals_convention.pdf last accessed on 13 June 2022
(“ICSID Arbitration Rules 2022”).
5
Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other
States of 14 October 1966, 575 UNTS 159.

6
ICSID, Working Paper No. 1: Proposals for Amendment of the ICSID Rules (August 2018), p.
1: https://icsid.worldbank.org/sites/default/files/publications/WP1_Amendments_Vol_3_WPupdated-9.17.18.pdf last accessed on 13 June 2022.
7

Ibid, p. 2.

ICSID, “About the ICSID Rule Amendments”, https://icsid.worldbank.org/resources/rules-andregulations/amendments/about last accessed on 13 June 2022.
8
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(ii) Make the processes set out in the ICSID Regulations and Rules
“increasingly time and cost effective while maintaining due process and a
balance between investors and States”;9 and
(iii) “[M]ake procedure less paper-intensive, with greater use of technology for
transmission of documents and case procedures”.10
As a result, ICSID conducted a large-scale revision of its Rules, including, most
notably, with respect to matters such as (i) transparency, (ii) third party funding,
(iii) costs, (iv) provisional measures, (v) expedited arbitration and (vi) time and cost
efficiency more broadly. This article considers these changes to the Rules below.
Since the arbitration rules applicable to the conduct of investment arbitration
proceedings under the ICSID Convention are generally those in place at the time
that the arbitration is initiated, the amended Rules apply to all ICSID arbitrations
commenced on or after 1 July 2022 (which is when the amended Rules entered
into force).11

I. Transparency

The amended Rules have a clear focus on enhancing transparency in ICSID
arbitration proceedings.
Some of the amended Rules which promote greater transparency include the
following:
(i) Publication of awards and decisions: Whilst the ICSID Convention provides
that the consent of both parties to an arbitration is required for the
publication of awards and decisions,12 the amended Rule 62 now states
that consent shall be deemed to have been given if no party objects
in writing to such publication within 60 days after the dispatch of the
relevant document.13 In addition, even if the parties do not consent to
their documents being published, ICSID may still publish excerpts
thereof, subject to the procedure set out in Rule 62(4).14 It is likely that
9

Idem.

10

Idem.

For a further discussion about the version of the ICSID arbitration rules which is applicable
to future proceedings, see Antonio R. Parra, Some Highlights of the Amended ICSID Arbitration
Rules (Kluwer Arbitration Blog, 26 May 2022): http://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.
com/2022/05/26/some-highlights-of-the-amended-icsid-arbitration-rules/ last accessed on 13
June 2022.
11

12
ICSID Convention, Article 48(5). In the same vein, the previous provision on the publication of
awards, Rule 48(4) of the 2006 ICSID Rules, reads: “The Centre shall not publish the award without
the consent of the parties”.
13
14

ICSID Arbitration Rules 2022, Rule 62(3).
Ibidem, Rule 62(4).
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this amended Rule will promote greater consistency in the interpretation
of investment law by arbitral tribunals in future investment arbitrations
given that more awards and decisions will become public and available
for tribunals’ review;
(ii) Non-disputing parties: Whilst the existing rules already set out certain
factors which a tribunal should consider in determining whether to
allow a submission from a non-disputing party,15 the amended Rules
67(2)(d) and 67(2)(e) include two new factors to be taken into account,
i.e. the identity, activities, organization, ownership and affiliation of the
non-disputing party,16 and whether any financial assistance will be
provided to that party in relation to the submission;17
(iii) Observation of hearings: The amended Rule 65 states that the tribunal
“shall” (as opposed to “may” in the previous version of the Rules) allow
third parties to observe hearings, unless either party objects.18 As such,
Rule 65 establishes a presumption in favour of public hearings. In a
similar vein, the amended Rule 65(3) provides that: “Upon request of a
party, the Centre shall publish recordings or transcripts of hearings, unless
the other party objects”, thus providing another opportunity for enhancing
transparency in ICSID arbitrations; and
(iv) Third party funding: The provisions relating to third party funding and the
requirement of relevant disclosures, as set out in more detail below, have
also been drafted in such a way to enhance transparency in investor-State
arbitration.19

II. Third party funding

In recent years, there has been a significant increase in the number of third
party funders, funded cases and law firms willing to work with third party funders
in international arbitration, including in ISDS.20 Whilst the availability of third
party funding has been hailed for its various benefits, including for enabling
15
16
17
18
19

ICSID Arbitration Rules 2006, Rule 37(2).

ICSID Arbitration Rules 2022, Rule 67(2)(e).
Ibidem, Rule 67(2)(f).
Ibidem, Rule 65(1).
Ibidem, Rule 14.

International Council for Commercial Arbitration and Queen Mary University of London, Report
of the ICAA-Queen Marty Task Force on Third-Party Funding in International Arbitration (April 2018),
Chapter 1, p. 1: https://cdn.arbitration-icca.org/s3fs-public/document/media_document/ThirdParty-Funding-Report%20.pdf last accessed on 13 June 2022; Columbia Center on Sustainable
Investment, Third Party Funding in Investor-State Dispute Settlement: https://ccsi.columbia.edu/
content/third-party-funding-investor-state-dispute-settlement last accessed on 13 June 2022.
20
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increased access to justice,21 third party funding has also prompted several
policy and fairness-related concerns in the investor-State arbitration context.
These concerns include whether the availability of third party funding has the
potential to increase the number of investor-State cases,22 give rise to frivolous
or exaggerated claims,23 and contribute to regulatory chill.24 Such concerns have
also highlighted that there may be a need for reform and increased regulation of
third party funding. For instance, the United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law’s (“UNCITRAL”) Working Group III has been considering regulating
third party funding as a priority in its most recent and ongoing reform efforts of
investor-State arbitration.25
It is in this context that ICSID, responding to global calls to regulate third
party funding, has amended its Rules to set out requirements concerning thirdparty funding for the first time. Under the new Rule 14, parties are required to
disclose in a written notice the name and address of any non-party from which
the party, directly or indirectly, has received funds for the pursuit or defence of
the proceedings.26 Such notice is to be submitted upon registering the request for
arbitration, or immediately upon concluding a third-party funding arrangement
if this takes place after registration.27 The parties also have an obligation to notify
the Secretary-General of ICSID of any changes in respect of the information set
out in their third-party funding notice.28
Notably, whilst the disclosure of the third-party funding agreement is
not required by default, tribunals, nonetheless, have the power to order its
Brooke Guven and Lise Johnson, The Policy Implications of Third-Party Funding in InvestorState Dispute Settlement(Columbia Center on Sustainable Investment, May 2019), CCSI Working
Paper 2019, pp. 12-13: https://ccsi.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/content/docs/our%20focus/
extractive%20industries/The-Policy-Implications-of-Third-Party-Funding-in-Investor-State-DisptueSettlement-FINAL.pdf last accessed on 13 June 2022.
21

Brooke Guven and Lise Johnson, Third-Party Funding and the Objectives of Investment Treaties:
Friends or foes?, Investment Treaty News, 27 June 2019, https://www.iisd.org/itn/en/2019/06/27/
third-party-funding-and-the-objectives-of-investment-treaties-friends-or-foes-brooke-guven-lisejohnson/ last accessed on 13 June 2022.
22

23
24

Ibidem, p. 21.
Ibidem, p. 33.

UNCITRAL, Third Party Funding: https://uncitral.un.org/en/thirdpartyfunding last accessed
on 13 June 2022. UNICTRAL, Report of Working Group III (Investor-State Dispute Settlement
Reform) on the work of its thirty-eighth session (Vienna, 14–18 October 2019), A/CN.9/1004,
pp. 15-18: https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/V19/104/76/PDF/V1910476.
pdf?OpenElement last accessed on 13 June 2022.
25

26
27
28

ICSID Arbitration Rules 2022, Rule 14(1).
Ibidem, Rule 14(2).
Idem.
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disclosure.29 Tribunals may also request further information regarding the third
party providing the funding.30

III. Costs

Since most international investment agreements provide little guidance on
costs, arbitration rules play an important role in shaping the position on costs and
costs allocation in ISDS cases.31 Whilst tribunals have generally had considerable
discretion to decide costs-related matters in ICSID arbitrations, the new Rules
provide welcome clarification and guidance in this area.
Tribunals in ICSID arbitrations may allocate the costs incurred in connection
with a particular part of the proceeding, particular claims or defences, or as a
whole.32 Under Article 61(2) of the ICSID Convention, tribunals have discretion to
“assess the expenses incurred by the parties in connection with the proceedings, and
shall decide how and by whom those expenses [...] shall be paid”. Whilst the 2006
Rules did not provide guidance as to how tribunals should exercise this discretion,
the position is clarified in the amended Rules. The amended Rule 52 states that,
“in allocating the costs of the proceeding, the Tribunal shall consider all relevant
circumstances”, and sets out a non-exhaustive list of factors to be considered,
such as the conduct of the parties, the complexity of the issues in dispute and the
reasonableness of the costs claimed.33
In addition, the new Rule 52(4) reflects the ICSID Member States’ desire for
enhanced fairness and transparency in investor-State arbitration. The provision
states that tribunals shall ensure that all decisions on costs are reasoned and form
part of the award.
In a recent interview, Meg Kinnear, the Secretary-General of ICSID, explained
that Rule 52, in conjunction with Rule 3 (which requires the tribunal and parties
to conduct the proceedings "in good faith and in an expeditious and cost-effective
manner”34), should lead to “noticeable efficiency gains in proceedings”, which will
likely be complemented increasingly by more interim decisions on costs.35
29
30

Ibidem, Rule 14(4).
Idem.

British Institute of International and Comparative Law and Allen & Overy, 2021 Empirical
Study: Costs, Damages and Duration in Investor-State Arbitration, p. 6: https://www.biicl.org/
documents/136_isds-costs-damages-duration_june_2021.pdf last accessed on 13 June 2022.
31

ICSID, “Cost Submissions – ICSID Convention (2022 Rules)”: https://icsid.worldbank.org/
rules-regulations/convention/arbitration/cost-submissions/2022 last accessed on 13 June 2022.
32
33
34

ICSID Arbitration Rules 2022, Rule 52(1).
ICSID Arbitration Rules 2022, Rule 3(1).

Carol Mulcahy, ICSID Rules and Regulations 2022: an interview with Meg Kinnear, Practical Law
Arbitration Blog, 8 April 2022: http://arbitrationblog.practicallaw.com/icsid-rules-and-regulations2022-an-interview-with-meg-kinnear/ last accessed on 13 June 2022.
35
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In addition, the amended Rules also contain a new Rule 53 setting out the
tribunals’ power to order security for costs.36 In determining an application for
security of costs, tribunals are required to consider “all relevant circumstances”,
including parties’ ability and willingness to comply with adverse decisions on
costs and their conduct.37 This new Rule is a welcome development because, in the
absence of an express power to order security for costs under the previous Rules,
tribunals have generally been reluctant to award security for costs in the past.38
It remains to be seen whether the requirement that parties provide prompt notice
of third-party funding arrangements may fuel applications for security for costs under
the new Rule 53. According to the Secretary-General of ICSID, such applications will
not necessarily become more common.39 She added that “Rule 53 provides a specific
test for an order of security for costs and requires the tribunal to consider all relevant
circumstances [...]. While the existence of third-party funding might (or might not) be a
relevant circumstance, this will be very case-specific, and the simple fact of third-party
funding will not be sufficient to justify an order for security for costs”.40

IV. Provisional measures
Whilst the previous ICSID Arbitration Rules allowed parties to request
provisional measures,41 the amended Rule 47(1) expands upon, and clarifies,
the circumstances in which a party may request provisional measures and the
factors to be taken into account by a tribunal. The tribunal may order provisional
measures to (i) “prevent action that is likely to cause current or imminent harm”
or “prejudice to the arbitral process”,42 (ii) “maintain or restore the status quo”,43
or (iii) preserve evidence.44
The amended Rule 47 now requires that a tribunal, in considering whether to
recommend provisional measures, consider “whether the measures are urgent and
necessary”45 and “the effect that the measures may have on each party”.46
36
37

ICSID Arbitration Rules 2022, Rule 53(1).
ICSID Arbitration Rules 2022, Rule 53(3).

Mino Han, Security for Costs, Jus Mundi, Section III.5: https://jusmundi.com/en/document/
wiki/en-security-for-costs last accessed on 13 June 2022.
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Carol Mulcahy, loc. cit.
Idem.

ICSID Arbitration Rules 2006, Rule 39.
Ibidem, Rule 47(1)(a).

Ibidem, Rule 47(1)(b).
Ibidem, Rule 47(1)(c).

Ibidem, Rule 47(3)(a).

Ibidem, Rule 47(3)(b).
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V. New expedited arbitration rules
The amended Rules contain a new Chapter XII (Rules 75-86) which sets out
entirely new Rules for expedited arbitration. These Rules may be applied at any
time with the parties’ consent.47
Chapter XII provides for significantly shorter arbitration proceedings, for
instance, as follows:
(i) The timeframe for appointing arbitrators is reduced by more than half
according to the new Rule 76;48 and
(ii) The new Rule 81 imposes strict time limits to be observed in the procedural
schedule of the arbitration,49 as well as page limits for the parties’ various
written submissions.50
As explained in Working Paper 6, these new Rules may be particularly useful
in resolving “low value claims”, and reducing their cost.51 The Secretary-General
of ICSID has also recently expressed ICSID’s objective that the new expedited
arbitration rules will serve as “an option to make investment arbitration more
accessible to small and medium-sized enterprises, as well as for smaller dollar-value
claims”.52 As such, these new provisions may appeal to a broader range of potential
claimants, including to those who have more limited financial resources and who
may be concerned about the time and cost of a long-running arbitration.

VI. General focus on time and cost efficiency

In line with the stated objectives of the amended Rules to modernise and
simplify ICSID arbitration proceedings, the amended Rules have a strong focus
on the achievement of time and cost efficiency. In addition to the abovementioned
new Rules providing for expedited arbitration, the amended Rules promote time
and cost efficiency in the following way as well:
(i) The new Rule 3(1) spells out the tribunals and parties’ duty to “conduct the
proceeding in good faith and in an expeditious and cost-effective manner”;
47
48
49
50

Ibidem, Rule 75(1).
Ibidem, Rule 76(2).
Ibidem, Rule 81(1).
Idem.

ICSID, Working Paper No. 6: Proposals for Amendment of the ICSID Rules (November 2021),
available at: https://icsid.worldbank.org/sites/default/files/documents/ICSID_WP_Six.pdf last
accessed on 13 June 2022.
51

Carol Mulcahy, ICSID Rules and Regulations 2022: an interview with Meg Kinnear ,Practical Law
Arbitration Blog, 8 April 2022: http://arbitrationblog.practicallaw.com/icsid-rules-and-regulations2022-an-interview-with-meg-kinnear/ last accessed on 13 June 2022.
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(ii) Under the amended Rule 4(2), all documents and submissions must
be filed electronically by default. The filing of documents in a different
format (including in paper format) may be ordered by tribunals only in
“special circumstances”;
(iii) The new Rule 31 states that, “[w]ith a view to conducting an expeditious and
cost-effective proceeding”, tribunals must hold case management conferences
to identify uncontested facts, and clarify and narrow the issues in dispute;
(iv) The amended Rules confirm the tribunals’ power to bifurcate the
proceedings in the new self-standing Rules 42 and 44. In particular, the
new Rule 42(4) sets out a non-exhaustive list of factors to consider when
deciding whether to bifurcate, such as whether the bifurcation would
materially reduce the time and cost of the proceeding.53 In addition, the new
Rule 42(6) empowers the tribunal to decide “on its own initiative” whether
a question should be addressed in a separate phase of the proceedings;
(v) Under the new Rule 46(1), parties to two or more pending arbitrations
administered by ICSID may agree to consolidate or coordinate the
arbitrations; and
(vi) ICSID underscores that “[t]he Tribunal must render the Award as soon as
possible after the last submission in a case (e.g., a post-hearing brief) and
in any event within certain timeframes depending on the type of Award
being issued”.54 Under the new Rule 58(1), the longest a tribunal may
take to render its award is 240 days after the last submission in the
case. This is an especially welcome amendment considering the long
duration of some investment arbitration proceedings, including ICSID
cases,55 in the past.56 The Secretary-General of ICSID has explained that
ICSID tribunals are expected to be well aware of this timeline and that
the Secretariat will ensure that tribunals are well equipped to meet this
deadline.57 The Secretary-General has, however, pointed out that the
parties themselves can also assist tribunals by ensuring they provide
the necessary information and briefings in a well-organised manner that
53

ICSID Arbitration Rules 2022, Rule 42(4)(a).

ICSID, “Award – ICSID Convention (2022 Rules)”: https://icsid.worldbank.org/rulesregulations/convention/arbitration/award last accessed on 13 June 2022.
54

55
See for instance the case of Victor Pey Casado and President Allende Foundation v. Republic of
Chile (ICSID Case No. ARB/98/2), which lasted 22 years.

56
British Institute of International and Comparative Law and Allen & Overy, 2021 Empirical
Study: Costs, Damages and Duration in Investor-State Arbitration, p. 5: https://www.biicl.org/
documents/136_isds-costs-damages-duration_june_2021.pdf last accessed on 13 June 2022:
“In general, ICSID proceedings last for approximately four years and eight months”.

Carol Mulcahy, ICSID Rules and Regulations 2022: an interview with Meg Kinnear, Practical Law
Arbitration Blog, 8 April 2022: http://arbitrationblog.practicallaw.com/icsid-rules-and-regulations2022-an-interview-with-meg-kinnear/ last accessed on 13 June 2022.
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facilitates the decision-making process, and that they themselves meet
the timelines imposed throughout the arbitration.58

VII. An overall appraisal of the changes
to the Rules and expected next steps

In the past decade, investor-State arbitration, including ICSID arbitration,
has faced a significant backlash.59 Legitimacy concerns have been raised from
various angles – from States, from civil society groups, but also from influential
international organisations and groups, such as the European Union.60
There have been various responses to these criticisms – from calls to dismantle
the ISDS system and replace it with a permanent court system to attempts to
reform some of the procedural shortcomings of ISDS. It is in this context that
ICSID’s 2022 amendments of its Regulations and Rules falls.
This amendment process is likely the largest, most wide-ranging and labourintensive review of the ICSID Regulations and Rules to date, having involved
hundreds of State officials, legal specialists and business representatives.61
This exercise has benefitted from active input from most ICSID Member States,
including from those States that have traditionally been more involved in
investment arbitration proceedings than others, as well as other stakeholders in
the ICSID arbitration process.
Following such an extensive review and broad consultation process, it is
clear that the resulting amendments are forward-looking, cost-sensitive and
environmentally mindful, and will likely increase the parties’ confidence in
the effectiveness and legitimacy of investment arbitration proceedings under
the auspices of ICSID. ICSID has sought to “advance the discipline of investment
arbitration for all parties” and to maintain a balance between investors and States
in the process of amending the Rules.62
58

Idem.

60

Idem.

Vanina Sucharitkul, Backlash in Investment Arbitration ,Jus Mundi, 3 March 2022: https://
jusmundi.com/en/document/wiki/en-backlash-in-investment-arbitration last accessed on 13 June
2022; José E Alvarez, ISDS Reform: The Long View, ICSID Review – Foreign Investment Law Journal,
Vol 36, Issue 2, 2021, pp. 253–277.
59

ICSID, “ICSID Administrative Council Approves Amendment of ICSID Rules” (21 March 2022):
https://icsid.worldbank.org/news-and-events/communiques/icsid-administrative-councilapproves-amendment-icsid-rules last last accessed on 13 June 2022.
61

Carol Mulcahy, ICSID Rules and Regulations 2022: an interview with Meg Kinnear, Practical Law
Arbitration Blog, 8 April 2022: http://arbitrationblog.practicallaw.com/icsid-rules-and-regulations2022-an-interview-with-meg-kinnear/ last accessed on 13 June 2022.
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Given the popularity of ICSID arbitration in Central and Eastern Europe,63 these
changes to the Rules are likely to be of special significance to investors considering
commencing arbitration proceedings in States in Central and Eastern Europe,
including in Romania, as well as those States faced with new ICSID claims.
It is important now to monitor and consider how arbitral tribunals apply
these new rules in practice. This monitoring process will be facilitated by ICSID
itself which intends to publish guidance notes on the application of the amended
Rules.64 This guidance from the Secretariat, together with arbitral practice
as it develops, will provide fuller guidance to parties on the scope and proper
application of the amended Rules. Indeed, it will only be possible to determine
how effective these 2022 amendments are in the coming years and once arbitral
practice fully develops.

In ICSID’s latest repost on its new caseload and statistics for the 2021 fiscal year, ICSID revealed
that, whilst countries from all regions of the world were represented among the new cases at ICSID,
the largest share of new cases involved States in Eastern Europe and Central Asia (30% of the new
cases): ICSID, “The ICSID Caseload – Statistics” (Issue 2021-2): https://icsid.worldbank.org/sites/
default/files/Caseload%20Statistics%20Charts/The%20ICSID%20Caseload%20Statistics%20
2021-2%20Edition%20ENG.pdf last accessed on 13 June 2022. See also ICSID, “ICSID Releases
New Caseload Statistics for the 2021 Fiscal Year” (28 July 2021): https://icsid.worldbank.org/newsand-events/news-releases/icsid-releases-new-caseload-statistics-2021-fiscal-year last accessed
on 13 June 2022.
63

ICSID, “ICSID Administrative Council Approves Amendment of ICSID Rules” (21 March 2022):
https://icsid.worldbank.org/news-and-events/communiques/icsid-administrative-councilapproves-amendment-icsid-rules last accessed on 13 June 2022.
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ABSTRACT
At the international level, Chinese parties are increasingly confident in utilising
means of international arbitration as well as investment arbitration to protect
their investment abroad and defend their position. Domestically, China has
adopted the legislative plan of amending its existing Arbitration Law to raise
China's pro-arbitration profile and promote its arbitration legislation to the
same level as that of international arbitration practice. In this context, the
authors provide thoughts in relation to an overview, trends and predictions
in respect of international arbitration practice for Chinese parties from a
comparative perspective.
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REZUMAT

La nivel internațional, părțile chineze devin din ce în ce mai încrezătoare în
utilizarea procedurilor de arbitraj internațional inclusiv arbitrajul de investiții
pentru protejarea investițiilor în alte state sau în apărare. La nivel intern, China
a adoptat un plan legislativ pentru modificarea Legii Chineze a Arbitrajului
pentru a îmbunătăți profilul pro-arbitraj și a promova legislația sa în domeniul
arbitrajului la același nivel cu cel al practicii de arbitraj internațional. În acest
context, autorii prezintă comentarii privind ansamblul reglementării, tendințe
și previziuni în legătură cu practica de arbitraj internațional ce implică părți
chineze, din perspectivă comparată.
Cuvinte cheie: arbitraj internațional; dispute investitor-stat; parte chineză;
arbitraj de investiții; tendințe

International arbitration has become a preferred forum for resolving crossborder disputes over the recent years. This is not surprising given the benefits
that international arbitration brings compared to litigation before state courts.
Among key benefits, users of international arbitration count a wider enforceability
of arbitral awards compared to court judgments in the states which are parties
to the 1958 Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral
Awards (“New York Convention”) and the 1965 Convention on the Settlement
of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States (“ICSID
Convention”). At the time of writing, 170 states have adhered to the New York
Convention and 157 contracting states have ratified the ICSID Convention which
means that award creditors can enforce the New York Convention and ICSID
arbitral awards in most of the world.3
Often cited benefits of international commercial arbitration include a greater
procedural flexibility compared to set national litigation rules which differ from
state to state, a better uniformity compared to the common law versus civil
law divide in the universe of jurisdictions, party autonomy which gives parties
significant control over the conduct of arbitral proceedings and the ability to
appoint arbitrators who are experts in a chosen field.
Notably, investment treaty arbitration under bilateral investment treaties
(“BITs”) or treaties with investment provisions has been an effective tool for
foreign investors to protect their investments abroad.
In light of these advantages, arbitral institutions and practitioners have
witnessed a global rise in international arbitrations worldwide including in Asia,
The Kyrgyz Republic has become the 157th Contracting State which ratified the ICSID Convention
on 21 April 2022 and in accordance with Article 68(2) of the ICSID Convention, entering into force
for the Kyrgyz Republic on 21 May 2022.
3
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the world’s largest economic region. This article focuses on the Chinese market
and is divided into the following parts:
(1) Section 1 outlines the increasing confidence by Chinese parties in
utilising international arbitration particularly in the field of international
investment arbitration as a means of protecting their investments abroad;
(2) Section 2 discusses a shift in the attitude towards international
arbitration in China’s domestic arbitration law and analyses key changes
as proposed in the draft revision to the existing Arbitration Law of the
People's Republic of China (2017 Amendment) (the “PRC Arbitration
Law”);4 and
(3) Section 3 concludes with predictions for Chinese users of international
arbitration.

1. Increasing confidence in Chinese parties
utilising international arbitration

Historically, Chinese parties have been reluctant to resolve their disputes
through formal dispute resolution proceedings often preferring negotiations
or mediation to achieve a desirable outcome. However, given the rising level of
inbound and outbound direct investment,5 Chinese parties are becoming more
confident in arbitrating their claims.
This is apparent from a surge of investment treaty claims filed by Chinese
investors against other states. From publicly available information, there are
at least 13 (thirteen) known investment arbitration claims brought by Chinese
investors (with 7 (seven) proceedings currently ongoing).6 Of these, 2 (two) cases

The official Chinese version of Arbitration Law of the People's Republic of China (2017
Amendment) is available at: https://flk.npc.gov.cn/detail2.html?MmM5MDlmZGQ2NzhiZjE3OTA
xNjc4YmY4NmU1YjBhNjk%3D , last accessed on 16 June 2022.
An unofficial English version of Arbitration Law of the People's Republic of China (2017
Amendment) is available at: https://www.pkulaw.com/en_law/83c8fbd6da8a6eb8bdfb.
html?keyword=arbitration, last accessed on 16 June 2022.
4

China’s overall outbound direct investment reached USD 145.2 billion https://assets.ey.com/
content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_cn/topics/coin/ey-overview-of-china-outbound-investment2021-bilingual.pdf, last accessed on 16 June 2022 and its inbound foreign direct investment rose
to USD 334 billion in 2021 https://www.piie.com/blogs/realtime-economic-issues-watch/foreigncorporates-investing-china-surged-2021, last accessed on 16 June 2022.
5

Among these cases are: (1) Qiong Ye and Jianping Yang v. Kingdom of Cambodia (ICSID Case
No. ARB/21/42); (2) Fengzhen Min v. Republic of Korea (ICSID Case No. ARB/20/26); (3) Wang Jing,
Li Fengju, Ren Jinglin and others v. Republic of Ukraine; (4) Beijing Everyway Traffic and Lighting
Company Limited v. Ghana; (5) Sanum Investments Limited v. Lao People’s Democratic Republic (ICSID
Case No. ADHOC/17/1); (6) Beijing Urban Construction Group Co. Ltd. v. Republic of Yemen (ICSID Case
No. ARB/14/30); (7) Wuxi T. Hertz Technologies Co. Ltd., and Jetion Solar Co. Ltd v. Greece; (8) Ping An
6
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have been decided in favour of the Chinese investors.7 Most recently, the award
in Zhongshan Fucheng v. Nigeria has come to light.8 In this case, the tribunal held
Nigeria liable under the China-Nigeria BIT for actions of Nigerian state actors
and entities, including the police, which effectively deprived the Chinese investor
of its contractual rights under various agreements and led to the eviction of the
Chinese business and its employees from the Ogun Guangdong Free Trade Zone.
This award led to USD 55.6 million in compensation for Nigeria’s expropriation
of the Chinese investment and to the award of moral damages in the sum of
USD 75,000.9
Another example of such confidence is the recent ICSID claim by Chinese
telecoms company Huawei against Sweden under the China-Sweden BIT
reportedly seeking more than USD 625 million in damages.10 The claim is a
response to a ban by Sweden’s telecom regulator PTS of Huawei and a fellow
Chinese telecoms company ZTE from 5G networks which cited security risks.11
These cases demonstrate that Chinese investors are becoming increasingly
aware of substantive protections which are afforded to them under international
investment treaties.
Among such protections available to Chinese investors are protections against
unlawful expropriation, requirement by foreign states to treat their investment
fairly and equitably and in a non-discriminatory manner.
The evolution of the international investment treaties which China has
concluded also shows the growing appreciation by the Chinese government of the
impact of the treaty drafting on the scope of protection of the Chinese investment
abroad.
Life Insurance Company of China, Limited and Ping An Insurance (Group) Company of China, Limited
v. Kingdom of Belgium (ICSID Case No. ARB/12/29); (9) Beijing Shougang and others v. Mongolia, PCA
Case No. 2010-20; (10) Tza Yap Shum v. Republic of Peru (ICSID Case No. ARB/07/6); (11) Huawei
Technologies Co., Ltd. v. Kingdom of Sweden (ICSID Case No. ARB/22/2); (12) Zhongshan Fucheng
Industrial Investment Co. Ltd. v. Federal Republic of Nigeria, Award, 26 March 2021; and (13) Alpene
Ltd v. Republic of Malta (ICSID Case No. ARB/21/36). See further at: https://investmentpolicy.unctad.
org/investment-dispute-settlement/country/42/china/investor, last accessed on 16 June 2022.
7
Tza Yap Shum v. Republic of Peru (ICSID Case No. ARB/07/6); (11) Huawei v. Sweden; and (12)
Zhongshan Fucheng Industrial Investment Co. Ltd. v. Federal Republic of Nigeria, Award, 26 March 2021.

Zhongshan Fucheng Industrial Investment Co. Ltd. v. Federal Republic of Nigeria, Award,
26 March 2021, available at: https://jusmundi.com/fr/document/decision/en-zhongshan-fuchengindustrial-investment-co-ltd-v-federal-republic-of-nigeria-final-award-Monday-1st-march-2021, last
accessed on 16 June 2022.
8

9
Moral damages for the injury and suffering caused by the host state’s breaches of the investment
treaty are rarely awarded in investment treaty cases.
10
As reported at: https://globalarbitrationreview.com/huawei-brings-icsid-claim-againstsweden-over-5g-ban, last accessed on 16 June 2022.
11

Ibidem.
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At the time of writing, according to the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (“UNCTAD”), China has a total of 106 BITs and 22treaties with
investment provisions currently in force.12
China is currently negotiating the China-EU Comprehensive Agreement
on Investment and the China-US BIT.13 These represent the so-called “fourth
generation” of the Chinese treaties reflecting modernised protection standards
and evidence China’s intention to redesign its investor-state dispute settlement
(“ISDS”) mechanism in line with the work undertaken by the United Nations
Commission on International Trade Law (“UNCITRAL”) on a multilateral
investment court.14 These negotiations present an opportunity for China to take
the role of a rule-maker, rather than a rule-taker, in international investment and
trade law and create a more level playing field for European and US investors in
China.
In addition, Chinese parties have become active users of international
commercial arbitration. This is evidenced by the latest statistics of major
arbitration institutions. By way of an example, in addition to India and the US,
China continued to top the foreign users rankings in the 2021 annual report of
the Singapore International Arbitration Centre (“SIAC”).15
Furthermore, the implementation of China’s Belt and Road Initiative (“BRI”)
over the last few years has generated a great number of cross-border transactions
and projects. As most of the BRI transactions and projects are large-scale,
high-value and involve various parties from different countries and host states,
there will, inevitably, be commercial disputes and investor-state disputes which
will arise as a result.
See at: https://investmentpolicy.unctad.org/international-investment-agreements/byeconomy, last accessed on 16 June 2022.
12

13
See at: https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_2541 , last accessed
on 16 June 2022, and https://www.uschina.org/advocacy/bilateral-investment-treaty, last accessed
on 16 June 2022.

The previous three generations of Chinese BITs and treaties with investment protections
underwent an evolution from being overly restrictive to being more permissive and broader in
terms of the scope of their ISDS mechanism. The “first generation” of treaties provided either no
ISDS provisions at all or a narrowly construed ISDS clauses that only admitted “the amount of
compensation for expropriation” to arbitration. The “second generation” allowed for admission of
legal disputes, or disputes in connection with an investment, or a combination of both, to arbitration.
The “third generation” incorporated ISDS provisions that admitted disputes where an investor or
its investment has incurred loss or damage arising from breaches of specific treaty obligations. See
further Y. Li and C. Beng, China’s Stance on Investor-State Dispute Settlement: Evolution, Challenges,
and Reform Options, Netherlands International Law Review, 2020.
14

See page 20 at: https://www.siac.org.sg/images/stories/articles/annual_report/SIACAR2021-Final.pdf, last accessed on 16 June 2022.
15
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2. Development of international arbitration practice in China
Chinese national arbitration law is also undergoing a major modernisation.
On 30 July 2021, the Ministry of Justice (“MOJ”) of the People’s Republic
of China16 (“PRC”) released a consultation draft revision to the existing PRC
Arbitration Law (“Draft Revision”).17 In parallel with the Draft Revision, the MOJ
issued a legislative statement on initiatives and the revision process, which sought
to identify its overall approach as well as the main contents in the Draft Revision
(“Statement”).18 The MOJ emphasised that the Draft Revision intended to elevate
arbitration and related judicial practice to a legislative level.
Unlike the historical background in the context of drafting the existing PRC
Arbitration Law, this Draft Revision was widely discussed in the context of Chinese
parties and practitioners’ frequent and active participation in international
economic exchange and arbitration practice. The Draft Revision takes the role
of promoting arbitration legislation to the same level as that of international
arbitration practice. In particular, one of the purposes of the enactment of the
Draft Revision is “to facilitate international business exchange”19 as enshrined in
Article 1. Thus, by comparison with the existing PRC Arbitration Law, the Draft
Revision provides a ‘window’ in which to look back and prepare for the forward
development of international arbitration in China.
2.1. Response to emerging investor-state disputes

As a response to the emerging investment arbitration practice, some domestic
Chinese arbitration institutions attempt to play a proactive role in facilitating the
development of investment arbitration practice in China. By way of an example, the
China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission (“CIETAC”) and
Beijing Arbitration Commission (“BAC”) issued institutional rules for international
investment arbitration in 201720 and 2019,21 respectively, and hold seminars and
high-level talks on investment arbitration.
16
In this article, “Mainland China” is to distinguish from Hong Kong on a jurisdictional point
whilst “China” or “PRC” mentioned also only carries the jurisdictional meaning.

17
The official Chinese version of the Draft Version (中华人民共和国仲裁法（修订）（征求意见稿）)
is available at: http://www.moj.gov.cn/pub/sfbgw/lfyjzj/lflfyjzj/202107/t20210730_432967.html,
last accessed on 16 June 2022.

The official Chinese version of the Statement (关于《中华人民共和国仲裁法（修订）（征
求意见稿）》的说明) is available at: http://zqyj.chinalaw.gov.cn/draftExplain?DraftID=4518, last
accessed on 16 June 2022.
18

19

This is the authors’ translation of the Statement.

21

http://www.bjac.org.cn/page/tz/guifan.html, last accessed on 16 June 2022.

http://www.cietac.org.cn/index.php?m=Page&a=index&id=390&l=en, last accessed on 16
June 2022.
20
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In addition, the Draft Revision expands its scope of application by removing
“parties on equal footing” from it so that parties with unequal positions in
investment disputes may also refer to arbitration law. It is interesting to note
that in the Statement, the MOJ mentions that besides investment arbitration, such
expansion also contemplates the development of sports arbitration and intends
to provide legislative support accordingly.
2.2. Careful introduction of ad hoc arbitration

As the original form of arbitration, ad hoc arbitration is universally accepted by
many countries in arbitration legislation and practice. According to the statistics
released by the London Maritime Arbitrators Association, ad hoc arbitration
still retains a sizeable caseload and continues to thrive among international and
regional leading arbitration institutions.22 Unlike mediation, which has a deep
root in Chinese culture and society, arbitration originates from the Western
world and is a transplanted dispute resolution system which emerged alongside
China’s participation in international economic exchange. Ordinarily, as a method
of settling disputes, the Chinese population would seek redress from institutions
like the courts rather than from individuals seemingly without official authority.
Thus, it was natural to consider institutional arbitration as an example for the
development of international arbitration in China. As frequently raised, nonacceptance of ad hoc arbitration within Mainland China is one of the characteristic
differences between Chinese arbitration practice and most arbitration legislations.
It is noted that ad hoc awards made in other contracting states to the New York
Convention share the same position as institutional awards in terms of recognition
and enforcement in China. Moreover, the Supreme People’s Court (“SPC”) of the
PRC emphasised the position on recognition and enforcement of overseas ad hoc
awards several times in its replies to lower courts, in national meeting minutes on
foreign-related matters in trial practice and in writings in relation to the juridical
interpretation of the Civil Procedure Law of the PRC, which is now Article 54323
of the Interpretation of the SPC on the Application of the Civil Procedure Law of
the PRC(2022 Amendment) .24
See at: https://hsfnotes.com/arbitration/2021/03/24/ad-hoc-arbitration-continues-tothrive-in-london-the-latest-statistics/, last accessed on 16 June 2022.
22

23
According to Article 543, where a party concerned applies to a people's court for recognition
and enforcement of an arbitral award rendered by an ad hoc arbitration tribunal outside the territory
of the People's Republic of China, such application shall be dealt with by the people's court in
accordance with the provisions of Article 290 of the Civil Procedure Law.

24
Article 543 of Interpretation of the Supreme People's Court on the Application of the
Civil Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China (2022 Amendment), an unofficial
English version is available at: https://hk.lexiscn.com/law/content.php?provider_
id=1&isEnglish=Y&origin_id=4216482&eng=0&keyword=5rCR5LqL6K%20J6K685rOV5Y%20
45rOV6Kej6YeKLOawkeS6i%20ivieiuvOazleino%20mHiizmsJHkuovor4norrzms5Us5rCR6K%20
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In fact, as early as 30 December 2016, the SPC issued Opinions on Providing
Judicial Guarantees for the Building of Pilot Free Trade Zones (“FTZ”),25 which
allows parties registered in the FTZ to conclude an arbitration agreement to
submit disputes to arbitration at a specific place in Mainland China according to
bespoke arbitration rules by specific arbitrators. Following the SPC’s relaxation
of ad hoc arbitration, Guangdong Hengqin FTZ, jointly with Zhuhai Court of
International Arbitration, published the first version of the arbitration rules on ad
hoc arbitration on 18 March 2017, which took effect on 15 April 2017.26 However,
ad hoc arbitrations are still very rare in Chinese practice.
One of the obstacles to the introduction of ad hoc arbitration appears to be
the requirement for a valid arbitration agreement. According to the current
PRC Arbitration Law, for an arbitration agreement to be valid, it has to comply
with the following three requirements: (i) demonstrate the parties’ intention to
arbitrate; (ii) ensure that the matters in question are arbitrable; and (iii) designate
an arbitration institution. The Draft Revision now specifically removes the third
requirement of designating an arbitration institution in Article 21. In line with
this removal, Articles 91, 92 and 93 of the Draft Revision further introduce ad hoc
arbitration but limit its application only to disputes with foreign elements. Clearly,
this is a cautious move and sets foreign-related disputes to test.
2.3. Adopting the universally accepted concept of seat of arbitration

Seat of arbitration is a vital element in an international arbitration agreement
and it serves as a major factor in determining: (i) the governing law of an
arbitration agreement; and (ii) a competent court exercising judicial review
powers. However, the existing PRC Arbitration Law adopts the ‘institutional test’
given that one of the legal requirements for a valid arbitration agreement is the
inclusion of a specified arbitration institution. According to that test, applications
for setting aside awards are to be filed with competent courts of the place of
the registration office of the agreed arbitration institution and if an arbitration
agreement is silent in relation to its governing law, the governing law of that
arbitration agreement may be determined as the law of either the registration
office of the agreed arbitration institution or as the law of the agreed seat of
arbitration. Whist this approach does not cause much difficulty in an arbitration
J5rOV6Kej6YeKLOWPuOazleino%20mHiizmsJHor4nms5Us6Kej6YeKLOawkeS6iyzor4norrw=
&t_kw=5rCR5LqL6K%20J6K685rOV5Y%2045rOV6Kej6YeKLOawkeS6i%20ivieiuvOazleino%20
mHiizmsJHkuovor4norrzms5Us5rCR6K%20J5rOV6Kej6YeKLOWPuOazleino%20mHiizmsJHor4nms5Us6Kej6YeKLOawkeS6iyzor4norrw=&prid=727d703f-248d-4e43-9d69a20bdcf88cdd&crid=cf4a6829-d8b7-4fee-8fe4-c8f97324c07e, last accessed on 16 June 2022..

25
An unofficial English version of Opinions on Providing Judicial Guarantees for the Building of
Pilot Free Trade Zones (最高人民法院关于为自由贸易试验区建设提供司法保障的意见) is available
at https://www.pkulaw.com/en_law/441e185f12e602a2bdfb.html, last accessed on 16 June 2022.
26

http://www.zhac.org.cn/?p=434, last accessed on 16 June 2022.
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administered by domestic arbitration institutions, it does have a great influence on
arbitration administered by foreign arbitration institutions with a city in Mainland
China as the arbitral seat, as these circumstances raise uncertainty in deciding the
nationality of awards.
As discussed above, the Draft Revision has removed the designated arbitration
institution from the legal requirements of a valid arbitration agreement.
Furthermore, Article 27 of the Draft Revision adopts the concept of the seat of
arbitration and Article 77 provides that the competent court for setting aside the
award shall be the Intermediate Court in the seat of arbitration. It is therefore a
welcome change which provides a clarification in relation to the seat of arbitration
in contrast with the Law of the PRC on Choice of Law for Foreign-related Civil
Relationships27 which positions the place of institution and the seat of arbitration
at the same level for the purposes of determining the choice of law for an
arbitration agreement. In line with this change, Article 12 of the Draft Revision
expressly allows and encourages foreign arbitration institutions to establish
business offices in Mainland China.
Notably, in the recent Brentwood case decided on 6 August 2020 by the
Guangzhou Intermediate Court, the court held that an arbitral award made under
the administration of the ICC in Guangzhou may be regarded as a Chinese foreignrelated arbitral award rather than a French award. Additionally, in early January
2022, the SPC released the Minutes of National Foreign-Related Commercial
Maritime Trial Work Meeting held on 31 December 2021 (“Minutes”).28 In the
SPC’s Minutes, Item 100 contains a guidance rule which confirms that awards
made by foreign arbitration institutions, with a city in Mainland China as the seat
of arbitration, shall be regarded as foreign-related awards. The Minutes itself do
not constitute the law but do have a persuasive power and are of guidance value
to lower courts. Although the Draft Revision is not in its final form, the adoption
of the concept of the seat of arbitration is very likely to remain.
According to the Queen Mary 2021 International Arbitration Survey: Adapting
arbitration to a changing world, Beijing joins New York as the joint sixth most
popular seat, with each chosen by 12% of respondents and Shanghai comes
in eighth (8%).29 Looking forward, the acceptance of the test in relation to the
arbitration seat at the legislation level would improve popularity of cities in
Mainland China to be selected as the seat by arbitration users.
27
Article 18 of Choice of Law for Foreign-related Civil Relationships, available at: https://cicc.
court.gov.cn/html/1/219/199/200/649.html, last accessed on 16 June 2022.

28
Minutes of National Foreign-Related Commercial Maritime Trial Work Meeting (全国法院涉
外商事海事审判工作座谈会会议纪要), an unofficial English version available at: https://hk.lexiscn.
com/law/content.php?eng=0&provider_id=1&origin_id=4198844&isEnglish=Y&prid=29679bdc7a81-aca7-4fd4-5d58b9ca151b&crid=e2390da2-aece-4657-890b-9ff9e5c5f021, last accessed on
16 June 2022.

See page 7 at: https://arbitration.qmul.ac.uk/media/arbitration/docs/LON0320037-QMULInternational-Arbitration-Survey-2021_19_WEB.pdf, last accessed on 16 June 2022.
29
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2.4. Reflection on development of institutional arbitration

Institutional arbitration has played a major role in Chinese arbitration practice
and would remain as such in the future. It is reported that there are more than 270
arbitration institutions established since 1 September 1995, when the existing
PRC Arbitration Law took effect. These institutions have handled over four million
cases with an estimated claim value in excess of RMB five trillion.30
At the end of 2018, the General Office of the Communist Party of China Central
Committee and General Office of the State Council of the PRC jointly issued the
Opinions on Improving Credibility of Arbitration by Perfecting Arbitration
Systems (“Opinions”),31 which render guidance in relation to implementation
of arbitration legal systems, potential reforms and improvement of internal
governance of arbitration institutions, including innovation of the arbitration
system. These Opinions strengthen arbitration’s function in serving China’s allround opening up and BRI’s initiative and also offer support and supervision.
On the institutional side, the Opinions require to strictly regulate establishment
and election of arbitration institutions, emphasise their independence, call for
professionalism of secretaries and encourage arbitration institutions, among
other things, to strengthen cooperation and communication with international
and overseas arbitration institutions.
These Opinions have also been written into several articles of the Draft
Revision. For instance, Article 13 of the Draft Revision clarifies the legal standing
of an arbitration institution as a non-profit legal entity meant to provide public
service for resolving contractual and property related disputes; Article 14
emphasises that arbitration institutions shall be independent from administrative
departments and should have no affiliations with any administrative department;
Article 16 of the Draft Revision sets out requirements in relation to internal
governance, supervision and general elections; and Article 17 requires arbitration
institutions to establish information disclosure mechanism and disclose its
articles, registration status, standards of fees and annual reports promptly to the
public. It is therefore likely that arbitration institutions will operate in a welldevised channel under supervision and may further improve their credibility and
enlarge their influence on arbitration practice domestically and internationally. It
is known that CIETAC continues to lead the way as the first arbitration institution,
and it has now been listed as one of the five most preferred arbitral institutions.
In addition, alongside the development of arbitration institutions, the SPC tried
to develop international commercial court practice. The SPC established China
International Commercial Court (“CICC”) in 2018 as a permanent adjudication
30

https://www.ccpit.org/a/20211220/20211220ist7.html, last accessed on 16 June 2022.

The official Chinese version of the Opinions on Improving Credibility of Arbitration by
Perfecting Arbitration Systems (关于完善仲裁制度提高仲裁公信力的若干意见) is available at:
http://www.gov.cn/xinwen/2019-04/16/content_5383424.htm. last accessed on 16 June 2022.
31
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division for resolving international commercial disputes. CICC serves as a “one
stop” platform for dispute resolution, which integrates litigation, mediation and
arbitration for international commercial disputes, mainly targeting disputes
arising out of BRI projects and international trade transactions. CICC appointed
the first group of five arbitration institutions to attend its “one stop” platform
including China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission,
Shanghai International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission, Shenzhen
Court of International Arbitration, Beijing Arbitration Commission and China
Maritime Arbitration Commission on 13 November 201832 and the second group
of five arbitration institutions including Guangzhou Arbitration Commission,
Shanghai Arbitration Commission, Xiamen Arbitration Commission, Hainan
International Arbitration Court, and Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre
on 22 June 2022.33
2.5. Empowering the tribunal to determine its own jurisdiction and order
interim measures

In addition to attempts to elevate arbitration practice to the international
level, the Draft Revision confers greater authority on the tribunal in aspects of
controlling its own jurisdiction (Competence-Competence) and ordering interim
measures during arbitration proceedings.
The Competence-Competence doctrine operates as an inherent power of
the tribunal to decide on its own jurisdiction and rule over the existence and
validity of arbitration agreements. This doctrine has been universally accepted
by most arbitration legislations, authorities and international rules.34 However,
the existing PRC Arbitration Law confers power to arbitration institutions or
competent courts to decide on jurisdictional issues in arbitration.35 In practice,
almost all institutional rules provide that the arbitration institution may authorise
the tribunal to decide on jurisdictional objections raised by the objecting party
and the tribunal may either make a separate decision on jurisdiction during the
arbitral proceeding or include its decision on jurisdiction in the final award.36
32

33

See https://cicc.court.gov.cn/html/1/219/208/210/1144.html, last accessed on 12 July 2022.
See https://cicc.court.gov.cn/html/1/219/208/210/2215.html, last accessed on 12 July 2022.

See for example Article 16 of UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration;
Article 23(1) of the 2013 UNCITRAL Rules; section 30 of the English Arbitration Act 1996; Article
186(1) of Swiss Private International Law Act (PILA); Article 1465 of the French Code of Civil
Procedure.
34

35
See Article 20 of the PRC Arbitration Law, an official English version available at
https://www.pkulaw.com/en_law/83c8fbd6da8a6eb8bdfb.html, last accessed on 16 June 2022.

See for example Article 6 of CIETAC Arbitration Rules, Article 6 of BAC Arbitration Rules, Article
10 of SCIA Arbitration Rules.
36
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This can be deemed as a flexible operation of the Competence-Competence
doctrine, yet such operation lacks legislative support. Particularly, in Mainland
China, both courts and arbitration institutions can examine the validity of the
arbitration agreement and decide on jurisdiction. Furthermore, in the event one
party raises a jurisdictional objection before the arbitration institution while the
other party raises that objection before the competent court, the courts have
priority to rule on jurisdiction.37 The objecting party will therefore often utilise
jurisdictional objections as a tactic to delay arbitration proceedings by applying
to the competent court one day before the arbitration hearing date.
Not only does Article 28 of the Draft Revision empower the tribunal to
decide over the existence and validity of an arbitration agreement and its own
jurisdiction, but it also prescribes a tight time limit for raising such objections. In
addition, it provides that in case a party fails to raise a jurisdictional objection with
the tribunal or the arbitration institution prior to the constitution of the tribunal,
the court shall not accept such a case.
Another important feature of the Draft Revision is contained in a new section
“Interim Measures” specifically dedicated to interim measures and the power of the
tribunal to grant them. Under the existing PRC Arbitration Law, arbitral tribunals do
not have power to order interim measures, which is reserved to competent courts.
In practice, prior to commencing arbitration, the claiming party may apply for
interim orders directly to a competent court. During the arbitration proceedings, the
party seeking interim measures may submit such an application to the arbitration
institution for it to be forwarded to the competent court. It is very difficult to
obtain interim orders prior to arbitration as the courts would be more cautious in
granting such orders in the absence of ongoing proceedings. Yet, this mechanism for
obtaining interim measures during arbitration may defeat the purpose of interim
measures, as usually interim measures are applied on an urgent basis.
Under the Civil Procedure Law of the PRC (2021 Amendment) (“Civil
Procedure Law”), there are three categories of interim measures a party can
apply for: (i) asset preservation; (ii) evidence preservation; and (iii) conduct
preservation.38 In addition to granting the tribunal the power to order interim
According to Article 20 of the existing PRC Arbitration Law: “If a party challenges the validity
of the arbitration agreement, he may request the arbitration commission to make a decision or apply
to the people's court for a ruling. If one party requests the arbitration institution to make a decision
and the other party applies to the people's court for a ruling, the people's court shall give a ruling. A
party's challenge of the validity of the arbitration agreement shall be raised prior to the arbitration
tribunal's first hearing.”
37

38
See Article 84 and Article 103 of the Civil Procedure Law of the PRC (2021 Amendment). The
official Chinese version of the Civil Procedure Law of the PRC (2021 Amendment) is available at:
https://flk.npc.gov.cn/detail2.html?ZmY4MDgxODE3ZWQ3NjZlYTAxN2VlNmFiOTlhZDFjYmM%3D,
last accessed on 16 June 2022. An unofficial English version is available at: https://www.pkulaw.
com/en_law/3ce82cb92ee006b6bdfb.html, last accessed on 16 June 2022.
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measures, Article 43 of the Draft Revision expands the types of interim measures
by including “other short-term measures deemed necessary by the tribunal”. Whilst
this improvement reveals the pro-arbitration attitude of courts, it is still unclear
how the court may provide assistance in enforcing the tribunal’s order as such
order needs to be in a form of a court ruling to be capable of enforcement under
the Civil Procedure Law.
2.6. Integrating Oriental wisdom of arb-med and separate commercial
mediation

Undoubtedly, mediation has come a long way in China and is deeply rooted in
the Chinese mindset as greatly influenced by the Confucian values and the culture
of social harmony, face-saving and avoiding disputes in the long run.
Mediation runs in parallel with the whole process of litigation proceedings and
judges are more inclined for the parties to mediate the dispute than adjudicate
the disputes directly. Drawing on experience of mediation in litigation, most
institutional rules introduce a mechanism of mediation in arbitration (arb-med),
commonly known as ‘Oriental wisdom’ which has triggered the ongoing debate
on the role and function of the tribunal in international arbitration.
From the authors’ experience, mediation in arbitration proposed after the
hearing is most effective as parties by this time form realistic expectations
and have better understanding in relation to their current and future business
interests. In this way, it is easier for the parties to have a constructive dialogue
and reach a settlement.
The Draft Revision retains its rules of reference on arb-med and additionally
adds a separate mechanism for commercial mediation and a set of rules which
provides an integrated mechanism of mediation including arb-med and standalone
commercial mediation.39 This new addition seems to serve as a legislative
preparation for or a local response to the need for flexible methods of resolving
a dispute in international arbitration. Furthermore, in line with its objective to
strengthen the role of mediation as an alternative means of dispute resolution,
China signed (although not yet ratified) the Singapore Convention on Mediation40
on 7 August 2019. The Singapore Convention on Mediation provides a uniform and
efficient framework for parties having their international trade and commercial
disputes resolved by mediation to easily enforce and invoke such international
settlements across borders.
Notably, the Queen Mary 2021 International Arbitration Survey: Adapting
arbitration to a changing world concludes that international arbitration is still
39

See Article 69 of the Draft Version.

Available at: https://uncitral.un.org/sites/uncitral.un.org/files/media-documents/EN/Texts/
UNCITRAL/Arbitration/mediation_convention_v1900316_eng.pdf, last accessed on 16 June 2022.
40
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the preferred method of resolving cross-border disputes for 90% of respondents
but it is also interesting to note that among these 90%, 59% of respondents prefer
arbitration in conjunction with ADR.41 Considering the long history of mediation in
Chinese culture and the well-operated mechanism of arb-med and litigation-med,
the Draft Revision’s integration of ‘Oriental wisdom’ of arb-med and stand-alone
commercial mediation is a valuable exportation of that wisdom in response to
the calling for a flexible, cost effective and efficient dispute resolution modes by
arbitration users.

3. Conclusion: predictions
for Chinese users of international arbitration

International arbitration practice has been developing in China for over 20 years.
The Draft Revision in conjunction with the emerging investment arbitration
practice and noticeable growth of international arbitration cases with Chinese
element offers a good perspective reflecting the evolution of the practice, efforts
to enhance China’s pro-arbitration image and cement confidence in using
international arbitration as a means to resolve commercial and investment
disputes by Chinese parties.
In recent years, the Chinese government has emphasised the importance of
cultivating legal talents with international vision and as a result, some leading
local law schools have established areas of international law and specialised
international arbitration programmes. In addition, leading arbitration institutions
are active in supporting research initiatives and seminars about international
arbitration and exploring the ways in which Chinese arbitration practice may
improve its international image.42 Interestingly, both the newly established
institutions and the existing ones include “international” in their names. In
addition, China’s negotiations of “new generation” BITs are aimed to level the
playing field in increasing investor confidence and providing enhanced protection
to Chinese investors abroad.
All these efforts at creating legislation, on both governmental and institutional
levels, indicate that Chinese international arbitration practice is on a steady and
improving track.
Available at: https://arbitration.qmul.ac.uk/media/arbitration/docs/LON0320037-QMULInternational-Arbitration-Survey-2021_19_WEB.pdf, last accessed on 16 June 2022.
41

See for example Beijing Arbitration Commission held annual seminar about international
commercial litigation (information available at: https://annualreport.bjac.org.cn/en , last accessed
on 16 June 2022, and CIETAC Hong Kong Arbitration Centre was Invited to Participate in the Webinar
"Cross-border Dispute Resolution: Parties' Expectations and the Designing of Dispute Resolution
Clauses", information available at: http://www.cietac.org/index.php?m=Article&a=show&id=183
61&l=en , last accessed on 16 June 2022.
42
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REȚINEREA COMPETENȚEI ÎN ARBITRAJUL
INTERNAȚIONAL. INADMISIBILITATEA ATACĂRII
PE CALE SEPARATĂ ÎN DREPTUL ROMÂN
RULING ON JURISDICTION IN INTERNATIONAL
ARBITRATION. IMPOSSIBILITY TO SET ASIDE
IN A DISTINCT PROCEDURE UNDER ROMANIAN LAW
Mona SOLTAN1, Alexandra DAN2
REZUMAT
Prin prezentul studiu ne propunem să analizăm dacă hotărârile pronunțate în
cadrul unor arbitraje internaționale, cu locul arbitrajului în România, prin care
tribunalele arbitrale doar se declară competente, pot fi atacate cu acțiune în
anulare, pe cale separată, sau doar împreună cu hotărârea arbitrală, analizând
dispozițiile relevante ale legii române alături de câteva exemple de practică
neunitară.
Cuvinte cheie: competență; hotărâre arbitrală de reținere a competenței;
acțiune în anulare; (in)admisibilitate.
ABSTRACT
Through this study, we intend to analyse whether the awards rendered in
international arbitrations, with the place of arbitration in Romania, by which
arbitral tribunals only declare their jurisdiction, are subject to setting aside
separately or only together with the arbitral award by analysing the relevant
provisions under the Romanian law on arbitration together with several case
law examples showing lack of uniform application.
Keywords: jurisdiction; arbitral awards on jurisdiction; request to set aside;
(in)admissibility.
1
Mrs Mona Soltan is a leading Romanian construction lawyer with high-end expertise in
litigation and arbitration concerning national and international construction projects of critical
significance. She may be contacted at: mona.soltan@mslawcp.ro.

Ms Alexandra Dan is rising as a top tier Romanian construction lawyer with solid experience
in litigation and arbitration regarding FIDIC contracts-based infrastructure projects. She may be
contacted at: alexandra.dan@mslawcp.ro.
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I. IPOTEZA ANALIZATĂ

În materia arbitrajului intern, Noul Cod de procedură civilă român („NCPC”)
conține reguli coerente în ceea ce privește forma procedurală în care instanțele
judecătorești și tribunalele arbitrale se pronunță asupra competenței, precum și
modul în care respectivele soluții pot fi atacate.
În acest sens, potrivit prevederilor art. 132 NCPC, instanța de judecată:
– se pronunță prin încheiere atunci când respinge excepția de necompetență
și reține cauza spre judecare, încheiere care poate fi atacată doar odată cu
„hotărârea pronunțată în cauză”;
– se pronunță printr-o hotărâre de admitere a excepției de necompetență,
hotărâre care, în principiu3, nu este supusă niciunei căi de atac.
În același sens sunt și prevederile art. 579 alin. (2) și (3) din Cartea a IV-a a
NCPC privind arbitrajul intern, potrivit cărora tribunalul arbitral:
– se pronunță prin „încheiere” atunci când respinge excepția de necompetență
și reține cauza spre judecare, încheierea putând fi desființată doar prin
acțiune în anulare formulată împotriva „hotărârii arbitrale”;
– se pronunță printr-o hotărâre de admitere a excepției de necompetență care
nu poate fi atacată cu acțiune în anulare în temeiul art. 608 NCPC.
Din cuprinsul art. 579 alin. (2) NCPC reiese cu claritate distincția dintre, pe de-o
parte, „încheierea” prin care tribunalul arbitral se declară competent și „hotărârea
arbitrală” prin care este soluționată cauza, pe de altă parte. Este așadar indubitabil
că încheierea respectivă nu poate fi atacată separat, acțiunea în anulare împotriva
acesteia fiind inadmisibilă.
Prin urmare, atât în jurisdicția statală, cât și în cea convențională internă,
calea de atac împotriva soluției de reținere a competenței este identică, aceasta
atacându-se numai odată cu hotărârea prin care este soluționată cauza.4
Titlul IV din Cartea a VII-a a NCPC referitor la arbitrajul internațional nu
cuprinde dispoziții similare. Potrivit art. 1.119 NCPC, tribunalul arbitral decide
asupra propriei competențe. Textul de lege nu face însă nicio mențiune cu privire
3
Spunem „în principiu” deoarece, conform art. 132 alin. (4) NCPC, în ipoteza în care competența
aparține unui organ fără activitate jurisdicțională sau unor instanțe, altele decât cele române, calea
de atac este recursul.

Conform doctrinei, „Sintagma ‘prin care este soluționată cauza’ acoperă fără echivoc și din punct
de vedere terminologic și ipoteza soluționării unei cereri de chemare în judecată pe cale de excepție,
iar nu numai atunci când instanța soluționează pe fond raportul juridic.” – G. Boroi, Noul cod de
procedură civilă. Comentariu pe articole. Vol. I. Art. 1 – 526, ed. Hamangiu, București, 2013, p. 792.
Pentru aceleași considerente înțelegem să utilizăm în prezentul studiu sintagma „prin care este
soluționată cauza,” care este mai clară față de sintagma „odată cu fondul cauzei”.
4
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la forma pe care respectivul act procedural urmează să o îmbrace și nici la calea
de atac împotriva acestuia.5
În contextul în care tribunalele arbitrale internaționale își rețin propria
competență prin acte procedurale variate, cum ar fi hotărâri parțiale, hotărâri
interimare, ordine procedurale, am remarcat conturarea unei practici neunitare
a instanțelor de judecată în ceea ce privește calificarea acestor acte procedurale
și, deci, a regimului juridic aplicabil lor. Astfel, pe de-o parte, curțile de apel și
Înalta Curte de Casație și Justiție s-au pronunțat cu privire la competența instanței
arbitrale în acțiuni în anulare promovate pe cale separată împotriva hotărârilor
parțiale de reținere a competenței, fără însă a ridica problema inadmisibilității
unui astfel de demers conform art. 579 alin. (2) NCPC. Pe de altă parte, aceleași
instanțe, în cauze diferite, au decis că promovarea pe cale separată a acțiunii în
anulare doar împotriva soluției de reținere a competenței tribunalului arbitral
este inadmisibilă în temeiul aceluiași text de lege menționat.
Așadar, chestiunea pe care o analizăm în prezentul studiu vizează incidența
art. 579 alin. (2) și (3) NCPC în materia arbitrajului internațional, și consecințele
acesteia.

II. OPTICA PROPUSĂ ȘI FILTRUL PRACTICII

1. Regulile de procedură aplicabile controlului judecătoresc al
hotărârilor pronunțate de tribunalele arbitrale internaționale
În prezenta analiză pornim de la principiul incontestabil că lex fori, în ipoteza
analizată – Codul de procedură civilă român, prin raportare la locul arbitrajului –
România, stabilește modalitatea în care se exercită controlul judecătoresc asupra
soluțiilor6 pronunțate de tribunalele arbitrale în cadrul arbitrajelor internaționale.
Codul de procedură civilă conține, în Cartea a VII-a, dispoziții exprese în acest
sens, după cum urmează:
– art. 1.121 alin. (3) NCPC: „Hotărârea arbitrală este executorie și obligatorie
de la comunicarea sa părților și poate fi atacată numai cu acțiune în anulare
pentru motivele și în regimul stabilite în cartea a IV-a, care se aplică în mod
corespunzător.”
5
Din punctul nostru de vedere este și firesc să fie așa, în condițiile în care arbitrajul internațional
poate fi supus unei diversități de reguli procedurale, fiecare dinte acestea cuprinzând dispoziții
specifice cu privire la forma actelor procedurale emise de tribunalele arbitrale.

Preferăm să folosim, în acest context, sintagma „soluții pronunțate de tribunalele arbitrale” și nu
pe aceea de „hotărâri arbitrale”, având în vedere că prin NCPC se reglementează distinct acțiunea în
anulare împotriva hotărârilor arbitrale [art. 608 – 613 și 579 alin. (3) NCPC] și acțiunea în anulare a
unor încheieri [art. 579 alin. (2) și 594 NCPC]. Considerăm așadar că noțiunea propusă acoperă orice
aspect privind controlul de legalitate al instanțelor cu privire la activitatea jurisdicției convenționale
arbitrale.
6
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– art. 1.123 NCPC: „Orice aspecte privind constituirea tribunalului arbitral,
procedura, hotărârea arbitrală, completarea, comunicarea și efectele acesteia,
nereglementate de părți prin convenția arbitrală și neîncredințate de acestea
rezolvării de către tribunalul arbitral, vor fi soluționate prin aplicarea în mod
corespunzător a dispozițiilor cărții a IV-a.”
Cele două texte de lege afirmă cu claritate faptul că orice hotărâre arbitrală
pronunțată într-un arbitraj internațional este supusă controlului judecătoresc
intern stabilit prin regimul juridic aplicabil acțiunii în anulare.
Aparent, din dispozițiile art. 1.111 alin. (2) NCPC7 ar rezulta că părțile ar putea
înlătura de la aplicare, prin acordul lor, Capitolul I al Titlului IV din NCPC, deci
inclusiv art. 1.121 alin. (3) NCPC.
Apreciem însă că art. 1.111 alin. (2) NCPC nu poate fi citit în sensul că părțile
ar putea, prin convenție, anihila calea de atac împotriva hotărârilor arbitrale.
O derogare în sensul art. 1.111 alin. (2) NCPC nu poate interveni în niciun caz
cu privire la chestiunea controlului judecătoresc al soluțiilor pronunțate de
tribunale arbitrale, reglementat de art. 1.121 alin. (3) și art. 608 și urm. NCPC,
reglementarea căilor de atac fiind de ordine publică.
La aceeași concluzie se poate ajunge și prin interpretarea art. 544 alin. (2)
NCPC8 conform căruia: „Sub rezerva respectării ordinii publice și a bunelor moravuri,
precum și a dispozițiilor imperative ale legii, părțile pot stabili prin convenția
arbitrală sau prin act scris încheiat ulterior, cel mai târziu odată cu constituirea
tribunalului arbitral, fie direct, fie prin referire la o anumită reglementare având
ca obiect arbitrajul, normele privind constituirea tribunalului arbitral, numirea,
revocarea și înlocuirea arbitrilor, termenul și locul arbitrajului, normele de
procedură pe care tribunalul arbitral trebuie să le urmeze în judecarea litigiului,
inclusiv eventuale proceduri prealabile de soluționare a litigiului, repartizarea
între părți a cheltuielilor arbitrale și, în general, orice alte norme privind buna
desfășurare a arbitrajului.”
Enumerarea cuprinsă în prevederea sus citată conduce în mod clar la concluzia
că normele de procedură cu privire la care părțile au dreptul să dispună în arbitraj,
vizează exclusiv procedura desfășurată în fața tribunalului arbitral. Aspecte care
excedează procedurii arbitrale desfășurate în fața tribunalului arbitral, ținând fie
de arbitrabilitatea litigiului, fie de regimul juridic aplicabil soluțiilor pronunțate de
tribunale arbitrale, nu pot face obiectul unor derogări, nici prin convenția arbitrală
7
Conform art. 1.111 alin. (2) NCPC: „Dispozițiile prezentului capitol se aplică oricărui arbitraj
internațional dacă sediul instanței arbitrale se află în România și cel puțin una dintre părți nu avea
la data încheierii convenției arbitrale domiciliul sau reședința obișnuită, respectiv sediul în România,
dacă părțile nu au exclus prin convenția arbitrală sau ulterior încheierii acesteia, dar numai prin
înscris, aplicarea acestora.”

Art. 544 alin. (2) NCPC este aplicabil și în materia arbitrajului internațional prin trimiterea
expresă făcută de art. 1.123 NCPC.
8
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și nici prin trimiterea la un posibil set de reguli arbitrale ce ar conține o astfel de
derogare.
În acest sens, în literatura de specialitate 9 s-a arătat în mod judicios că
„sunt excluse domeniului de reglementare convențională aspectele relative la
arbitrabilitatea litigiilor, controlul hotărârii arbitrale de către instanța statală,
motivele de desființare a hotărârii, efectele hotărârii arbitrale."
Ca atare, hotărârile pronunțate de tribunale arbitrale în arbitraje internaționale
sunt supuse controlului judiciar potrivit lex fori și, prin urmare, odată ce locul
arbitrajului este în România, toate dispozițiile din NCPC cu privire la desființarea
hotărârilor arbitrale respectiv art. 608-613, art. 579 alin. (2) și (3) și art. 594 NCPC
sunt și rămân incidente.
2. Calificarea naturii juridice a soluției de reținere a competenței

Controlul judecătoresc cu privire la hotărârile pronunțate de tribunale arbitrale
nu se limitează strict la motivele de anulare și procedura de urmat în soluționarea
unei astfel de cereri, ci presupune ca prim pas necesar calificarea naturii juridice
a „soluției” atacate cu acțiune în anulare, indiferent de forma în care aceasta este
adoptată, respectiv ordin procedural, hotărâre interimară, hotărâre parțială,
încheiere interlocutorie sau altele.
Calificarea juridică a hotărârii face parte integrantă din mecanismul controlului
judecătoresc al hotărârilor arbitrale, neputând fi conceput un sistem în care
această atribuție să fie lăsată la latitudinea tribunalelor arbitrale. Într-o atare
ipoteză s-ar ajunge la consecințe absurde, precum aplicarea unui regim de control
judecătoresc diferit unor soluții similare în ce privește conținutul, însă diferite
ca formă, în funcție de alegerea fiecărui tribunal arbitral potrivit diverselor
reguli arbitrale aplicabile. S-ar încălca astfel nu numai normele imperative, cât și
principiul potrivit căruia pentru situații identice, se pronunță soluții identice.10
În ceea ce privește ipoteza arbitrajului internațional, calificarea naturii juridice a
hotărârii prin care tribunalul arbitral se declară competent se face tot prin raportare
la art. 579 alin. (2) NCPC. Apreciem că orice soluție de reținere a competenței are
natura juridică a unei încheieri premergătoare, indiferent de forma sau denumirea
acesteia, pentru argumentele pe care le vom dezvolta în continuare.
A. Calificarea naturii juridice prin raportare la conținut
Calificarea naturii juridice a fiecărei hotărâri trebuie realizată prin raportare
la conținutul său, verificându-se ce anume s-a tranșat prin actul procedural atacat

9
Tr. C. Briciu în V.M. Ciobanu, M. Nicolae (coord.), Noul Cod de procedură civilă comentat și
adnotat Vol. II – art. 527-1.134, ed. Universul Juridic, București, 2016, p. 79.
10
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prin acțiunea în anulare, iar nu prin raportare la denumirea actului. Poziția este
în general acceptată atât în doctrină, cât și în jurisprudența română.
Astfel, în doctrină11 s-a reținut că „Denumirea acestor documente întocmite de
către tribunale arbitrale nu este relevantă deoarece, cât timp ele conțin decizii cu
privire la soluții asupra unor probleme procedurale preliminare fondului cauzei, vor
respecta regimul juridic al hotărârilor.”
În același sens este și doctrina internațională:12 „[Î]n timp ce curtea ICC poate
lăsa la latitudinea tribunalului arbitral să decidă asupra formei pe care ar trebui să
o ia deciziile sale, acele decizii sunt susceptibile de a fi recalificate de către instanțele
statale atunci când li se solicită ulterior fie să le revizuiască, fie să le execute.”
Totodată alți autori străini 13 confirmă cele de mai sus: „[C]a și în cazul
contractelor, caracterizarea unei decizii drept hotărâre nu depinde de terminologia
folosită de arbitri. Este determinată exclusiv de natura deciziei în sine.”
În acest sens este și jurisprudența. Tribunalul București, secția a III-a civilă, a
reținut prin decizia nr. 3932/18.10.201614 că: „Denumirea dată respectivei hotărâri
are un caracter pur formal, conținutul acesteia fiind același, neinfluențând modul
de apreciere a problemelor de fond invocate.”
Spre exemplu, Curtea de Apel București, secția a VI-a civilă, s-a pronunțat în
același sens prin sentința nr. 2/21.01.2022:15 „Ceea ce contează este substanța
actului respectiv, iar nu denumirea folosită (hotărâre, încheiere, ordonanță, decizie,
ordin etc.) (…).”
În fine, cu altă ocazie, Curtea de Apel București, secția a VI-a civilă, a
concluzionat, prin sentința nr. 95/15.06.202116 că: „[I]ndiferent de denumirea
hotărârii prin care a fost respinsă excepția necompetenței tribunalului arbitral
(încheiere, sentință parțială ș.a.), această hotărâre prin care se tranșează exclusiv
chestiunea competenței nu poate fi atacată decât prin acțiunea în anulare introdusă
împotriva hotărârii arbitrale, conform art. 608. ”
C. Leaua în C. Leaua, F.A. Baias (eds.), Arbitration in Romania, ed. Wolters Kluwer, România,
2016, p. 181.
11

12
Y. Derains, E.A. Schwartz, A Guide to the ICC Rules of Arbitration. Second Edition, ed. Wolters
Kluwer, Olanda, 2005, p. 32.

13
E. Gaillard, J. Savage (eds.), Fouchard Gaillard Goldman on International Commercial Arbitration,
ed. Kluwer Law, Olanda, 1999, p. 737.
14
Tribunalul București, secția a III-a civilă, decizia nr. 3932/18.10.2016, disponibilă pe
http://www.rolii.ro/hotarari/599e8cb8e49009802d00113c , accesat la data de 14 iunie 2022.
Definitivă.

15
Curtea de Apel București, secția a VI-a civilă, sentința nr. 2/21.01.2022, disponibilă pe
http://www.rolii.ro/hotarari/62105788e490095027000048 accesat la data de 14 iunie 2022.
Soluția nu este definitivă, fiind în prezent în recurs în fața Î.C.C.J.

Curtea de Apel București, secția a VI-a civilă, sentința nr. 95/15.06.2021, nepublicată.
Soluția este definitivă prin respingerea recursului ca nefondat – Î.C.C.J., secția a II-a civilă, decizia
nr. 358/22.02.2022.
16
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Ca atare, indiferent de denumirea actului procedural prin care se reține
competența de către tribunalul arbitral, instanța de judecată, în faza căilor de
atac, cu prioritate, va califica juridic actul procedural atacat, pentru a determina
în continuare regimul juridic aplicabil.
Regula enunțată se aplică deopotrivă și hotărârilor parțiale pronunțate de
tribunalele arbitrale internaționale. Facem această mențiune distinctă având
în vedere că există un număr considerabil de hotărâri parțiale17 de reținere
a competenței emise de tribunale arbitrale constituite sub auspiciile Curții
Internaționale de Arbitraj – Camera Internațională de Comerț („ICC”) care au făcut
obiectul controlului judecătoresc pe calea acțiunii în anulare, formulate pe cale
separată, și nu odată cu hotărârea arbitrală prin care este soluționată cauza. În
fiecare dintre aceste situații a fost trecută cu vederea etapa calificării naturii juridice,
instanțele raportându-se strict la denumirea actului procedural de „hotărâre
arbitrală”, fără a aplica filtrul conținutului său potrivit celor arătate mai sus.
Este adevărat că în aplicarea regulilor de arbitraj ale ICC, tribunalele arbitrale
beneficiază de libertate și flexibilitate extinse în ceea ce privește posibilitatea
pronunțării de hotărâri parțiale și aspectele ce pot fi vizate de acestea.18
Este la fel de adevărat și că art. 1.121 alin. (4) NCPC reglementează posibilitatea
tribunalelor arbitrale internaționale de a emite hotărâri parțiale cu privire la
aspecte variate, în funcție de disponibilitatea fiecărui tribunal arbitral în parte.

Î.C.C.J., secția de contencios administrativ și fiscal, decizia nr. 2599/17.06.2020
disponibilă pe https://www.scj.ro/1093/Detalii-jurisprudenta?customQuery%5B0%5D.
Key=id&customQuery%5B0%5D.Value=173839#highlight=## accesat la data de 14 iunie 2022.
Curtea de Apel București, secția a IX-a de contencios administrativ și fiscal, sentința
nr. 1108/29.10.2020, disponibilă pe http://rolii.ro/hotarari/5fb72e2ae49009800d000046 accesat
la data de 14 iunie 2022. Soluția nu este definitivă, fiind în prezent în recurs în fața Î.C.C.J.
Curtea de Apel București, secția a VI-a civilă, sentința nr. 11/19.02.2019, disponibilă pe
http://rolii.ro/hotarari/5d3926a8e49009101b000032 accesat la data de 14 iunie 2022. Soluția
este definitivă prin respingerea recursului ca inadmisibil – Î.C.C.J., secția a II-a civilă, decizia
nr. 1101/23.06.2020.
Curtea de Apel București, secția a VIII-a de contencios administrativ și fiscal, sentința
nr. 1747/12.04.2018, disponibilă pe http://rolii.ro/hotarari/5b4d47d3e49009e814000147 accesat
la data de 14 iunie 2022. Autorii nu cunosc detalii despre calea de atac, dacă aceasta a fost sau nu
formulată.
Curtea de Apel București, secția a VIII-a de contencios administrativ și fiscal, sentința
nr. 3294/26.09.2017, disponibilă pe http://rolii.ro/hotarari/59ee9fa1e490091404000062 accesat
la data de 14 iunie 2022. Soluția este definitivă prin respingerea recursului ca nefondat – Î.C.C.J.,
secția de contencios administrativ și fiscal, decizia nr. 2599/17.06.2020.
17

18
Y. Derains, E.A. Schwartz, A Guide to the ICC Rules of Arbitration. Second Edition, Ed. Wolters
Kluwer, Olanda, 2005, p. 29: „Conform regulilor (n.n. – regulile de arbitraj ICC), arbitrii sunt liberi să
utilizeze orice denumiri pe care le consideră adecvate în ceea ce privește astfel de hotărâri, inclusiv
alți termeni posibili care nu sunt menționați în mod explicit la art. 2. Într-adevăr, acesta este motivul
includerii în definiția termenului „inter alia”, permițând astfel arbitrilor să se refere la hotărârile lor
ca „interlocutorii” sau să folosească orice altă terminologie dacă aleg acest lucru.” (în traducerea din
limba engleză a autorilor).
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Însă, nu există nicio rațiune care să justifice, în cazul hotărârilor parțiale,
eludarea etapei de calificare a naturii lor juridice din perspective legii procedurale
aplicabile, pentru a stabili regimul de control judecătoresc aplicabil.
Denumirea de „hotărâre parțială” folosită de tribunalele arbitrale, în mod
just de altfel, nu poate să afecteze natura juridică a hotărârii privind declararea
competenței și efectele acesteia în ceea ce privește controlul judecătoresc realizat
de instanțe.
Prin urmare, este irelevant faptul că un tribunal arbitral decide să denumească
actul procedural de reținere a competenței drept „hotărâre parțială”, posibilitate
recunoscută inclusiv la nivel legislativ în art. 1.121 alin. (4) NCPC. Acea hotărâre
parțială va trebui calificată în funcție de conținutul său, echivalând în accepțiunea
NCPC cu o încheiere premergătoare, potrivit art. 579 alin. (2) din actul normativ
invocat.
B. În lipsa unei prevederi speciale, derogatorii, se aplică regula
Apreciem că dispozițiile art. 579 alin. (2) și (3) NCPC stabilesc cu claritate o
regulă privind calificarea juridică a actului procedural prin care tribunalul arbitral
își reține competența (încheiere premergătoare) și efectele acestei calificări
(încheierea de reținere a competenței nu poate fi atacată pe cale separată, ci
numai odată cu hotărârea arbitrală).
Art. 1.121 alin. (4) NCPC din materia arbitrajul internațional nu conține o
normă specială, derogatorie față de art. 579 NCPC din materia arbitrajului intern,
pentru a se aprecia că situația este diferită în arbitrajul internațional.
Scopul reglementării art. 1.121 alin. (4) NCPC nu este nicidecum să stabilească
calificarea juridică a actului procedural de reținere a competenței sau efectele sale,
ci doar de a implementa, la nivel legislativ, posibilitatea tribunalelor arbitrale de
a emite hotărâri parțiale. Dacă și în măsura în care, o astfel de hotărâre parțială
ar fi pronunțată cu privire la reținerea competenței tribunalului arbitral, ea va fi
calificată de instanța de judecată potrivit regulii din art. 579 NCPC.
C. Interpretarea potrivit metodei logice – argumentul a pari
Plecând de la soluția inechivocă din materia arbitrajului intern în sensul că,
potrivit art. 579 alin. (2) NCPC, încheierile de reținere a competenței nu pot fi
atacate pe cale separată, apreciem că aceeași trebuie să fie situația și în cadrul
arbitrajelor internaționale.
Orice interpretare contrară ar conduce la consecințe inacceptabile, în sensul
aplicării unui regim diferit privind controlul judecătoresc al acțiunii în anularea
unor soluții identice în ce privește conținutul, dar care diferă exclusiv prin
denumirea dată actului procedural de către fiecare tribunal arbitral internațional.
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Spre exemplu, în aplicarea regulilor arbitrale ICC, soluția de reținere a
competenței poate fi materializată în varii forme printre care hotărâri parțiale
sau ordine procedurale, acestea din urmă neavând ab initio vocația de a fi atacate
în mod separat cu acțiune în anulare. Dacă s-ar considera că hotărârea parțială de
reținere a competenței poate fi atacată cu acțiune în anulare separat de hotărârea
prin care se soluționează cauza, s-ar crea în mod nejustificat un regim diferit unor
situații juridice identice.
De asemenea, un alt exemplu vizează situația comparativă dintre regulile de
arbitraj ICC și regulile de arbitraj ale Curții de Arbitraj Comercial Internațional de
pe lângă Camera de Comerț și Industrie a României („CCIR”). Regulile de arbitraj
CCIR reprezintă o reglementare unitară în care regăsim aproape o suprapunere19
cu normele corespunzătoare din NCPC. Chiar dacă coordonarea terminologică
dintre regulile de arbitraj CCIR și dispozițiile NCPC nu este una perfectă, regulile
referindu-se la „sentință arbitrală”, iar Codul la „hotărâre arbitrală”, considerăm
totuși că se pot deduce următoarele concluzii:
– „sentința arbitrală” reglementată de art. 44 din regulile de arbitraj CCIR
corespunde noțiunii de „hotărâre arbitrală” reglementată de art. 603 NCPC,
ca act de dezînvestire a tribunalului arbitral, și se atacă cu acțiune în anulare
potrivit art. 608 și urm. NCPC;
– orice măsuri dispuse de tribunal, premergător emiterii sentinței arbitrale,
iau forma unor încheieri, noțiunea reglementată de art. 27 din regulile de
arbitraj CCIR corespunzând celei din art. 593 NCPC.
Este evident, așadar, că tribunalul arbitral constituit sub auspiciile CCIR, care își
reține competența, va face acest lucru printr-o încheiere de natură interlocutorie.
Or, în condițiile în care NCPC prevede clar că numai hotărârile arbitrale,
echivalentul „sentinței arbitrale” din regulile de arbitraj CCIR, pot fi atacate cu
acțiune în anulare, încheierea de reținere a competenței nu este susceptibilă de a
fi atacată cu acțiune în anulare, pe cale separată.
Apreciem că actul procedural prin care tribunalul arbitral a înțeles să
soluționeze chestiunea competenței, emis în conformitate cu regulile de arbitraj
ICC sau orice alte reguli arbitrale, nu poate genera efecte diferite din punct de
vedere al căilor de atac. Nu există niciun fel de rațiune pentru care o soluție
pronunțată de un tribunal CCIR de reținere a competenței să fie atacată cu acțiune
în anulare numai odată cu hotărârea prin care se soluționează cauza, doar pe
motiv că potrivit regulilor CCIR este intitulată „încheiere”, în timp ce o soluție
identică a unui tribunal ICC sau a oricărui alt tribunal arbitral internațional, să
fie susceptibilă de a fi anulată pe cale separată, pe motiv ca tribunalul a ales să o
intituleze „hotărâre”.
A se vedea în acest sens art. 27 alin. (1) și art. 44 alin. (6) din regulile CCIR potrivit cărora
tribunalul se dezînvestește prin sentința arbitrală, iar orice alte dispoziții premergătoare se
formalizează în cadrul unor încheieri.
19
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3. Consecințele calificării soluției de reținere a competenței drept o
încheiere premergătoare în sensul art. 579 alin. (2) din NCPC
Calificarea pe care o susținem în prezentul studiu conduce la următoarele două
consecințe: pe o parte, acțiunea în anulare formulată doar împotriva soluției de
reținere a competenței este inadmisibilă și, pe de altă parte, soluția de reținere va
putea fi atacată cu acțiune în anulare doar odată cu hotărârea arbitrală, respectiv
aceea prin care este soluționată cauza în tot sau în parte, pe fond sau pe cale de
excepție.
Astfel cum am anticipat în prima Secțiune, se remarcă în jurisprudența relativ
recentă o serie de hotărâri în sensul inadmisibilității formulării, pe cale separată, a
unei acțiuni în anulare împotriva unei soluții de reținere a competenței pronunțată
într-un arbitraj internațional.
Curtea de Apel București, secția a VI-a civilă, a concluzionat, prin sentința
nr. 95/15.06.202120 amintită mai sus, următoarele: „[D]esființarea hotărârii
arbitrale, din această cauză, independent de caracterul oportun al soluției sugerate
de reclamantă, nu poate fi dispusă decât odată cu acțiunea în anulare prin care
se solicită desființarea pe fond a hotărârii arbitrale, pentru unul dintre cazurile
prevăzute limitativ de art. 608 C.p.c. O confirmare a acestei concluzii rezultă și din
împrejurarea ca art. 594 C.p.c. stabilește care sunt incidentele cu privire la care
pot fi formulate căi de atac distincte, stabilirea competenței instanței arbitrale
neregăsindu-se printre cele enumerate. (...) Față de toate aceste considerente,
în baza art. 579 alin. 1 C.p.c., care interzic în mod expres atacarea separată a
încheierii de stabilire a competenței instanței arbitrale, Curtea va admite excepția
inadmisibilității acțiunii în anulare împotriva sentinței parțiale și va respinge
acțiunea în anulare, ca inadmisibilă.”
Sentința de mai sus a fost confirmată de Înalta Curte de Casație și Justiție21,
decizia sa nefiind însă redactată până la momentul publicării prezentului studiu.
În continuare, într-o altă speță recentă pe care am amintit-o și în secțiunile
anterioare, Curtea de Apel București, secția a VI-a civilă, prin sentința
nr. 2/21.01.202222 a concluzionat în același sens.
Și în practica mai puțin recentă, Curtea de Apel București, secția a VIII-a
de contencios administrativ și fiscal, a adoptat această viziune prin sentința
Curtea de Apel București, secția a VI-a civilă, sentința nr. 95/15.06.2021, nepublicată.
Soluția este definitivă prin respingerea recursului ca nefondat – Î.C.C.J., secția a II-a civilă, decizia
nr. 358/22.02.2022.
20

21

Î.C.C.J., secția a II-a civilă, decizia nr. 358/22.02.2022.

Curtea de Apel București, secția a VI-a civilă, sentința nr. 2/21.01.2022, disponibilă pe
http://www.rolii.ro/hotarari/62105788e490095027000048 accesat la data de 14 iunie 2022.
Soluția nu este definitivă, fiind în prezent în recurs în fața Î.C.C.J.
22
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nr. 4040/10.10.201823, arătând următoarele: „Interpretând aceste dispoziții legale
anterior citate rezultă că atunci când tribunalul arbitral hotărăște că este competent
(indiferent de denumire, încheiere sau hotărâre, prin raportare și la prevederile
art. 424 din Codul de procedură civilă) hotărârea astfel pronunțată poate fi
desființată numai prin acțiunea în anulare introdusă potrivit art. 608 din Codul de
procedură civilă. Deci, cu alte cuvinte, instanța apreciază că hotărârea/încheierea
parțială prin care tribunalul arbitral doar își verifică/stabilește competența de
soluționare a cauzei fără a intra în fondul litigiului nu poate fi atacată separat,
întemeiată pe prevederile art. 608 alin. (1) lit. c) din Codul de procedură civilă, ci
doar odată cu acțiunea în anulare introdusă împotriva hotărârii arbitrale finale.”
În același sens este și o altă hotărâre definitivă– Curtea de Apel București, secția
a VIII-a de contencios administrativ și fiscal, sentința nr. 3758/24.09.2018.24
Opinia este susținută la nivel practic și doctrinar.
Astfel, diverși autori25 care, raportându-se la art. 1.119 NCPC din materia
arbitrajului internațional, au reținut în mod corect că: „Dacă tribunalul se consideră
competent, el se va pronunța printr-o încheiere asupra excepției și va continua
soluționarea cauzei.”
În același sens se arată că:26 „[O]bligația de verificare a propriei competențe
este inerentă funcției jurisdicționale, revenind, așadar, și tribunalului arbitral.
Potrivit prevederilor art. 579 alin. (1) NCPC (aplicabile în temeiul art. 1.123 NCPC),
verificarea competenței se face la primul termen de judecată cu procedura legal
îndeplinită. (…) În cazul în care tribunalul arbitral stabilește că este competent
să soluționeze cauza, consemnează acest lucru într-o încheiere, care va putea fi
desființată numai prin acțiunea în anulare introdusă împotriva hotărârii arbitrale
[art. 579 alin. (2) NCPC].”
Apreciem că soluția este justă și din considerente de ordin pragmatic. Astfel,
în situația atacării separate a soluției de reținere a competenței, s-ar crea
fie premisele suspendării judecății disputei până la soluționarea definitivă a
chestiunii competenței, fie continuarea judecării cauzei, cu riscul ca pe parcursul
judecății sau ulterior să se declare necompetența instanței.
23
Curtea de Apel București, secția a VIII-a de contencios administrativ și fiscal, sentința
nr. 4040/10.10.2018 disponibilă pe http://www.rolii.ro/hotarari/5c3ff681e4900948160001e5 accesat
la data de 14 iunie 2022. Autorii nu cunosc detalii despre calea de atac, dacă aceasta a fost sau nu
formulată.
24
Curtea de Apel București, secția a VIII-a de contencios administrativ și fiscal, sentința
nr. 3758/24.09.2018, disponibilă pe http://www.rolii.ro/hotarari/5bcdc06ae49009d81b0000eea
accesat la data de 14.06.2022. Soluția este definitivă prin respingerea recursului ca inadmisibil –
Î.C.C.J., secția de contencios administrativ și fiscal, decizia nr. 4985/26.10.2021.

25
I. Leș, Noul Cod de procedură civilă. Comentariu pe articole. Ediția 2, ed. C.H. Beck, București,
2015, p. 1.521.

Ș.– Al. Stănescu în V.M. Ciobanu, M. Nicolae (coord.), Noul Cod de procedură civilă. comentat și
adnotat Vol. II – art. 527-1.134, ed. Universul Juridic, București, 2016, p. 1.761.
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Riscurile descrise mai sus pot fi evitate atunci când arbitrajul internațional
urmează un curs relativ similar unei proceduri domestice, spre exemplu prin
emiterea unei încheieri de reținere a competenței urmată de o hotărâre finală cu
privire la fondul pretențiilor. În acest caz, încheierea de reținere a competenței va
fi atacată odată cu hotărârea arbitrală finală privind fondul pretențiilor.
Nu putem însă să nu amintim că, în practica tribunalelor arbitrale
internaționale, apar situații variate în care cursul procedurii deviază de la
linearitatea previzibilă pentru un litigiu domestic. Spre exemplu, dacă, prin aceeași
hotărâre parțială se tranșează și chestiunea competenței, precum și o parte din
fondul pretențiilor, partea nemulțumită va fi în poziția de a ataca hotărârea parțială
separat, fără a mai aștepta și soluționarea restului pretențiilor deduse judecății.
Or, în atare situație, capătă materialitate riscurile menționate mai sus, respectiv:
fie tribunalul arbitral va suspenda cauza până la soluționarea acțiunii în anulare
cu privire la hotărârea parțială, fie va continua judecata cu riscul de a pronunța o
hotărâre finală susceptibilă de anulare, ca act subsecvent, în cazul în care prima
acțiune în anulare are succes, constatându-se necompetența tribunalului arbitral.
Considerăm că astfel de situații apar deoarece dispozițiile din materia
arbitrajului intern nu au întru totul în vedere practica arbitrajelor internaționale,
dispozițiile nefiind adaptate și în consonanță cu realitatea practicii arbitrale. Spre
deosebire de arbitrajul domestic ce permite emiterea de hotărâri parțiale strict
în ipoteza reglementată de art. 436 NCPC, respectiv ca urmare a recunoașterii în
parte a pretențiilor reclamantului, în arbitrajul internațional tribunalele arbitrale
pronunță hotărâri parțiale sau alte acte procedurale similare cu privire la diverse
aspecte ale cauzei, inclusiv în arbitrajul internațional cu locul arbitrajului în
România, așa acum o arată dispozițiile art. 1.121 alin. (4) NCPC 27 . Astfel, pot
exista hotărâri parțiale nu numai cu privire la excepții de procedură sau fond,
ci inclusiv cu privire la o parte din pretenții sau chiar la îndreptățirea pe fond a
reclamantului în mod separat de cuantificarea pretențiilor.
În orice caz însă, existența unor astfel de situații atipice nu anihilează niciunul
dintre argumentele prezentate mai sus și nu poate justifica eludarea soluției
susținute în mod logic de acestea.

III. CONCLUZII

Concluzia pe care o susținem este așadar că dispozițiile art. 579 alin. (2)
și (3) NCPC sunt incidente și în arbitrajul internațional, cu locul arbitrajului în
România. Astfel, soluția tribunalului arbitral internațional are natura juridică a
Conform art. 1.121 alin. (4) NCPC: „Tribunalul arbitral poate pronunța hotărâri parțiale, în
lipsă de stipulație contrară în convenția arbitrală.”.
27
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unei încheieri interlocutorii, indiferent de denumirea actului procedural în care
este consemnată, inclusiv cea de „hotărâre parțială”.
Drept consecință a acestei calificări, conchidem afirmând că acțiunea în anulare
promovată pe cale separată împotriva unei astfel de încheieri prin care doar
se reține competența, ar trebui respinsă ca inadmisibilă, încheierea respectivă
urmând a fi atacată odată cu acțiune în anulare formulată împotriva hotărârii
arbitrale prin care este soluționată cauza, în tot sau în parte, pe fond sau pe cale
de excepție.
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Dr Raluca PAPADIMA1
ABSTRACT
This article provides an overview of the Willem C. Vis International Commercial
Arbitration Moot in general and of the novel and difficult legal issues raised by
the 2021-2022 moot problem. The procedural issue revolved around determining
the law applicable to an arbitration agreement where, as it is generally the case,
the parties did not specifically select it, and with the additional twist of the
existence/validity of the entire contract (including the arbitration agreement)
being challenged by one of the parties. The relevant considerations are
addressed in an article titled “Midnight problems: finding the law applicable to
the arbitration agreement”, co-authored by Diana Bucovală and Raluca Rusu.
The substantive issues raised by the 2021-2022 moot problem, which were closely
intertwined with the jurisdictional challenge, involved contract formation,
including incorporation of general conditions containing an arbitration
agreement, where one of the contracting parties was part of a larger group of
companies. The expansion of the corporate group of companies doctrine in the
area of contract formation (including formation of an arbitration agreement)
1
Dr Raluca Papadima is a law professor and a member of the Bucharest, Paris and New York
Bars (email: raluca.papadima@gmail.com). Her teaching and practice focus on business law. The
author wishes to thank Mihaela Gherghe, Maria Avram, Cristina Badea and Horia Rădulescu for
their efforts in promoting arbitration in Romania and helping shape the next generation of young
Romanian arbitration practitioners.
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is explored in an article titled “Relevance of the group of companies doctrine in
international arbitration and contracting”, co-authored by Mihnea-Filip Jére and
Antonio-Alexandru Timnea. The incorporation of general conditions (including
where they contain an arbitration agreement) is explored in an article titled “To
incorporate or not to incorporate? That is the issue.”, co-authored by George
Domocoș and Alexandru Köber.
Keywords: Willem Vis; moot; arbitration agreement; validity; applicable law;
conflict of law rules; Dow Chemical; group of companies; non-signatory; practices;
CISG; general conditions; standard terms; incorporation; contract formation
REZUMAT
Acest articol oferă o privire de ansamblu asupra concursului internațional în
domeniul arbitrajului comercial internațional Willem C. Vis și a problemelor
juridice noi și dificile ridicate de problema care a făcut obiectul ediției 2021-2022
a concursului. Problema procedurală a vizat determinarea legii aplicabile unei
convenții arbitrale în ipoteza în care, așa cum este în general cazul, părțile nu
au selectat în mod specific legea aplicabilă convenției arbitrale, și cu dificultatea
suplimentară provenind din faptul că existența/validitatea întregului contract
(inclusiv a convenției arbitrale) era contestată de una dintre părţi. Considerațiile
relevante sunt abordate într-un articol intitulat „Dilema de la miezul nopții:
determinarea legii aplicabile convenției arbitrale”, redactat de Diana Bucovală
și Raluca Rusu. Problemele de fond ridicate de problema care a făcut obiectul
ediției 2021-2022 a concursului, strâns legate de obiecția jurisdicțională, au vizat
formarea unui contract, inclusiv încorporarea unor condiții generale conținând
o convenție arbitrală, între două părți, una dintre părțile contractante făcând
parte dintr-un grup de societăți. Extinderea doctrinei grupului societăți, care
provine la originea sa din sfera dreptului societar, către drepul contractelor
(formarea contractelor, inclusiv formarea unei convenții arbitrale) este
explorată într-un articol intitulat „Relevanța doctrinei ‘grupului de societăți’ în
arbitraj și contractele internaționale”, redactat de Mihnea-Filip Jére și AntonioAlexandru Timnea. Încorporarea condițiilor generale în contract (inclusiv
în situația în care acestea conțin o convenție arbitrală) este explorată întrun articol intitulat „A include sau a nu include clauza arbitrală? Aceasta este
dilema”, redactat de George Domocoș și Alexandru Köber.
Cuvinte cheie: Willem Vis; concurs; convenție arbitrală; validitate; legea
aplicabilă; norme conflictuale; Dow Chemical; grup de societăți; nesemnatar;
practici; CVIM; condiții generale; clauze standard; includere; formarea
contractului

In March-April 2022, the oral phase of the 29th edition (Vienna) and 19th edition
(Hong Kong), respectively, of the Willem C. Vis Moot competition (“Willem Vis”)
were held. Due to the ongoing global pandemic, the oral phase of the competition
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took place virtually, similarly to the previous two editions (2019-2020 and
2020-2021). The 2021-2022 competition brought together virtually over 3,000
students and 1,000 practitioners and academics and was attended by 362 law
schools (Vienna) and 132 law schools (Hong Kong) from more than 80 countries.
Universities such as Harvard, Yale, Columbia, New York University, Paris 1
Panthéon-Sorbonne, University College London, Queen Mary, Freiburg, Heidelberg,
Munich, Singapore Management etc. attend the competition every year. As such,
the Willem Vis competition is the largest private law competition in the world,
combining international contract law and commercial arbitration.
The Willem Vis moot, conducted in English, is an amazing cultural and
professional opportunity for law school students. It tests not only legal knowledge
in the areas of international contracts and international commercial arbitration,
but also practical skills: how to prepare written legal documents and the ability
to advocate. The Willem Vis moot problem always involves a dispute arising out
of a contract governed by the UN Convention on Contracts for the International
Sale of Goods (“CISG”). The contract contains an arbitration clause through which
the parties establish the arbitral tribunal competent to resolve their disputes. The
applicable rules of procedure vary from year to year. In the 2021-2022 edition,
the 2021 Rules of the Asian International Arbitration Centre (“AIAC”) were used.
The written phase of the Willem Vis moot involves drafting a Memorandum
for Claimant and a Memorandum for Respondent replying to a Memorandum for
Claimant of another law school, selected randomly. The “pre-moot” phase involves
preparation for the final oral phase by participating in various pre-moots to test
the oral arguments developed in support of the written submissions. The oral
phase consists of four rounds of pleadings in the general rounds (each team
having two as Claimant and two as Respondent) against other teams, in front of
“arbitral tribunals” consisting of practitioners and academics. Based on the results
obtained in the general rounds, 64 teams (Vienna edition) and 32 teams (Hong
Kong edition) enter the elimination rounds. After successive knockout pleadings,
the remaining two teams argue in the final.
In each of the two versions of the competition (Vienna and Hong Kong,
respectively) there are four categories of awards for the written and the oral
phase of the competition: (a) Pieter Sanders/David Hunter award for the best
Memorandum for Claimant, (b) Werner Melis/Fali Nariman award for the best
Memorandum for Respondent, (c) Frédéric Eiseman/Eric Bergsten award for the
teams that qualify to the elimination rounds and (d) Martin Domke/Neil Kaplan
award for the best individual oralists (to be eligible, a student must argue once as
Claimant and once as Respondent).
The University of Bucharest has been participating in the Willem Vis moot
every year since 2012, with a track record of achievements. For example, with
respect to the oral phases of the competition, the University of Bucharest team
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reached the semi-finals in Vienna in 2018, and the semi-finals in Hong Kong in
2014, 2017 and 2019, qualified into the elimination rounds in Vienna or Hong
Kong in 2014, 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019, and obtained individual prizes for
students in the best oralist category in 2014, 2016, 2018 and 2019. With respect
to the written phases of the competition, the University of Bucharest has obtained
several prizes for written memoranda in 2013, 2014, 2016, 2019, 2020 and 2021.
For the 2021-2022 Willem Vis moot, the University of Bucharest was awarded,
in the Hong Kong edition, an honourable mention (4th place, ex aequo) in the Fali
Nariman category for the Memorandum submitted on behalf of Respondent. The
overall winner in this category was Heidelberg Law School, followed by Vienna
Law School and Freiburg Law School.
The team who proudly represented the University of Bucharest in the 2021-2022
edition of the Willem Vis moot consisted of nine students: Dóra-Krisztina Bács,
Diana-Steliana Bucovală, George Domocoș, Mihnea-Filip Jére, Alexandru Köber,
Andreea Mitroi, Luka Perović, Raluca Rusu and Antonio-Alexandru Timnea. The
team was coached by lect. univ. av. dr. Raluca Papadima, av. drd. Mihaela Gherghe,
partner at the law firm Rizoiu & Poenaru, and av. Maria Avram, associate at the
law firm Țuca, Zbârcea & Asociații.
The team received financial support from the University of Bucharest, from a
number of prestigious law firms, and from Asociația Vindobona pentru Promovarea
Arbitrajului în România (the Vindobona NGO for the Promotion of Arbitration in
Romania), a non-profit organization created and managed by young Romanian
practitioners, including former and current students and coaches of the University
of Bucharest’s Willem Vis team. The main sponsors of the team were: Suciu Popa &
Asociații and Ţuca Zbârcea & Asociaţii. The team also received generous financial
help from Bohâlțeanu & Asociații, Guia Naghi & Asociații, Markó & Udrea, Mihai &
Co. Business Lawyers, Raluca Papadima, Rizoiu & Poenaru, Tudor Andrei & Asociații
and Stoica & Asociații.
Due to these contributions, the team was able to attend the following pre-moots:
Asia Pacific pre-moot (9-13 February 2022, online), ICDR pre-moot (18
February 2022, online), Bucharest 2022 Pre-Moot and International Conference
(19-20 February 2022, online), Fordham pre-moot (26-27 February 2022, online) and
Belgrade pre-moot (1-4 April 2022, in person, 49 participating teams). Additionally,
the team benefited from guidance and support from practitioners during its
preparation for the oral rounds by participating in pre-moots organized and hosted
by the following law firms: Ţuca Zbârcea & Asociaţii (25 February 2022, online), Filip
& Company (4 March 2022, online) and Guia Naghi & Asociații (9 March 2022, online).
The problem in the 2021-2022 edition of the Willem Vis moot involved, once
again, novel and difficult legal problems. ElGuP plc (“Claimant”) was a producer
of palm oil and palm kernel oil, based in the fictitious country of Mediterraneo.
From 2010 to 2018, Claimant had a commercial relationship with Southern
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Commodities (“Southern”), a multinational conglomerate based in the fictitious
country of Ruritania. During this time, Claimant (acting through Mr Chandra)
and Southern (acting through Ms Bupati), concluded approximately 40 contracts:
32 during 2010-2014 and 8 during 2016-2018. The last negotiation between
Mr Chandra and Ms Bupati, as representatives of Claimant and Southern, took
place in June 2018. In 2019, Ms Bupati (while still at Southern) negotiated with
another representative of Claimant for deliveries in 2020. The negotiations failed.
On 28 March 2020, Mr Chandra and Ms Bupati reconnected at a Palm Oil Summit.
Mr Chandra was at the Summit as COO of Claimant, since June 2018. Ms Bupati
was at the Summit as Head of Purchasing of JAJA Biofuel Ltd. (“Respondent”), a
producer of biofuel, based in the fictitious country of Equatoriana. Ms Bupati’s
new role, which she had since 2019, was a result of Southern’s acquisition of
Respondent in 2018. The climate in which Respondent operated in Equatoriana
was very different from that applicable to Southern in Ruritania, including with
respect to the public perception of arbitration and environmental awareness.
At the Summit, Mr Chandra and Ms Bupati discussed the potential terms
of a commercial relationship between Claimant and Respondent. Unlike the
relationship between Claimant and Southern, who concluded several contracts
annually (one large contract at the beginning of the year, followed by several
small contracts, each with its own price negotiations), Claimant and Respondent
contemplated a long-term contract spanning over 5 years (2021-2025). The
quantities were also to be significantly increased to 20,000 tons per year. The
type of oil purchased would be palm oil, not palm kernel oil. The quality was
also going to be different, in the sense that it would be “fully segregated” and
“RSPO-certified” oil.
On 1 April 2020, Ms Bupati emailed Mr Chandra reiterating the main points
of the discussions they had at the Summit. Ms Bupati then raised a number of
additional issues for further discussion between the parties. Among others,
she insisted that the contractual documentation reflects Respondent’s crucial
requirements that “all palm oil delivered is RSPO-certified and that the supply chain
is properly monitored” and she expressed a concern regarding arbitration as the
dispute resolution method, particularly due to a perceived lack of transparency.
On 9 April 2020, Mr Rain, the assistant of Mr Chandra, sent Ms Fauconnier, the
assistant of Ms Bupati, a draft contract signed by Mr Chandra. Mr Rain confirmed
that Claimant’s template would be used and added that Claimant’s General
Conditions (“GC”) would apply. While the template was attached to the email, the
GC were not. Ms Bupati’s concerns regarding the dispute resolution mechanism
or transparency were not addressed in the cover letter.
In May 2020, Mr Rain and Ms Fauconnier had subsequent conversations
regarding payment, manner of certifying conformity with the quality standards
(RSPO), and the dispute resolution method, including the issue of transparency.
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The parties disagreed as to whether all matters were resolved. However,
Respondent’s representatives did not send back to Claimant a signed version
of the contract. In October 2020, invoking Claimant’s public admission of fraud
with respect to RSPO certification, Respondent’s CEO sent a letter to Claimant
purporting to terminate any negotiations with Claimant and/or the contract.
In 2021, after an unsuccessful mediation before the AIAC, Claimant commenced
arbitration seeking a declaration that the contract was validly formed and that it
incorporated Claimant’s GC, an order for damages for the 2021 quantities, as well as
a declaration that Respondent must perform the contract for 2022-2025. Respondent
challenged the jurisdiction of the Tribunal arguing that the parties did not enter
into an arbitration agreement. Respondent also argued that no contract was validly
concluded between the parties and that, in any event, it did not incorporate the GC
which contained the arbitration agreement on which Claimant relied.
Claimant argued that the Tribunal had jurisdiction based on art. 9 of Claimant’s
GC, which provided: “Any dispute, controversy or claim arising out of or relating
to this contract, or the breach, termination or invalidity thereof shall be settled by
arbitration in accordance with the AIAC Arbitration Rules. The seat of arbitration
shall be Danubia. The language to be used in the arbitral proceedings shall be
English. This contract shall be governed by the substantive law of Danubia. Before
referring the dispute to arbitration, the parties shall seek an amicable settlement of
that dispute by mediation in accordance with the AIAC Mediation Rules as in force
on the date of the commencement of mediation.” Although art. 9 of Claimant’s GC
provided that “This contract shall be governed by the substantive law of Danubia”,
both parties were in agreement that this provision was superseded by the oral
agreement, made at the summit, that the law of Mediterraneo would govern at
least the sales portion of the contract and that, consequently, that provision should
read: “This contract shall be governed by the substantive law of Mediterraneo.”
The existence of a valid arbitration agreement depended on two matters,
relating to the merits of the dispute, which the Tribunal was asked to resolve:
(i) if a contract was validly entered into between the parties, and (ii) if so, if
Claimant’s GC were properly incorporated into that contract. As such, the question
of jurisdiction was closely intertwined with the merits of the dispute.
In resolving the jurisdictional challenge and deciding whether a valid
arbitration agreement existed, the Tribunal had to first determine what law
governed the arbitration agreement. Claimant submitted that the arbitration
agreement was governed by Danubia law (as the law of the chosen seat) or,
alternatively, by Mediterraneo law excluding the CISG. The parties were in
agreement (at the very least at the time and for purposes of the arbitration
proceedings) that, were a contract concluded, it was governed by Mediterraneo
law, including the CISG. However, parties disagreed with respect to the law
governing the arbitration agreement. Respondent submitted that the arbitration
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agreement was governed by the CISG as part of Mediterraneo law. Equatoriana,
Mediterraneo and Ruritania were Contracting States of the CISG but Danubia
was not. The general contract law of all four countries involved (Equatoriana,
Mediterraneo, Danubia and Ruritania) was a verbatim adoption of UNIDROIT
Principles, while the arbitration law in all four countries was a verbatim
adoption of the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration
(“UNCITRAL Model Law”). With respect to the form requirement for arbitration
agreements, set forth in art. 7 UNCITRAL Model Law, Danubia and Equatoriana
had adopted Option I (the “in writing” requirement), while Mediterraneo and
Ruritania had adopted the more lenient Option II. Lastly, all four countries were
Member States of the New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement
of Foreign Awards.
The first legal issue raised by the 2021-2022 Willem Vis moot problem
provided the inspiration for the article titled “Midnight problems: finding the
law applicable to the arbitration agreement”, co-authored by Diana Bucovală
and Raluca Rusu. In this article, the authors focus on the methods for determining
the law governing the formation and validity of an arbitration agreement absent
an express choice made by the parties. The article’s methodology is a comparative
review of caselaw from both common and civil law jurisdictions, in an effort to
find, from a theoretical point of view, the mechanism that best reflects the parties’
intent. The authors observe that it is not common for parties to choose the law
applicable specifically to the arbitration agreement, and, based on an overview of
model clauses, that arbitral institutions usually recommend placing both the choice
of law clause and the arbitral seat within the arbitration agreement. As such, an
issue arises where the parties have chosen (or the applicable rules of international
private law led to) a law to govern the entire contract or the merits of the dispute
which is different from the law of the seat. The issue becomes particularly difficult
if one of the parties challenges the validity of the arbitration clause. The authors
address the available solutions by reviewing relevant caselaw and scholarly writings
and provide drafting recommendations to avoid the problem.
This second legal issue raised by the 2021-2022 Willem Vis moot problem,
namely, whether a contract had been validly entered into between the parties,
provided the inspiration for the article titled “Relevance of the group
of companies doctrine in international arbitration and contracting”,
co-authored by Mihnea-Filip Jére and Antonio-Alexandru Timnea. In the
Willem Vis problem, Claimant argued that the parties had validly concluded a
contract at the latest on 3 May 2020, either orally at the Summit in March 2020,
or through the classical mechanism of offer and acceptance, including potentially
implied acceptance by conduct, performance or as a result of practices. In so doing,
Claimant relied on practices established between Mr Chandra and Ms Bupati,
the natural persons representing the legal entities involved in the dispute. One
particular difficulty was that Ms Bupati had potentially established practices with
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Mr Chandra while she was at Southern. However, the counterparty to the contract
at issue was not Southern but rather Respondent, a newly acquired subsidiary of
Southern, represented by Ms Bupati (albeit in a different capacity). Consequently,
the students had to explore questions such as the extent to which legal persons are
bound by the conduct of their natural person representatives, as well as the extent
to which a parent company might be bound by practices established by its 100%
owned subsidiary. The article’s starting point is the corporate law version of the
group of companies doctrine (used to hold liable an overly controlling member of
the group for the torts committed or contracts entered into by another member of
the same group). The authors discuss the root of the doctrine and how it made its
way into the field of international arbitration, i.e. by starting with the Dow Chemical
award and the subsequent decision of the French courts confirming the Dow
Chemical award (which bound a non-signatory member of a group of company to an
arbitration agreement). The article proceeds to usefully review caselaw subsequent
to Dow Chemical from around the world, and masterfully draws from that caselaw,
by analogy, a framework based upon which it proposes a new application of the
group of companies doctrine in the area of international contract law.
The third legal issue raised by the 2021-2022 Willem Vis moot problem was
whether the GC (which contained an arbitration agreement on which Claimant
relied) were validly incorporated into the contract. This provided the inspiration
for the article titled “To incorporate or not to incorporate? That is the issue.”, coauthored by George Domocoș and Alexandru Köber. The premise of the article
is that the modern commercial environment has created faster ways of negotiating
and concluding contracts (by resorting to general terms and conditions), as well
as of resolving disputes (by providing for arbitration instead of litigation). Often,
these two mechanisms come together in the form of arbitration clauses included
in general terms and conditions of one of the contracting parties. The authors first
review the international practice under the CISG regarding the incorporation of
general terms and conditions. They then delve into the specific issue of the valid
formation of arbitration agreements contained as clauses in general terms and
conditions, including the very difficult question of the law applicable to decide that
issue. In so doing, the authors helpfully and clearly review the interplay between
the applicable substantive law(s) and procedural laws such as the UNCITRAL Model
Law and the New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign
Awards. The article then evaluates the benefits of “hiding” an arbitration clause in
general terms and conditions versus the risks associated therewith.
The careful analyses presented in these three articles represent the result of
nine months of research of these topics and the reason why the team representing
the University of Bucharest in the 2021-2022 edition of the Willem Vis moot was
able to bring home yet another award for its written submissions. By their hard
work and impressive results, these young students continue to put Romania on
the map of international commercial arbitration.
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MIDNIGHT PROBLEMS:
FINDING THE LAW APPLICABLE
TO THE ARBITRATION AGREEMENT
DILEMA DE LA MIEZUL NOPȚII:
DETERMINAREA LEGII APLICABILE
CONVENȚIEI ARBITRALE
Diana BUCOVALĂ, Raluca RUSU1
ABSTRACT

The purpose of the paper is to establish the methods of determining the law
governing the formation and validity of an arbitration agreement absent an
express choice of the parties, by applying a caselaw analysis, in an effort to
find the mechanism that best reflects the parties’ intent. The research method
entails comparing the approaches adopted by different national courts in both
common and civil law jurisdictions when faced with the challenge of assessing
the law applicable to an arbitration agreement. It is not common for parties
to choose the law applicable specifically to the arbitration agreement. Arbitral
institutions usually recommend placing both the choice of law clause and the
arbitral seat within the arbitration agreement, as observed in an overview of
model clauses. The issue arises where the parties have chosen (or the applicable
rules of international private law led to) a law to govern the entire contract
or the merits of the dispute, which is different from the law at the seat of
arbitration. The plot especially thickens if one of them deems the arbitration
clause invalid, mainly because both laws may govern the arbitration agreement:
the first because the arbitration clause is included in the main contract and the
second based on the autonomous nature of the clause which can still be valid
even if the contract is not. Both caselaw and doctrine are rather divided on the
1
Diana Bucovală is a graduate of the University of Bucharest, Faculty of Law (email: bucovala.
diana-steliana@drept.unibuc.ro). Raluca Rusu is a 4th year student at the University of Bucharest,
Faculty of Law (email: rusu.raluca@drept.unibuc.ro). Both authors were part of the team
representing the University of Bucharest in the 29 th Willem C. Vis International Commercial
Arbitration Moot and the 19th Vis East Moot. The team received a “Fali Nariman” Honorable Mention
for The Best Written Memorandum for Respondent. The authors would like to express their gratitude
towards Professor Raluca Papadima, Ms Mihaela Gherghe, partner at Rizoiu & Poenaru, Ms Maria
Avram, associate at Țuca Zbârcea & Asociații and Ms Cristina Badea, associate at GNP Guia Naghi
și Asociații, for their guidance and advice. The authors are also thankful to the entire Willem C. Vis
team for their support.
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matter up to this point so consideration should be given to a thorough drafting
of arbitration agreements.
Key words: arbitration clause; validity; applicable law; law of the seat; law of
the contract; conflict of law rules.
REZUMAT
Scopul acestei lucrări este de a stabili metodele de determinare a legii care
guvernează formarea și validitatea clauzei arbitrale, în lipsa unei alegeri
exprese a părților, analizând jurisprudența internațională, cu scopul de a găsi
mecanismul care reflectă cel mai fidel intenția părților contractante. Metoda
de cercetare presupune compararea abordărilor adoptate de diferite intsanțe
naționale din jurisdicții de drept civil și drept jurisprudențial (common law) care
au fost sesizate cu problematica alegerii legii aplicabile clauzei arbitrale. De
regula, părțile unui contract nu aleg legea aplicabilă clauzei arbitrale. Instituțiile
arbitrale recomandă, de obicei, inserarea clauzelor prin care se alege o lege
aplicabilă contractului și locul arbitrajului în cuprinsul clauzei arbitrale, după
cum a reieșit dintr-un studiu al clauzelor arbitrale model. Dificultățile apar atunci
când, prin intenția părților sau prin aplicarea regulilor de drept internațional
privat incidente, legea ce guvernează contractul sau partea substanțială a
acestuia e diferită de legea de la locul arbitrajului. Problema capătă amploare în
special atunci când, prin aplicarea uneia dintre aceste două legi, clauza arbitrală
ar fi nulă, în principal pentru că ambele legi sunt susceptibile să guverneze
clauza arbitrală: prima, pentru că o clauză arbitrală rămâne parte integrantă a
contractului principal, iar a doua, prin efectul caracterului autonom al clauzei
arbitrale, validitatea ei rămânând separată de cea a contractului. Atât doctrina,
cât și jurisprudența, conțin opinii divergente, astfel că o specificare expresă a
legii aplicabile în cuprinsul convenției ar duce la evitarea arbitrariului.
Cuvinte cheie: clauza arbitrală; validitate; legea aplicabilă; legea aplicabilă
contractului; legea de la locul arbitrajului; norme conflictuale.

1. Introduction
An arbitration agreement between the parties to a contract reflects their
consensual decision to refer to arbitration all or some disputes which arise out of
or are related to their contract. Primarily, an arbitration agreement is a contract in
nature, but it can be expressed either as a clause in the main contract (arbitration
clause), or as a separate agreement (submission agreement). Thus, the general
consensus is that it should be treated as an autonomous contract within another
contract with the consequence that the law governing it dictates its existence/
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validity, independently of the main contract.2 This law can be different from the
law chosen by the parties or arising out of international conflict-of-laws rules that
governs the rights and obligations in the main contract. The issue arises when
trying to determine that law absent an express choice of the parties.
The validity of an arbitration agreement must be analysed from both a
substantive and a procedural point of view. The substantive side is concerned
with the formation of consent, the meeting of parties’ minds regarding the
agreement to arbitrate disputes between them. The procedural side deals with the
form requirements that need to be fulfilled in order to have a valid and effective
arbitration agreement. While there is little contention regarding the procedural
law applicable to the formal validity of the arbitration agreement, there is still no
consensus regarding the substantive law, absent parties’ express choice of law
specifically governing this clause.

2. Drafting issues

2.1 Placing the choice of law clause within the arbitration agreement
Parties to an international contract rarely choose the law governing their
arbitration agreement.3 However, they usually choose the law to govern the entire
contract, and one could infer that this law also governs the arbitration agreement.
Yet, this choice of law is generally meant to deal only with the substantive
obligations of the parties and therefore it is unsafe to assume that the same law
automatically applies to “disputes that might arise in relation to the arbitration
agreement itself”.4 Given that the arbitration agreement is an autonomous part of
the underlying contract in which it is contained, it can be governed by a different
law than the one for the main contract (e.g. the law at the seat of arbitration), by
virtue of the separability doctrine.
Sometimes, the parties specify the law governing the main contract in the
arbitration agreement. However, this is a rather confusing drafting technique,
since it becomes unclear which clauses, specifically fall under the scope of the
choice of law clause.
Most arbitral institutions present, alongside with their arbitral rules, a model
arbitration clause which can be adopted by the parties in their contract. For
Gary Born, International Commercial Arbitration, Ed. Kluwer Law International, 3rd edition,
Alphen aan den Rijn, 2020, p. 512.
2

FirstLink Investments Corp. Ltd. v. GT Payment Pte Ltd. et. Al, case no. 915, 19 June 2014,
Singapore High Court, Singapore, available at https://newyorkconvention1958.org/index.
php?lvl=notice_display&id=4181&opac_view=2, last accessed on 23 June 2022.
3

Alan Redfern, Martin J. Hunter, Nigel Blackaby, Constantine Partasides, Redfern and Hunter on
the International Arbitration, Oxford University Press, 6th edition, London, 2015, p. 157, para. 3.10.
4
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example, the London Court of International Arbitration (“LCIA”) model clause is
the following:
“Any dispute arising out of or in connection with this contract, including any
question regarding its existence, validity or termination, shall be referred to and
finally resolved by arbitration under the LCIA Rules, which Rules are deemed to be
incorporated by reference into this clause.
The number of arbitrators shall be [one/three].
The seat, or legal place, of arbitration shall be [City and/or Country].
The language to be used in the arbitral proceedings shall be [ ].
The governing law of the contract shall be the substantive law of [ ].”5
The language regarding the choice of law, the seat or the number of arbitrators
are perceived as being additions which the parties can either adopt or exclude
from their agreement, when choosing to rely on a model arbitration clause.6 The
presented agreement contains a choice of law for “the contract”. The language
used is vague, because it is unclear whether the choice of law clause is meant
to govern only the merits of the contract or the whole contract, including the
arbitration agreement. Some other model clauses, such as the one proposed by
the German Institution of Arbitration (DIS), specify that the choice of law is only
for the substantive obligations of the parties (i.e.: “(5) The rules of law applicable
to the merits shall be [please enter law or rules of law]”7), but this does not answer
the question regarding the law applicable to the arbitration agreement.
Anticipating this issue, institutions such as the Asian International Arbitration
Centre (“AIAC”) (since 2021),8 the Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre
(“HKIAC”),9 suggested that the choice of law clause within the arbitration
agreement would only apply to this particular agreement (e.g.: “The law of this
arbitration clause shall be ... (Hong Kong law)”). Adopting such a choice of law
clause would remove any confusion in determining the existence and validity of
the arbitration agreement according to the law applicable to.
2.2 Party expectations when drafting

Generally, businesses do not give much regard to the law applicable to the
contract and especially to the arbitration agreement, as these are usually the
elements that are settled after every other contractual clause has been agreed
5
https://www.lcia.org/Dispute_Resolution_Services/LCIA_Recommended_Clauses.aspx, last
accessed on 23 June 2022.
6
AIAC Rules 2021: “The following are recommended for inclusion in the Model Arbitration Clause
and the Model Submission Agreement”.
7
8
9
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https://www.disarb.org/werkzeuge-und-tools/dis-musterklauseln, last accessed on 23 June 2022.
AIAC Arbitration Rules 2021, p. 5.

https://www.hkiac.org/arbitration/model-clauses, last accessed on 23 June 2022.
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upon. Moreover, businessmen, when entering into a contract, do not expect it to
automatically generate a conflict, as the main purpose of contracting is to build a
business relationship and give effect to the parties’ rights and obligations. Accordingly,
the arbitration clauses are informally called “midnight clauses” or “champagne
clauses” because “they are agreed upon hastily at the end of long negotiations over the
substantive provisions of the contract. The parties then pay the price of this lack of care
at the time of a dispute, when the significance of these discrete clauses comes to light.”10
However, experienced participants to the international trade may be aware of
the doctrine of separability and purposefully select a seat in a different jurisdiction
than the one which resembles their choice of law for the main contract, in order to
impliedly choose the law of the seat for the arbitration agreement. Some scholars
note that finding that the law governing the arbitration agreement is the law of the
seat would be “consistent with, and required by, the intentions of most commercial
parties, the character and objectives of international arbitration agreements and the
default rules prescribed by the New York Convention and UNCITRAL Model Law”.11

3. Preliminary theoretical concepts
3.1 Putative law: the starting point
The quest for determining the “proper” law to govern the arbitration agreement
starts with the rules of law used to interpret the parties’ intentions arising from
the arbitration and choice of law clauses.
According to one view, the validity of a choice of law clause should be analysed
according to the very law that it states, or in the way it would operate based on
the presumption that it is valid. This is consistent with the Rome I Regulation
which states under art. 10(1) that: “The existence and validity of a contract, or of
any term of a contract, shall be determined by the law which would govern it under
this Regulation if the contract or term were valid”. 12 The Hague Principles have a
similar provision in art. 7, that states the severability of the applicable law clause:
“A choice of law cannot be contested solely on the ground that the contract to which
it applies is not valid”. 13
A different approach was chosen by the UK Supreme Court in Tunisienne de
Navigation v. Cie d’Armement (1971): “The first stage, therefore, when any question
10
Dafina Atanasova, Applicable Law Provisions in Investment Treaties: Forever Midnight Clauses?,
Journal of International Dispute Settlement, 2019, p. 1.
11

Born, loc. cit. 2, p. 527.

Regulation No 593/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 June 2008 on the
law applicable to contractual obligations, Official Journal of The European Union, L 177/6, 4 July 2008.
12

Principles On Choice of Law in International Commercial Contracts, Hague Conference on
Private International Law, 19 March 2015. Available at: https://www.hcch.net/en/instruments/
conventions/full-text/?cid=135 last accessed 23 June 2022.
13
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arises between parties to a contract as to the proper law applicable to it, is to
determine whether the parties intended by their contract to exercise any choice at
all and, if they did, to determine what was the system of law which they selected. In
determining this the English court applies the ordinary rules of English law relating to
the construction of contracts.” 14 As such, the UK Supreme Court applied the lex fori to
the arbitration clause. 50 years later, in Enka v. Chubb (2020),15 the court mirrored
the previously cited reasoning and also applied the English law as the lex fori to
determine whether a choice of law clause was validly included in the contract.
3.2 The fiction of separability and the factual reality

The separability doctrine is a concept which, in the words of the US Supreme
Court, entails that “courts must treat the arbitration clause as severable from
the contract in which it appears”.16 This legal fiction is recognized by several
procedural provisions contained in international instruments and upheld
by national courts. This is the case of art. 16 (1) UNCITRAL Model Law on
International Commercial Arbitration (1985), with amendments as adopted
in 2006 (“UNICTRAL Model Law”),17 art. 7 English Arbitration Act (“EAA”),18
the US Supreme Court’s decisions in Prima Paint (1967)19 and Buckeye (2006)20,
14

Cie Tunisienne de Navigation SA v. Cie d’Armement Maritime SA, 1971, House of Lords.

Enka Insaat Ve Sanayi A.S. v. OOO Insurance Company Chubb, case no. UKSC 2020/0091,
9 October 2020, para. 31: “Where an English court has to decide whether a contract which is said
to be governed by a foreign system of law is valid, the court applies the “putative applicable law”, in
other words the law which would govern the contract if it were validly concluded. At the prior stage,
however, of determining what is the applicable law or putative applicable law of the contract, all the
leading authorities proceed on the basis that it is English rules of law which apply”, available at https://
www.supremecourt.uk/cases/docs/uksc-2020-0091-judgment.pdf, last accessed on 23 June 2022.
15

Granite Rock Co. v. International Brotherhood of Teamsters, case no. 561 US 287, 24 June 2010
United States Court of Appeal, 9th Circuit, USA, available at https://casetext.com/case/granite-rockco-v-int-brotherhood-teamsters, last accessed on 23 June 2022.
16

17
“(1) The arbitral tribunal may rule on its own jurisdiction, including any objections with respect
to the existence or validity of the arbitration agreement. For that purpose, an arbitration clause
which forms part of a contract shall be treated as an agreement independent of the other terms of
the contract”.

English Arbitration Act, 1996, art. 7: “Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, an arbitration
agreement which forms or was intended to form part of another agreement (whether or not in writing)
shall not be regarded as invalid, nonexistent or ineffective because that other agreement is invalid,
or did not come into existence or has become ineffective, and it shall for that purpose be treated as a
distinct agreement.”
18

19
Prima Paint Corp. v. Flood & Conklin Manufacturing Co., case no. 388 U.S. 395 Court 12 June 1967 US
Supreme Court., available at https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/388/395/, last accessed
on 23 June 2022.

Buckeye Check Cashing, Inc. v. Cardegna, case no. 546 US 440, 21 February 2006, United States
Supreme Court, available at https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/546/04-1264/index.pdf,
last accessed on 23 June 2022.
20
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the US District Court, D. Massachusetts in Farnsworth v. TNS (2015),21 as well as the
French Cour de Cassation in Gosset v. Carapelli (1963)22 and Sté Les Pains du Sud
v. Sté Spa Tagliavini (2008).23 The separability doctrine (also called “separability
presumption”) has two relevant consequences:24 (i) to ensure that the arbitration
agreement “is effective despite the non-existence, invalidity, termination or rescission
of the main contract”25 and that (ii) the arbitration agreement can be governed by
a different law than the main contract. The possibility that a different law governs
the arbitration agreement is sometimes embraced by courts and arbitral tribunals,
especially to give effect to the first consequence of the separability doctrine:
this is called the pro-validation principle. It is undisputed that the invalidity or
termination of the contract does not impact the arbitration agreement. However,
it is still controversial among scholars and case-law if the non-existence of the
main contract affects the formation or validity of the arbitration agreement. 26
The separability doctrine does not provide, that a different law always governs
the arbitration agreement – this is only a possibility, not a rule. However, this
possibility might affect the consistency of the contract as a whole, having certain
clauses governed by one law and the arbitration agreement by another law, and
the efficiency of the arbitral proceedings.
On the one hand, applying the same law to both the arbitration agreement
and the rest of the contractual clauses would achieve consistency regarding the
interpretation of the contract: “To have a different proper law applying to the
definitional article 51.4 than applies to article 50.1 would be problematic. All these
difficulties would be avoided if the proper law of the arbitration agreement were
the same as the proper law of the main contract.”27
On the other hand, if both the substantive and the procedural side of the
arbitration agreement is governed by the same law i.e., the law of the seat as the
lex arbitri,28 uniformity would be achieved concerning all the procedural aspects
Farnsworth v. Towboat Nantucket Sound, Inc., 36 F. Supp. 3d 247, 28 July 2014, United States
District Court, District of Massachusetts, United States, available at https://casetext.com/case/
farnsworth-v-towboat-nantucket-sound-inc, last accessed on 23 June 2022.
21

22

Etablissements Raymond Gosset v. Frère Carapelli S.p.A, 7 May 1963, Cour de Cassation France.

24

Born, loc. cit. 2, p. 508.

Sté Les Pains du Sud v. Sté Spa Tagliavini, Rev. Arb. 681, 681-82, 25 November 2008, Cour de
Cassation, France.
23

25

Enka v. Chubb, loc. cit. 15, para. 232.

Republic of Nicaragua v. Standard Fruit Co., case no. 937 F.2d 469, 1 July 1991, United States
Court of Appeal, 9th Circuit, BCY v. BCZ, case no. 502, 9 November 2016, available at https://casetext.
com/case/republic-of-nicaragua-v-standard-fruit-co, last accessed on 23 June 2022; Julian Lew,
Loukas A. Mistelis, Stefan M. Kröll, Comparative International Commercial Arbitration, Ed. Kluwer
Law International, 2003, p. 102.
26

27

28

Enka v. Chubb, loc. cit. 15, para. 235.

Lew, Mistelis, Kröll, loc. cit. 26, pp. 116-117, paras. 6-47-6.49.
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of a potential dispute resolution. There would only be one law, the law of the seat,
to govern both the formation of the consent and the formal requirements of the
arbitration agreement.

4. Guidelines used to determine the substantive law

When assessing the law applicable to the arbitration agreement, arbitral
tribunals, and courts when dealing with the enforcement and set-aside of an
award, need a choice of law rule or guiding principles to determine this law.
Generally, there are 4 recognized approaches: applying the law of the seat, the
law of the main contract, adopting the pro-validation principle or, an a-national
approach.29

4.1 Conflict-of-law rule in the New York Convention: absent any form of
choice, apply the law of the seat

Although the New York Convention governs the recognition and enforcement
of arbitral awards, according to scholars30 and relevant caselaw,31 art. V(1)(a) also
applies to the earlier stages of an arbitral proceeding, when assessing the validity
of the arbitration agreement. Art. V(1)(a) contains a conflict-of-laws provision32
which details that there are grounds for refusal to recognize and enforce and
arbitral award when the arbitration agreement “is not valid under the law to which
the parties have subjected it, or, failing any indication thereon, under the law of the
country where the award was made”. Courts have often relied on art. V1a) of the
New York Convention. For example, the UK Supreme Court in the Enka v. Chubb
(2020) and the Bundesgerichtshof (German Supreme Court) in Mace-Flowers
Decision (2020)33 used this provision as a conflict-of-laws rule. In Enka v. Chubb
(2020), in para. 171, the UK Supreme Court, after determining that there was no
choice of law for the underlying contract, decided that the arbitration agreement
would be governed by the law of the seat, namely the English law. In the Mace-Flowers
Decision (2020), there was no express choice of law for the arbitration agreement
and the court found that, because the standard terms of the contract were not
effectively incorporated, the choice of law for the underlying contract (Dutch law
excluding the CISG) does not represent an implied choice. Therefore, absent an
Maxi Scherer and J. Ole Jensen, Towards a Harmonized Theory of the Law Governing the
Arbitration Agreement, Indian Journal of Arbitration Law; Centre for Advanced Research and
Training in Arbitration Law, National Law University, Volume X Issue 1, Jodhpur, 2021, pp. 1-16.
29

30

Lew, Mistelis, Kröll, loc. cit. 28, p.118, paras. 6-53, 6-54.

32

Redfern and Hunter, loc. cit. 4, p. 73, para. 2.12.

Owerri Commercial Inc v Dielle Sri, 4 August 1993, Gerechtshof, The Hague; Mace-Flowers
Decision, I-ZR 245/19, 26 November 2020, Bundesgerichtshof, Germany.
31

33
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express and implied choice of law, the Bundesgerichtshof decided that the law at
the seat of arbitration, Amsterdam, would apply, the Dutch law. A similar rationale is
also contained in instruments that deal exclusively with arbitral procedural aspects,
such as the UNCITRAL Model Law. Art. 34 and 36 of the Model Law provide that:
“An arbitral award may be set aside by the court specified in article 6 only if: (a)
the party making the application furnishes proof that: (i) a party to the arbitration
agreement referred to in article 7 was under some incapacity; or the said agreement
is not valid under the law to which the parties have subjected it or, failing any
indication thereon, under the law of this State”.
4.2 UK view: introducing the law most closely connected to the arbitration
clause
The English courts had first proposed the rule that, absent an express choice
of law by the parties, the applicable law should be the law of the seat because
it has the most real and closest connection to the arbitration, Black Clawson v.
Papierwerke (1981)34 and in Channel Tunnel v. Balfour Beatty (1993)35. Later, the
English Court of Appeal then established a standard test for determining the
applicable law to the arbitration agreement in the Sulamérica v. Enesa (2012).36
The court first stated that there is a preliminary presumption that the law
governing the underlying contract would also govern the arbitration agreement
contained in it. This presumption, however, could be rebutted with the application
of a three-step test where first, a court should look at the express choice of the
parties, then at any form of implied choice, and finally, absent any choice, it should
apply the law with the closest and most real connection to the arbitration clause.37
Black Clawson International Ltd. v. Papierwerke Waldhof-Aschaffenburg A.G, 1981 Queen’s
Bench Division (Commercial Court), UK, available at https://www.casemine.com/judgement/
uk/5a8ff8ca60d03e7f57ecd7a2, last accessed on 23 June 2022.
34

35
Channel Tunnel Group Ltd v. Balfour Beatty Construction Ltd and Others, 1993, House of Lords,
available at http://expertdeterminationelectroniclawjournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/
Channel-Tunnel-Group-Ltd-Anor-v-Balfour-Beatty-Construction-Ltd-v-Ors-1993-AC-334.pdf, last
accessed on 23 June 2022.

Sulamérica Cia Nacional de Seguros S.A. v. Enesa Engenharia S.A., case no: A3/2012/0249,
16 May 2012, Court of Appeal of England and Wales, available at https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/
EWCA/Civ/2012/638.html, last accessed on 23 June 2022.
36

Ibidem, para. 25: “The first is that, even if the agreement forms part of a substantive contract
(as is commonly the case), its proper law may not be the same as that of the substantive contract.
The second is that the proper law is to be determined by undertaking a three-stage enquiry into
(i) express choice, (ii) implied choice and (iii) closest and most real connection. As a matter of principle,
those three stages ought to be embarked on separately and in that order, since any choice made by the
parties ought to be respected, but it has been said on many occasions that in practice stage (ii) often
merges into stage (iii), because identification of the system of law with which the agreement has its
closest and most real connection is likely to be an important factor in deciding whether the parties
have made an implied choice of proper law”.
37
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However, this decision was overturned by a latter decision of the UK Supreme
Court in the case of Enka v. Chubb (2020). Paragraph 170 of this decision contains
nine principles according to which the applicable law should be determined. It is
held, in principle ii) that:
“the law applicable to the arbitration agreement will be (a) the law chosen by
the parties to govern it or (b) in the absence of such a choice, the system of law with
which the arbitration agreement is most closely connected”.
The notion of choice includes both an express and an implied choice of a law.
Regarding the latter, the Court established a presumption that this will be the
choice of law applicable to the main contract,38 if the only thing that points to
another jurisdiction would be the choice of the seat in that country.39 Yet, this
presumption can be rebutted by “(a) any provision of the law of the seat which
indicates that, where an arbitration is subject to that law, the arbitration agreement
will also be treated as governed by that country’s law; or (b) the existence of a
serious risk that, if governed by the same law as the main contract, the arbitration
agreement would be ineffective. Either factor may be reinforced by circumstances
indicating that the seat was deliberately chosen as a neutral forum for the
arbitration”.40 Regarding the most closely connected system of law, principle viii)
creates a presumption that this is “generally” the law of the seat.
4.3 The Pro-Validation principle

The pro-validation principle of contract interpretation states that contractual
provisions should be interpreted as to render them effective. The argument is
essentially based on the premise that one of the possible laws would render the
agreement invalid, while the other one would lead to it being effective. In such
instances it is often held that, the arbitration clause should be interpreted in such
a way that the said arbitration agreement is effective and valid, not in a way that
would undermine or invalidate it.41 There are also national laws that provide that
arbitration agreements should be interpreted in a way that uphelds their validity,
i.e. using a “pro-arbitration” presumption.42

38
“iv) Where the law applicable to the arbitration agreement is not specified, a choice of governing
law for the contract will generally apply to an arbitration agreement which forms part of the contract”.

“v) The choice of a different country as the seat of the arbitration is not, without more, sufficient
to negate an inference that a choice of law to govern the contract was intended to apply to the
arbitration agreement.”
vii) Where there is no express choice of law to govern the contract, a clause providing for
arbitration in a particular place will not by itself justify an inference that the contract (or the
arbitration agreement) is intended to be governed by the law of that place”.
39

40
41
42
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Enka v. Chubb, loc. cit. 15, para. 170.

Born, loc. cit. 2, p. 112.
Ibidem, p. 317.
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The validation principle has been used as far back as 1894 in the case of
Hamlyn v. Talisker Distillery,43 to explain that the parties’ intention when drafting
an arbitration clause could not have been for it to have no effect.
In Sulamérica v. Enesa, following its three-step test, the Court of Appeal used the
validation principle to reject the argument that the law expressly chosen to govern
the contract is the parties’ implied choice of law for the arbitration agreement.
This was because “there is at least a serious risk that a choice of Brazilian law would
significantly undermine that agreement”.44
Later, the UK Supreme Court upheld the opinion in Sulamérica v. Enesa
emphasising that the particularities of each case have to be thoroughly analysed
in order to identify “what degree of impairment to the commercial purpose of an
arbitration agreement will be enough to negate the assumption that a choice of law
to govern the contract is intended to apply to the arbitration agreement”.45
However, the most recent decision of the UK Supreme Court on the matter,
Kabab v. Kout (2021), seems to have overturned the reasoning based on the
validation principle regarding choosing the law applicable to the arbitration
agreement. The Court states that the principle only applies where there is a
contract - i.e., a clear indication that the parties have agreed to arbitration.
Therefore, the pro-validation principle “presupposes that an agreement has
been made which may or may not be valid”46 and it cannot be “invoked to create
an agreement which would not otherwise exist”.47 Thus, Kabab v. Kout (2021)
establishes a harsh limitation of the validation principle when used in a in the
context of the law applicable to an arbitration clause. A law with more lenient
requirements regarding the conditions for the existence of an arbitration
agreement, such as conditions for valid consent, should not be used to “save” a
presupposed arbitration clause to which the parties have not clearly agreed.
4.4 French view: the a-national approach

The a-national approach is typical for the French jurisdictions and is considered
to be an unusual method for determining the law applicable to the arbitration
agreement.48 The French Cour de Cassation held in the Municipalité de Khoms El
Mergeb v. Société Dalico (1993), that where the parties did not choose the law
43
Hamlyn & Co v Talisker Distillery, AC 202, 1894, House of Lords, UK, available at https://www.
casemine.com/judgement/uk/5a8ff8c860d03e7f57ecd46d, last accessed on 23 June 2022.
44
45

Sulamérica v. Enesa, loc. cit. 36, para. 31.
Enka v. Chubb, loc. cit. 15.

Kabab-Ji SAL v. Kout Food Group, [2021] UKSC 48, (26 October 2021) available at https://www.
bailii.org/uk/cases/UKSC/2021/48.html last accessed on 23 June 2022.
46

47

Ibidem, para. 51.

Emmanuel Gaillard, John Savage (ed.), Fouchard, Gaillard, Goldman on International Commercial
Arbitration, Ed. Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 1999, p. 228.
48
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applicable to the arbitration agreement, the court only needs to determine the
parties’ common intent, and that the court is not compelled to apply any national
law.49 In the French leg of the Kabab v. Kout (2020) decision, the Paris Court of
Appeal decided that applying the law of the seat to the arbitration agreement
would be “in accordance with the generally recognized principles of law”.50 The
French approach does not use national law as putative law when dealing with
a conflict-of-laws question, but rather refers to the principles arising from the
specific circumstances surrounding the intent of the parties. As scholars have
noted, “This method consists in the exclusive application of substantive rules,
independently of any applicable law. However, its formulation has been so radical
at times that it prompted reservations among certain authors.”51
4.5 Neutrality as the parties’ fundamental choice
Although some level of coherence and consistency would be achieved by
applying the same law to all of the contractual clauses, and this would be more in
line with a businessman’s expectation, when it comes to resolving an international
dispute which arises from a contract, both participants want a fair treatment. If the
formation of the arbitration agreement would be governed by the law of the contract,
this law would usually be the national law of one of the parties: “The Contract shall be
governed by the laws of State Z” or “This Agreement shall be construed and interpreted
in accordance with the law of State W”.52 This would constitute a disadvantage for
the other party which comes from a different jurisdiction. When a seat in a thirdparty jurisdiction is chosen, it can be inferred that the parties desired to have an
element of neutrality when resolving their potential dispute. As it was noted by
the Singapore High Court in FirstLink v. GT Payment (2014): “When commercial
relationships break down and parties descend into the realm of dispute resolution,
parties’ desire for neutrality comes to the fore; the law governing the performance of
the substantive contractual obligations [...] takes a backseat at this moment”.53
In Carpatsky v. Ukrnafta (2020), the English High Court observed that “Having
deliberately chosen a neutral forum to resolve their disputes it is reasonable to
infer […] that they intended the law of that jurisdiction to determine issues as to
the validity and ambit of that choice.” 54 The same court noted that “an artificial
49
Dalico Contractors v. Municipalité de Khoms El Mergeb, Cour de Cassation, France, 20 December
1993, para. 3.
50
51
52
53

Kabab-Ji SAL v. Kout Food Group, Paris Court of Appeal, 23 June 2020.

Gaillard and Savage, loc. cit. 48, p. 228.

Born, loc. cit. 2, 2020, p. 526

FirstLink v. GT Payment, loc. cit. 3, para. 13.

Carpatsky Petroleum Corporation v. PJSC Ukrnafta, [2020] EWHC 769 (Comm), (31 March
2020) available at https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Carpatsky-PetroleumCorporation-v.-PJSC-Ukrnafta-Judgment_.pdf , last accessed on 23 June 2022.
54
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division” would be created if the substantive and the procedural side of the
arbitration agreement would be completely separated and that the EAA55 (the
applicable law in that case) “contains various provisions which could not readily
be separated into boxes labelled ‘substantive arbitration law’ or ‘procedural
law’”.56 It was also noted that even if the seat was not considered to have any
legal connection with the arbitration agreement, “it is often chosen for reasons of
geographical convenience or neutrality in relation to the parties”.57
Regarding the suitability for arbitration, it was held in an ICC award that: “The
Tribunal takes the view that the law which has the closest connection with the issue
of suitability for arbitration [...] is the place of the arbitral proceedings, particularly
when that place has been agreed upon by the parties”.58
4.6 Global overview
In their article “Towards a Harmonized Theory of the Law Governing the
Arbitration Agreement”, Professors Maxi Scherer and J. Ole Jensen59 have included
an analysis of the different approaches to determining the law applicable to the
arbitration agreement in different jurisdictions. The countries where courts tend
to determine the law of the contract applicable to the arbitration agreement
include the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom (except Scotland), Germany,
Italy, Austria, Romania, Malaysia, Australia.
In contrast, the law of the seat was chosen by countries such as: Chile,
Argentina, Scotland, Sweden, UAE, Russia. The French a-national approach was
adopted by Mali, Niger, Chad, Burkina Faso, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Cote d’Ivoire,
Benin, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Congo, Democratic Republic of Congo,
Equatorial Guinea. The pro-validation principle was used in Peru, Spain, Portugal,
Belgium, Switzerland. This means that 34% out of 68 jurisdictions favour the
law of the contract, while around 51% favour the law of seat. Only 9% of the
jurisdictions support the application of the pro-validation principle and 6% adopt
an a-national approach based on generally recognized principles of law.60
The English Arbitration Act (1996) contains provisions highly similar to art V 1a) of the New
York Convention. Art. 103 (2) b) EAA: “Recognition or enforcement of the award may be refused if
the person against whom it is invoked proves that the arbitration agreement was not valid under the
law to which the parties subjected it or, failing any indication thereon, under the law of the country
where the award was made”.
55

56

Insurance Ltd v Owens Corning [2001] 1 All ER (Comm) 5.

Gaillard and Savage, loc. cit. 48, p. 227.

57

Mauro Rubino-Sammartano, International Arbitration Law and Practice, Ed. Kluwer Law
International, 2nd edition, The Hague, 2001, p. 429, ICC award, proceedings no 671945, 1994.
58
59
60

Scherer and Jensen, loc. cit. 29.
Idem, p. 2, para. 5.
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5. The law governing the procedural side
of the arbitration agreements
When verifying the validity of the arbitration agreement, courts and arbitral
tribunals will first assess if the agreement meets the form requirements imposed
by the lex arbitri, be it a national law, or an international instrument adopted
by that country. Many states have drafted their procedural rules based on an
international instrument such as the New York Convention61 or the UNCITRAL
Model Law.62 Although the New York Convention deals with the recognition and
enforcement of arbitral awards, it is generally recognized that art. II imposes the
form requirements for arbitration agreements.63
Moreover, given the large number of signatories to the Convention64 and the
fact that its requirements regarding enforcement are only fulfilled if, first, the form
requirement of the arbitration agreement is met, and second, the arbitrators have the
duty to render an enforceable award, the application of art. II is widely recognized.65
Pursuant to art. II (2) “The term ‘agreement in writing’ shall include an arbitral clause
in a contract or an arbitration agreement, signed by the parties or contained in an
exchange of letters or telegrams”. Article II (1) provides that, when these conditions
are met, Contracting States “shall” recognize an agreement in writing to arbitrate.66
The UNCITRAL Model Law deals with the form requirements of the arbitration
agreement in art. 7 where it adopts the “in-writing requirement” of the New York
Convention and also proposes a more relaxed approach, with its two options of
art. 7 from which the member states can choose from.
Option 1 of art. 7 is stricter, providing that “The arbitration agreement shall
be in writing.”, followed by an explanation when the criterion is considered
met.67 First, paragraph (3) provides that “An arbitration agreement is in writing
if its content is recorded in any form, whether or not the arbitration agreement or
contract has been concluded orally, by conduct, or by other means”. Second, drafters
wanted to make clear that arbitration agreements could be validly concluded
61

The Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, 1958.

UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration 1985 With amendments as
adopted in 2006.
62

Margaret L. Moses, The Principles and Practice of International Commercial Arbitration,
Ed. Cambridge University Press, 2008, p. 21.
63

170 Parties as per https://uncitral.un.org/en/texts/arbitration/conventions/foreign_arbitral_
awards/status2, last accessed on 23 June 2022.
64

65

Lew, Mistelis, Kröll, loc. cit. 28, p. 117, para. 6-49.

New York Convention Guide, https://newyorkconvention1958.org/index.php?lvl=cmspage&
pageid=10&menu=618&opac_view=-1, last accessed on 23 June 2022.
66

Peter Binder, International Commercial Arbitration and Mediation in UNCITRAL Model Law
Jurisdictions, Ed. Kluwer Law International, 2019, p. 138.
67
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by means other than in the form of paper-based documents, for example, by
electronic communications68 as provided in paragraph (4).69 Third, paragraph (5)
gives effect to an implicit form of acceptance where “an arbitration agreement is in
writing if it is contained in an exchange of statements of claim and defense in which
the existence of an agreement is alleged by one party and not denied by the other”.
Finally, the Working Group, as a matter of general policy, wanted to give effect
to incorporation by reference to a written contractual document containing an
arbitration clause, should the domestic or other applicable law determine if the
reference was such as to make that clause part of the contract.70 Most member
states have adopted this option.
Option 2 of art. 7, however, displaces with the “in-writing requirement” and
establishes the freedom of form principle. There are very few states which have
adopted this option (Belgium, New Zealand, Norway)71; therefore, the arbitration
clause is still seen as formalistic.

6. Latest trends: applicability of the CISG
to arbitration agreements

The United Nations Conventions for the International Sale of Goods (CISG) applies
to contracts for the sale of goods “between parties whose place of business are in
different States” and: (i) the States are CISG Contracting States, and (ii) when the private
international law rules “lead to the application of the law of a Contracting State”.72
Some scholars believe that its application should extend to the arbitration
agreement included in the contract73 and, a number of courts have also applied
68

Ibidem, p. 139.

“The requirement that an arbitration agreement be in writing is met by an electronic
communication if the information contained therein is accessible so as to be useable for subsequent
reference; “electronic communication” means any communication that the parties make by means of
data messages; “data message” means information generated, sent, received or stored by electronic,
magnetic, optical or similar means, including, but not limited to, electronic data interchange (EDI),
electronic mail, telegram, telex or telecopy”.
69

70
“(6) The reference in a contract to any document containing an arbitration clause constitutes
an arbitration agreement in writing, provided that the reference is such as to make that clause part
of the contract”.
71
72

Binder, loc. cit. 67, p. 143.

United Nations Convention for the International Sale of Goods, Vienna, 1980, art. 1(1).

Ingeborg Schwenzer, David Tebel, The Word is not Enough - Arbitration, Choice of Forum
and Choice of Law Clauses under the CISG, 2013, p. 745; Peter Schlechtriem, Ingeborg Schwenzer,
Commentary on the UN Convention on the International Sale of Goods (CISG), Ed. Oxford, 4th edition,
2016, p. 234, paras. 18-22; Robert Koch, The CISG as the Law Applicable to Arbitration Agreements,
in Camilla B. Andersen/Ulrich G. Schroeter (eds.), Sharing International Commercial Law across
National Boundaries: Festschrift for Albert H. Kritzer on the Occasion of his Eightieth Birthday,
73
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it to determine the validity of the agreement.74 If the CISG would be applicable to
the arbitration agreement, articles regarding the formation and interpretation of
international contracts, would govern the formation of the consent to arbitrate.75
However, it is widely recognized that arbitration agreements do not fall within
CISG’s freedom of form.76 The procedural arbitration laws will govern the formal
requirements, as these are lex specialia, compared to art. 11 CISG.77
While art. 4 CISG78 provides that the Convention governs contracts for the
sale of goods and does not apply to issues of validity of the contract or any of its
provisions, it expressly states that the CISG governs the rights and obligations
of the parties to a contract and these include the right to commence arbitration
based on an arbitration clause contained in the contract.
Although the CISG has been applied to arbitration agreements in some cases,
opposing views have been expressed too. Based on the doctrine of separability,
also restated by art. 81 CISG, it was argued that “As a result, the question of whether
the parties agreed upon an arbitration clause, while being potentially within the
CISG’s scope of application, is outside its sphere of application”.79 The Swiss Federal
Supreme Court rejected the application of the CISG to procedural matters, namely
to a choice of forum clause.80 While this does not directly refer to an arbitration
Ed. Wildy, Simmons & Hill Publishing, 2008, pp. 267, 274-276; Ulrich Magnus, UN Sales Law: Updates
on the CISG, ZEuP, 2017, p. 155; Aleksandrs Fillers, Application of the CISG to AAs, Eur. Bus. Law
Review, 2019.
Filanto, S.p.A v. Chilewich International Corp., case no. 91 CIV 3253, 14 April 1992, United States
District Court for the Southern District of New York, US, available at https://law.justia.com/cases/
federal/district-courts/FSupp/789/1229/1640743/, last accessed on 23 June 2022; Epis-Centre v.
La Palentina, 1998, Spain Supreme Court, Spain, available at https://newyorkconvention1958.org/
index.php?lvl=notice_display&id=4023&opac_view=2, last accessed on 23 June 2022; Nordgemüse
v. Javier Virto, 1998, Spain Supreme Court, Spain; Mace-Flowers Decision, loc. cit. 31.
74
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76

Schlechtriem and Schwenzer, loc. cit. 73, p. 234, paras. 18-22.

Schwenzer and Tebel, loc. cit. 73, p. 12, para. 2.

77
Robert Koch, The CISG as the Law Applicable to Arbitration Agreements, in Camilla B. Andersen/
Ulrich G. Schroeter (eds.), Sharing International Commercial Law across National Boundaries:
Festschrift for Albert H. Kritzer on the Occasion of his Eightieth Birthday, Ed. Wildy, Simmons & Hill
Publishing, 2008, pp. 267, 274-276.

“This Convention governs only the formation of the contract of sale and the rights and obligations
of the seller and the buyer arising from such a contract. In particular, except as otherwise expressly
provided in this Convention, it is not concerned with: (a) the validity of the contract or of any of its
provisions or of any usage; (b) the effect which the contract may have on the property in the goods sold”.
78

79
Stefan Kröll, Selected Problems Concerning the CISG’s Scope of Application, Journal of Law
and Commerce, vol. 25, issue. 39, 2005, p. 45; Landgericht Duisburg (Regional Court), Germany,
17 April 1996 (CISG-online No. 186), published in Recht der Internationalen Wirtschaft (RIW) 774-75
(1996); Ulrich Magnus, Das UN Kaufrecht: Fragen und Probleme seiner praktischen Bewährung,
5 Zeitschrift Für Europäisches Privatrecht (Zeup) 823, 838 (1997).

Dörken-Gutta Pol., Ewald Dörken AG v. Gutta-Werke AG, 11 July 2000, Schweizerisches
Bundesgericht (Federal Supreme Court), Switzerland.
80
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agreement, it was argued by scholars that questions of jurisdiction of the court
cannot be governed by the CISG.81
The CISG contains multiple provisions that are unfit to serve the purpose of
an arbitration agreement. While art. 19(3) and 81(1) refer to the “settlement
of disputes”, extending the specific scope of the CISG to also include arbitration
agreements would create an artificial construction.

7. Future references and recommendations

The choice of substantive law for the arbitration agreement directly influences
its validity or, in some cases, even its very existence. This plays a fundamental
role when assessing if the parties’ choice for the dispute resolution mechanism
is effective. As arbitration is only an alternative dispute resolution mechanism, it
requires the specific understanding and consent of the parties in order to replace
the default process of commencing litigation in one of the parties’ countries.
As a measure of precaution and good faith when contracting, it is highly
advisable that parties choose the law specifically applicable to the arbitration
agreement in order to ensure that it produces effects in its entirety.
If that is not the case, it is the authors’ opinion that, when faced with deciding
whether an arbitration agreement is validly formed and effective, higher regard
should be given to the existence of consent to arbitration. The exercise of
determining the law applicable to the arbitration agreement, and then analysing
whether it is valid or effective under that law, does not answer the most important
question: did the parties intend to arbitrate their disputes?
Furthermore, in our view, using the validation principle in order to choose a
law that would save the arbitration clause, when the consent of the parties is not
clear, severely undermines the free will of the parties and the consensual nature
of arbitration.
However, if there is undisputed evidence that both parties consented to
arbitration, and determining the applicable law to the arbitration agreement is
still of interest, the authors support the opinion of Professors Scherer and Jensen:
absent an express choice of the law governing the arbitration agreement (or clear
evidence of this being discussed and agreed upon during negotiations or the
existence of consent by conduct, if we may add) the court or tribunal should not
rely on presumptions, but on an objective factor which would be the law of the
seat specifically chosen for the arbitration proceedings.82
81
82

Kröll, loc. cit. 79, p. 43.

Scherer and Jensen, loc. cit. 29.
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RELEVANȚA DOCTRINEI GRUPULUI DE SOCIETĂȚI
ÎN ARBITRAJ ȘI CONTRACTELE INTERNAȚIONALE
Mihnea-Filip JÉRE, Antonio-Alexandru TIMNEA1
ABSTRACT
In the Dow Chemical ICC award and the subsequent French court decision on
it, it was found that when a group of companies constitutes “one and the
same economic reality” despite the legal independence of the members of the
group, where one of them assumed control over another and also participated
in the conclusion, performance or termination of the contract, without being
a signatory, then the arbitration agreement is binding on it. The present
article reviews the subsequent approach to Dow Chemical taken by courts in
common law and civil law jurisdictions to propose an extension of the current
scope of the doctrine. More specifically, the article proposes that, if the factual
elements of Dow Chemical are present (namely, a group of companies), then
a non-signatory can be bound by practices established by another member of
the group.
Keywords: Dow Chemical; group of companies; non-signatory; arbitration
agreement; practices.
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REZUMAT

În decizia unui tribunal ICC în cazul Dow Chemical și în litigiul subsecvent în fața
instanțelor franceze, s-a decis că atunci când un grup de societăți constituie
“una și aceeași realitate economică” în ciuda personalității juridice distincte
a membrilor grupului, unde unul dintre ei a exercitat control asupra altuia și a
participat în încheierea, executarea și încetarea contractului, fără a fi semnatar
al clauzei compromisorii, atunci non-semnatarul este ținut de această clauză.
Prezentul articol analizează perspectiva instanțelor din jurisdicții de drept civil
și de common law după decizia din Dow Chemical pentru a propune o extindere
a sferei de aplicare a doctrinei. În concret, articolul propune ca, dacă situația
de fapt este similară celei din Dow Chemical (adică există un grup de societăți),
atunci un membru nesemnatar al grupului de societăți poate fi ținut de practicile
stabilite de un alt membru al grupului.
Cuvinte cheie: Dow Chemical; grup de societăți; nesemnatar; clauză
compromisorie; practici.

I. Introduction
A group of companies is formed by a holding company and a number of
subsidiaries, often incorporated in different countries.2 The existence of a group
of companies is used to hold liable a member of the corporate group that assumed
control over another member of that group.
This article focuses on the approaches adopted by certain countries and
arbitration tribunals when relying on the Group of Companies doctrine in
an international arbitration dispute. While French courts have relaxed the
requirements for applying the Group of Companies doctrine in international
arbitration, other countries have refused to apply or recognize it and instead
resorted to more traditional methods of imposing liability. This article proposes to
extend the effects of this doctrine beyond binding a non-signatory to an arbitration
agreement, by taking into account the same conditions and premises in order to
transfer the practices established between the signatories to a non-signatory.

II. The traditional application of the Group of Companies
doctrine in arbitration

When it first appeared in the world of arbitration, the Group of Companies
doctrine was considered to be a revolutionary application of the traditional
2

R. Papadima, International Business Transactions, Hamangiu, Bucharest, 2022, p. 281, para. 892.
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doctrine used in other areas such as fiscal law, competition law3 and even criminal
law. The following sections will discuss (A) the origin and purpose of the doctrine
followed by (B) a discussion on its application by courts.
A. Origin and purpose

The cornerstone of the Group of Companies doctrine, according to certain
legal authorities,4 is the Dow Chemical case, decided by an ICC tribunal in 1982.5
The arbitration conducted by the ICC was commenced by multiple parties. The
Claimants were members of the Dow Chemical Group (Dow Chemical France
(France), The Dow Chemical Company (U.S.A.), Dow Chemical A.G. (Switzerland),
and Dow Chemical Europe (Switzerland), and the Defendant was Isover Saint
Gobain.
In particular, in 1965, Dow Chemical (Venezuela) entered into a contract with
Boussois-Isolation, whose rights and obligations were subsequently assigned to
Isover Saint Gobain. Dow Chemical (Venezuela) itself subsequently assigned the
contract to Dow Chemical A.G., a subsidiary of Dow Chemical Company. Then,
in 1968, there was a second contract concluded by Dow Chemical Europe, a
subsidiary of Dow Chemical A.G., with three other companies (one of which was
Boussois-Isolation) whose rights and obligations were later assigned to Isover
Saint Gobain. This contract essentially concerned the distribution of the same
products as the first contract did.
Both agreements provided that the deliveries could be made by Dow Chemical
France or any others subsidiary of the Dow Chemical Company. Both contracts
contained an arbitration clause giving ICC jurisdiction, and, in fact, Dow Chemical
France made the deliveries contemplated in the contracts.
The tribunal concluded that the group structure was so tight that the legally
distinct companies formed one economic unit. Also, the tribunal concluded that
Dow Chemical Company had absolute control over its subsidiaries by having them
sign the relevant contracts.
In other words, the tribunal looked at three factors in order to apply principles
of international commercial law (lex mercatoria) and extend the scope rationae
Allgemeine Elektrizitäts-Gesellschaft AEG-Telefunken AG v. Commission of the European
Communities, European Court of Justice, 25 October 1983, paras. 49-50.
3

4
C. Jürschik, Die Ausdehnung der Schiedsvereinbarung auf konzernzugehörige Unternehmen,
“Group of Companies”-Doktrin und nationale Ausdehnungsinstitute, Verlag Dr. Kovac, 2011, p. 36;
A. Meyniel, That Which Must Not Be Named: Rationalizing the Denial of U.S. Courts With Respect to the
Group of Companies Doctrine, in The Arbitration Brief 3, no. 1 (2013), p. 21; P. Ferrario, The Group of
Companies Doctrine in International Commercial Arbitration: Is There any Reason for this Doctrine to
Exist?, in Journal of International Arbitration, vol. 26, Issue 5, p. 650.

ICC Award No. 4131, (Dow Chemical), Interim Award of 23 September 1982, available at:
https://www.trans-lex.org/204131/_/icc-award-no-4131-yca-1984-at-131-et-seq-/, last accessed
on 24 June 2022.
5
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personae of an arbitration clause to other, non-signatory, members of the group.
These three factors were: (i) the economic reality of the group, (ii) the consent
of the parties and (iii) the non-signatory’s contribution to the formation,
performance or termination of the contract.6 The analysis of these three elements
led the tribunal to establish a presumption of consent that the non-signatory
was part of the contract and the arbitration agreement, even if it was formally
not. Consequently, the Dow Chemical Company was considered a party to the
arbitration agreement despite not having signed it because all the entities involved
had consented to “an extension” of the arbitration agreement to the Dow Chemical
Company.7
The Paris Court of Appeal later rejected a set aside action by Dow Chemical
France and confirmed the arbitral tribunal’s decision.8
The novelty aspect of this doctrine resided, in the end, in the fact that
(presumed or implied) consent was used to bind a party that never formally
consented to an arbitration agreement. The rationale was that, because the
non-signatory played an important part in the “birth and growth” of the contract,
it should also assume responsibility when disputes arise and not simply benefit
from it without any sort of liability.9
Before the Dow Chemical award, two other ICC tribunals had analysed the
problems of the economic reality of a group of companies and the involvement of
a non-signatory in a contract.10 In doing so, case-law was progressively created
which drew its conclusions from economic realities and used a reasonable
6

A. Meyniel, idem, p. 22.

The considerations taken into account by the ICC Award No. 4131, (Dow Chemical), Interim
Award of 23 September 1982 were: “Considering that it is indisputable – and in fact not disputed –
that DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY (USA) has and exercises absolute control over its subsidiaries having
either signed the relevant contracts or, like DOW CHEMICAL FRANCE, effectively and individually
participated in their conclusion, their performance, and their termination; Considering that irrespective
of the distinct juridical identity of each of its members, a group of companies constitutes one and the
same economic reality (une realité économique unique) of which the arbitral tribunal should take
into account when it rules on its own jurisdiction […]; Considering, in particular, that the arbitration
clause expressly accepted by certain of the companies of the group should bind the other companies
which, by virtue of their role in the conclusion, performance or termination of the contracts containing
said clauses, and in accordance with the mutual intention of all parties to the proceedings, appear to
have been veritable parties to these contracts or to have been principally concerned by them and the
disputes to which they may give rise.” (para. 136)
7

8
Isover Saint Gobain v. Dow Chemical France, Paris Court of Appeal, 21 October 1983 as cited in
Clunet 1983, p. 899.

9
In a similar sense, see I. A. Pongracz, The “Group of Companies” Doctrine – Between Myth and
Reality, in Romanian Arbitration Journal, 2011, vol. 2; ICC Award No. 5103 of 1988 as cited in ICC
International Court of Arbitration Bulletin Vol. 1/No. 2, p. 25.
10

ICC Award No. 2375, Clunet 1976; ICC Award No. 1434, Clunet 1976.
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principle of interpretation.11 This principle of interpretation, however, was
derived from a “universal legal system”,12 which also referred to the principles of
interpretation in the French Civil Code.
B. Application by national courts

1. Civil law jurisdictions
i. France
After the Dow Chemical award, French courts continued to apply this doctrine13
as it presented an equitable solution when dealing with cases involving the
singularity of the economic group and the consent of the non-signatories to the
arbitration agreement. Moreover, the Dow Chemical decision was also referred
to by many ICC tribunals. Some ICC awards stated that a non-signatory party
to the arbitration agreement can be bound by it where a group of affiliated
companies exists and the parties have engaged in conduct14 that indicates the
intention, objectively and in good-faith, of the non-signatory to be bound by the
arbitration agreement.15 Other ICC awards went a step further and extended the
11
12

Dow Chemical, para. 136
Idem, para. 137.

Orri v. des Lubrifiants Elf Aquitaine, French Supreme Court, 11 June 1991 as cited in Revue
de l’arbitrage 95; Russanglia v. Delom, Paris Court of Appeal, 7 October 1999 as cited in Revue de
l’arbitrage, no. 2, 2000, p. 288 et seq.; Sponsor AB v. Lestrade, Pau Court of Appeal, 1988 as cited in
ICCA Yearbook Commercial Arbitration vol. XIII, pp. 149-151.
13

ICC award no. 6519, 1991: “effects of arbitration clause can be extended only to non-signatory
companies which have distinct legal status if they were effectively or implicitly represented or if they
played active role during preceding negotiations, or if they are directly concerned by agreement which
contains arbitration clause” as cited in Clunet 1991, p. 1065 et seq.; ICC award no. 5721, 1990: “The
membership of two companies in the same group or the domination by one shareholder are never, in
themselves, sufficient reasons to justify the automatic lifting of the corporate veil. However, when one
company or one individual appears to be the linchpin of the contractual relationship in a particular
matter, it should be carefully examined whether the legal independence of the parties should exceptionally
be dismissed in favor of an overall assessment. One will accept such an exception when confusion
maintained by the group or the majority shareholder is apparent” as cited in Clunet 1990, p. 1020 et
seq.; ICC award no. 5103, 1988: “all members of group participated without distinction in performance
of contract; upholding application of clause to non-signatories” as cited in Clunet 1988, p. 1207 et seq.
14

15
ICC award no. 11160, 2005: “active participation of [non-signatory] in the negotiation, preparation
and conclusion of the Contract, and in some respects in the performance under it, determines that the
intention of the parties can be reasonably inferred as to the extension of said Contract and the arbitration
clause to [the non-signatory]” as cited in ICC International Court of Arbitration Bulletin, vol. 16/no. 2,
p. 99 et seq.; ICC award no. 7604, 7610: “authorities recognize the extension of the legal effects of an
arbitration agreement to a non-signatory third party when the circumstances of the operation under
analysis show the existence of a common intention of the parties to the proceedings to consider this third
party to be concerned directly by this operation or to be an actual party to the agreement containing the
arbitration clause, or when the circumstances allow the presumption that this third party accepted to be
subject to such agreement” as cited in Clunet 1998, p. 1053.
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doctrine beyond the situations where the intention of the parties was to bind the
non-signatory party to the arbitration agreement,16 observing that limiting the
application of the doctrine solely to cases of consent would omit an important
aspect of the application of the Group of Companies doctrine.17
French courts have progressively relaxed the requirements for applying this
doctrine. In the 2007 decision in Alcatel v. Amkor, the French Supreme Court
ruled that “the effect of an international arbitration agreement extends to parties
directly involved in the performance of the contract and all related disputes”. 18 This
decision removes, first, any reference to the arbitration agreement’s own validity,
and second, the presumed consent as a condition to the extension. The implication
of this ruling on the consensual nature of arbitration is still debated.19
In conclusion, the doctrine has become more “efficient” in the sense that
the arbitration agreement can now be extended to non-signatories by inferring
consent directly from the substantial involvement of the non-signatory in all of the
stages of the contractual relationship, without having to demonstrate the existence
of a tightly-knit economic group.20
ii. Switzerland
In Switzerland, the scholarly view regarding the Group of Companies is
ambivalent. Some commentators consider that “Swiss law ignores the notion of
group of companies”21 or rejects the concept entirely.22 However, there are still
some scholars who support the doctrine23 or accept its application in specific
circumstances.24
ICC award no. 9138, 2001: group of companies doctrine designed to “avoid manipulations which
are contrary to the principle that in performing their contractual obligations the parties have to act
in good faith”; ICC award no. 5721, 1990: “where a company or an individual appears to be the pivot
of the contractual relations in a particular matter, one should carefully examine whether the parties’
legal independence ought not, exceptionally, be disregarded in the interests of making a global decision.
This exception is acceptable in the case of confusion deliberately maintained by the group or by the
majority shareholder” as cited in Clunet 1990, p. 1020.
16

17

G. Born, International Commercial Arbitration, 3rd ed., Kluwer Law International, 2021, p. 1567.

Alcatel Business Systems S.A. et al. v. Amkor Technology et al., French Supreme Court, 27 March
2007, appeal no. 04-20.842, para. 5.
18

C. Seralgini, J. Ortsheidt, Le droit de arbitrage interne et international, 2nd ed., LGDJ Lextenso,
France, 2013, p. 641.
19
20

A. Meyniel, idem, p. 44.

J.-F. Poudret, L’Extension de la Clause d’Arbitrage: Approches Française et Suisse, Journal du
Droit International Clunet, 1995.
21

22
B. Berger, F. Kellerhals, International and Domestic Arbitration in Switzerland, 4th ed., Stampfli,
Bern, 2021 para. 573; Pfisterer, Ausdehnung von Schiedsvereinbarungen im Konzernverhältnis, 2011,
para. 471.
23
M. Blessing, Introduction to Arbitration – Swiss and International Perspectives, in Swiss
Commercial Law Series, vol. 10, 1999, p. 186, para. 491.
24

M. Arroyo, Arbitration in Switzerland, Kluwer Law International, 2013, para. 69.
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The view of the national courts is also ambivalent. The Swiss Federal Supreme
Court stated in 1996 that the Group of Companies doctrine does not per se justify
extending the arbitration agreement to another company within the group, unless
there is an independent and formally valid manifestation of consent of that other
company to the agreement to arbitrate. This would justify a bona fide reliance
of a party on an appearance caused by the non-signatory, in the sense that it
reasonably considers to be contracting with the non-signatory.25 The Swiss Federal
Supreme Court also stated that such an extension will be granted only in very
particular circumstances where the parent company availed itself of the legal
independence of its subsidiary in an abusive way, so that should any dispute arise,
then the distinct legal personality would prevent its liability.26
However, in 2003, the Swiss Federal Supreme Court refused the annulment
of an award where the arbitral tribunal, seated in Switzerland, applied Lebanese
Law to the arbitration agreement and after applying Swiss Law to the merits of the
case held the Group of Companies doctrine to be applicable.27 The Tribunal, held
that based upon the applicable law, i.e. Swiss law and lex mercatoria, the above
facts equally established the non-signatory’s intention to be personally bound by
the arbitration clause.
Moreover, in 2013, the Swiss Federal Supreme Court applied the Group of
Companies doctrine relying on the involvement of the subsidiary companies in
the performance of the contract and on the principle of good faith because there
was a confusion and it was impossible to identify the actual contracting party.28
iii. Germany
Germany has not accepted the Group of Companies doctrine according to
legal scholars.29 However, German authors seem to be receptive of the notion of
“extension” on the basis of representations made (Rechtsschein).30 Under German
Law, the doctrine could be applied if a “non-signatory” made representations
Cases 4P.330 and 332/1994, Swiss Federal Supreme Court, 29 January 1996 as cited in ASA
Bulletin, vol. 14, issue 4, 1996, p. 496.
25
26

Idem.

X S.A.L., Y. S.A.L. and A v. Z S.A.R.L., DFT 129 III 727 (4P.115/2003), Swiss Federal Supreme
Court, 16 October 2003 (the Swiss Federal Supreme Court also referred to the principles of lex
mercatoria in order to extend the arbitration clause to the non-signatory and ultimately did so as
a non-signatory was substantially involved in the management of the respondent signatories and
in the oversight of a project). For similar cases from the Swiss Federal Supreme Court, see case
4A_305/2013, 2 October 2013, and 4P/126/2001, 18 December 2001. See also A. Meyniel, idem, p. 30.
27

28
Case No. 4A_450/2013, Swiss Federal Supreme Court, 7 April 2014 available at: https://www.
swissarbitrationdecisions.com/sites/default/files/7%20avril%202014%204A%20450%202013.
pdf, last accessed on 24 June 2022.
29
C. Jürschik, Die Ausdehnung der Schiedsvereinbarung auf konzernzugehörige Unternehmen,
“Group of Companies”-Doktrin und nationale Ausdehnungsinstitute, Verlag Dr. Kovac, 2011, p. 197.
30
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that a “signatory” relied upon. Hence, it is submitted that this reasoning belongs
to the doctrine of representations made rather than the Group of Companies
doctrine. Moreover, German courts have been found to pierce the corporate veil
in a restrictive manner.31

2. Common law jurisdictions
i. United States of America (U.S.)
U.S. Courts generally refused to apply the Group of Companies doctrine to
bind a non-signatory32 and sometimes ignored it completely.33 Instead, when
assessing whether an arbitration agreement is extendable, the legal principles of
incorporation by reference, assumption, agency, third-party beneficiary, corporate
veil piercing/alter-ego and equitable estoppel were applied. These all represent
lengthier methods of reaching the same result, as U.S. courts are more reluctant
to apply principles of law due to the effects of a precedent.
For example, in the case of Sarhank v. Oracle,34 the court held that the “extension”
of an arbitration agreement inter alia based on the affiliation to a group may not
be justified on the basis of international principles, but rather on the basis of the
lex incorporationis. The court concluded that “It is American Federal Arbitration
law that controls. [A]n American non-signatory cannot be bound to arbitrate in
the absence of a full showing of facts supporting an articulable theory based on
American contract law or American agency law.” In doing so, the court overturned
an award that applied the Group of Companies doctrine and also disregarded the
parties’ express choice-of-law, which was Egyptian law.
The U.S. approach nevertheless presents certain advantages when compared
to the Group of Companies doctrine (even in its “evolved” form). Both approaches
are used to bind consenting non-signatories and non-consenting signatories to
the arbitration agreement, but the U.S. approach can be more lenient, as not all
common-law theories require the unity of the economic group and the intention
of all parties to consider the non-signatories to be bound by the arbitration
agreement.
For example, a U.S. court may apply the direct benefit estoppel and look at
whether the non-signatory benefited in any way from the contract without
Decision ZR 239/05, Supreme Court of Germany, 10 December 2007; G. Gross, Zur
Inanspruchnahme Dritter vor Schiedsgerichten in Fällen der Durchgriffshaftung, SchiedsVZ 2006,
p. 194; C. Jürschik, idem, p 226; W. Müller, K. Annette, Beteiligung am Schiedsverfahren wider Willen?,
in J. Risse, G. Pickrahn, et al. (eds.), SchiedsVZ, 2007.
31

32
Fisser v. Int’l Bank, United States Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, 1 August 1960; Thompson-CSF,
S.A. v. Am. Arbitration Assn, United States Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, 24 August 1995; Sarhank
Group. v. Oracle Corp., United States Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, 14 April 2005; Bridas S.A.P.I.C.
v. Gv’t of Turkmenistan, United States Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, 21 April 2006.
33
34

Sarhank Group. v. Oracle Corp., United States Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, 14 April 2005.
Idem, para. 662.
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necessarily having to take part in the conclusion, performance or termination of
the contract. This approach is clearly more flexible than the Group of Companies
doctrine.35
Similarly, U.S. law recognizes the doctrine of “closely intertwined estoppel”
which is a remedy based on equity rather than actual consent. This essentially
prevents the non-signatory from opposing the extension of the arbitration
agreement if two conditions are met: (i) the dispute between the signatory and
non-signatory must be closely intertwined with the contract that contains the
arbitration agreement in question; (ii) the non-signatory must have close ties
(either contractual or corporate) with one of the signatories to the arbitration
agreement.36
Another advantage of the U.S. approach is that it can be used to bind any
natural or legal persons. A surprising decision was given in the case of Bridas v.
Turkmenistan,37 where the court, under an alter ego theory, compelled the state
of Turkmenistan to participate in the arbitration. Turkmenistan had assumed
complete control of the company Turkmenneft and was found responsible for
fraudulent undercapitalization. Due to this fraudulent action, the court applied
the alter ego theory, even if it was a mechanism derived from corporate law which
had not been intended to be used to bind non-signatories, but rather to sanction
fraudulent conduct.
The alter ego theory is a variant of the piercing/lifting the corporate veil
doctrine, used in corporate law. To apply the alter-ego doctrine, two conditions
are necessary: (i) a strong unity of ownership and interest between the parent and
the subsidiary and (ii) a fraud or wrongful element.38 The second element shows
how the alter ego doctrine is different from the piercing the veil, as it seeks to hold
non-signatories liable for their fraudulent conduct. However, in some cases courts
found that it is not necessary for the fraudulent element to be present in order
to apply this doctrine.39 This further shows that in order to hold a non-signatory
liable, the manner of involvement can presume both the consent to the arbitration
agreement in the disputed contract and a fraud/wrongful element.
35
36

A. Meyniel, idem, p. 47.
Idem, p. 48.

Bridas S.A.P.I.C. v. Government of Turkmenistan, United States Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit,
21 April 2006 available at: https://caselaw.findlaw.com/us-5th-circuit/1089023.html, last accessed
on 24 June 2022.
37

38

P. Ferrario, idem, p. 660.

United States v. John-T Chemicals Inc., United States Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, 16 August
1985, available at: https://casetext.com/case/united-states-v-jon-t-chemicals-inc , last accessed
on 24 June 2022; United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co. v. DeFluiter, Court of Appeals of Indiana,
Third District, 17 April 1984 available at: https://casetext.com/case/united-states-fidelity-guar-vdefluiter, last accessed on 24 June 2022.
39
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Simply put, even if the U.S. courts refuse to recognize the Group of Companies
doctrine (be it as applying it or responding to such claims), the U.S. approach
achieves a similar result (sometimes even more flexible, reasonable and equitable)
by using its traditional methods, which share many similarities with the Group of
Companies doctrine: interpretation based on reasonableness and equity, and the
factor of the close (economic) ties between the non-signatory and one or more
signatories.
ii. United Kingdom
It can be argued that there is no Group of Companies doctrine in the English Law
after Peterson Farms Case from 2004.40 The award of this case was partially set
aside, and the court found that English law not only rejects the Group of Companies
doctrine, but also its foundation on international law principles.41 Other English
courts had also previously rejected the application of the doctrine.42 For example,
in Bank of Tokyo v. Karoon, it was stated: “[Counsel] suggested beguilingly that it
would be technical for us to distinguish between parent and subsidiary company in
this context; economically, he said, they were one. But we are concerned not with
economics but with law. The distinction between the two is, in law, fundamental
and cannot here be bridged”.43 English legal authorities are generally skeptical in
applying the Group of Companies doctrine.44
However, in England it is possible to pierce the corporate veil when the
structure is used to evade mandatory legal obligations or the enforcement of
existing and legitimate third parties’ rights.45 This standard usually requires fraud
or other misconduct to avoid or conceal liability by using the corporate structure.46
40
41
42

Peterson Farms Inc. v C&M Farming Ltd, [2004] EWHC 121 (Comm) (4 February 2004).
Idem, para. 45.

Caparo Group Ltd v. Fagor Arrasate Sociedad Coop, English High Court, 2000.

Bank of Tokyo Ltd v. Karoon, English Court of Appeals, 1987; See also Adams v. Cape Indus.
Plc, English Court of Appeal, 1990: “In our judgment, we have no discretion to reject the distinction
between the members of the group as a technical point”.
43

44
J.P. Gaffney, The Group of Companies Doctrine and the Law Applicable to the Arbitration, in
Mealey’s International Arbitration Report, vol. 19, issue 6, 2004; S. Wilske, L. Shore, J.-M. Ahrens, The
Group of Companies Doctrine”: Where Is It Heading?, in American Review of International Arbitration,
vol. 17, no. 1, 2006, pp. 81-82; S. P. Woolhouse, Group of Companies Doctrine and English Arbitration
Law, in Arbitration International, vol. 20, issue 4, 1 December 2004, p. 435.

Prest v. Petrodel Res. Ltd, [2013] UKSC 34: “there is a limited principle of English law which
applies when a person is under an existing legal obligation or liability or subject to an existing legal
restriction which he deliberately evades or whose enforcement he deliberately frustrates by interposing
a company under his control. The court may … pierce the corporate veil for the purpose, and only for
the purpose, of depriving the company or its controller of the advantage that they would otherwise
have obtained by the company’s separate legal personality.”.
45

VTB Capital PLC v. Nutritek Int’l Corp, [2013] UKSC 5; See also Ben Hashem v. Ali Shayif, [2008]
EWHC 2380 (Fam).
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iii. India
The Group of Companies is a novel concept in Indian case-law. It is largely
evolving to avoid fragmentation of disputes in multi-contract and/or multiparty scenarios.47 In India, the cornerstone decision for the Group of Companies
doctrine was the Chloro Controls case, where the Supreme Court of India stated
that “intention of the parties is a very significant feature which must be established
before the scope of arbitration can be said to include the signatory as well as the
non-signatory parties”.48 Moreover, the Court made a step forward and set out
four factors that need to be taken into consideration in order to apply the Group
of Companies doctrine: (i) the direct relationship between the companies, (ii) the
direct commonality of the subject matter and agreement, (iii) the transaction
should be of such nature that performance of the principal agreement may not be
feasible without aid from the non-signatory party, and (iv) whether referring the
disputes under all agreements would serve “the end of justice”.49
The judgement of Chloro Controls has established a precedent for a number
of cases where Indian courts have taken a progressive approach. As such, in the
case of Ameet Loclchand v. Rishbash Enterprise, the Supreme Court held that even
non-signatories to an arbitration agreement can be bound by it under the Group
of Companies doctrine.50 Moreover, the Supreme Court, in the case of Cheran
Properties v. Kasturi and Sons, went beyond the original scope of the doctrine and
held that an arbitral award can be enforced against a non-signatory depending
upon the specific facts and circumstances of the case. The Supreme Court noted
that the Group of Companies doctrine facilitates the fulfilment of the common
intent of the parties which was to bind both signatories and non-signatories to
the arbitration agreement.51
The test set forth by the Chloro Controls case has been recently confirmed by
the Deli High Court when the court upheld an interim award of an emergency
arbitrator which listed the following factors based upon which the emergency
arbitrator applied the Group of Companies doctrine:52 (i) direct relationship
47
H. Advani, K. Arora and S. Ahuja: The Validity Of The ‘Group Of Companies' Doctrine, 9 April
2002, available at: https://www.mondaq.com/india/trials-appeals-compensation/1061558/thevalidity-of-the-group-of-companies39- doctrine last accessed on 24 June 2022.

48
Chloro Controls(I) P. Ltd v. Severn Trent Water Purification, Supreme Court of India, 28
September, 2012, para. 67 available at: https://indiankanoon.org/doc/92712826/, last accessed
on 24 June 2022.
49

Idem, para. 68.

Ameet Lalchand Shah v. Rishabh Enterprises, Supreme Court of India, 3 May, 2018 available at:
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/121891009/, last accessed on 24 June 2022.
50

51
Cheran Properties Limited v. Kasturi and Sons Limited, Supreme Court of India, 24 April, 2018
available at: https://indiankanoon.org/doc/86950356/, last accessed on 24 June 2022.

Amazon.com NV Investment Holding LLC v. Future Coupons Private Ltd. & Ors., High Court of Delhi,
18 March 2021 available at: https://indiankanoon.org/doc/151398965/, last accessed on 24 June 2022.
52
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between the non-signatory company and the signatory company of the group,
(ii) direct commonality of the subject-matter and the composite nature of the
transaction between the parties; (iii) the funds of the signatory company being
used to financially support the non-signatory company of the group; (iv) the
agreements being so intrinsically intermingled that their composite performance
only shall discharge the parties of their respective mutual obligations; (v) similar
dispute resolution clauses in all the agreements, reflecting common intention of
all the parties, both signatory as well as non-signatory, to arbitrate; and (vi) the
composite reference of disputes of all the parties including non-signatory serving
ends of justice.
Other courts have taken into consideration the real intent of the parties in
some cases. For example, in 2021, the High Court of Bombay in the case of Kotak
Mahindra Bank v. Williamson Magor & Co. made the real intent a main criterion
and stated that: “The circumstances in which they have entered into them [the
transactions] may reflect an intention to bind both signatory and non-signatory
entities within the same group. In holding a non-signatory bound by an arbitration
agreement, the court approached the matter by attributing to the transactions a
meaning consistent with the business sense which as intended to be ascribed to them.
Therefore, factors such as the relationship of a non-signatory to a party which is a
signatory to the agreement, the commonality of subject-matter and the composite
nature of the transaction weigh in the balance”.53
In 2019, the Supreme Court in Mahanagar Telephone Nigam v. Canara Bank
case,54 following the Chloro Controls case, did not look at the common intent of all
the involved parties, but stated that “there is a tight group structure with strong
organizational and financial links, so as to constitute a single economic unit, or a
single economic reality”.
Therefore, Indian case-law shows that while the Group of Companies doctrine
is a novelty in India, it is rapidly evolving requiring the application of certain
conditions particularly focused on factual elements of the case in order for the
doctrine to apply.
iv. Singapore
In determining whether or not an arbitration agreement can be extended to
non-signatories as well, Singapore law does not recognize the Group of Companies
doctrine, as “the doctrine is unnecessary” and this issue should be resolved under
the law applicable to the arbitration agreement.55 Moreover, the Singapore High
53
Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd v. Williamson Magor And Co. Ltd, Bombay High Court, 5 March 2021
available at: https://indiankanoon.org/doc/164384630 /, last accessed on 24 June 2022.
54
Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Ltd v. Canara Bank, Supreme Court of India, 8 August 2019,
para. 10.5 available at: https://indiankanoon.org/doc/6694102/, last accessed on 24 June 2022.

Win Line (UK) Ltd. v. Masterpart (Singapore) Pte. Ltd., Singapore High Court, 16 April 1999 as
cited in Singapore Law Reports (Reissue) no. 2, 1999.
55
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Court found on one occasion that the single economic entity concept is not popular
in the international arbitration community, especially outside jurisdictional
issues.56
That does not lead to the conclusion that there is no way to bind non-signatories,
as courts in this jurisdiction can apply alternative legal concepts, just like the U.S.,
to bind a non-signatory to an arbitration agreement. As such, in Singapore, an
extension of an arbitration agreement to a non-signatory could operate by virtue of
the alter ego doctrine, estoppel or if the signatory is an agent of the non-signatory.57

III. The extension of the Group of Companies
doctrine to transfer of practices

The previous section illustrated the traditional application of the Group of
Companies doctrine in arbitration (or lack thereof), which is typically to bind
a non-signatory to an arbitration agreement in the appropriate circumstances.
In this section, it is argued that the doctrine can also be extended to achieve a
different result, which is to bind a non-contracting party to practices established
by a member of the group of companies with a third party. We first explore the
concept of practices (A) and then lay out the impact of the Group of Companies
doctrine with respect to practices (B).
A. Definition and relevance of practices

This section begins with the definition of practices used in the UN Convention
on the International Sale of Goods (“CISG”). Practices have been defined by legal
commentators of the CISG as actions or conduct established between the parties
to a contract during a certain time and number of contracts for the fulfilment of
their respective obligations, that, due to their repetition in time, are binding upon
them and thus are incorporated into the contract,58 or methods that particular
parties typically follow.59 Moreover, practices also include the meaning that the
parties had previously given to similar clauses.60
56
Manuchar Steel Hong Kong Ltd. v. Star Pacific Line Pte. Ltd., Singapore High Court, 2014 (the
High Court adopted a similar position as the England and Wales High Court (Commercial Court) in
the Peterson Farms v. M Farming case, cited supra at footnote 40).
57
Goh Chan Peng v. Beyonics Technology Ltd, Singapore Court of Appeal, 27 June 2017 available
at: https://www.elitigation.sg/gdviewer/gd/2017_SGCA_40/pdf, last accessed on 24 June 2022.

58
S. Kroll, L. Mistelis, P. P. Viscasillas, UN Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of
Goods (CISG), 2nd ed., C.H. Beck, 2018, p. 165, para. 8.
59

p. 87.

J. Morrissey, J. Graves, International Sales Law and Arbitration, Kluwer International Law, 2008,

P. Schlechtriem, I. Schwenzer, Commentary on the UN Convention on the International Sale of
Goods (CISG), 4th ed., Oxford University Press, 2016, p. 185, para. 8.
60
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1. Establishment of practices
In order to establish a practice, the predominant opinion is that the conduct
must occur with a “certain frequency and during a certain period of time”61 or there
must be “an ongoing business relationship with several sales contracts”.62 Moreover,
national courts stated that in order to consider that a practice is established, 3
or 4 previous dealings between the parties must exist.63 Therefore, one or two
instances cannot be considered as practices established between the parties, but
rather a foundation for any future practices.
Furthermore, the authors agree with legal scholars who consider that for a
behavior to become a practice between parties, there should be a reasonable
expectation that the behavior will continue. If one party to a transaction does not
want to create that expectation in the other party, the first party should make its
intentions clear that no pattern of behavior is being established.64
2. Modification or termination of practices
For the modification of established practices (even in the sense of interrupting
them for a period of time) there must be an express or implied agreement in that

61
Tantalum powder case, Supreme Court of Austria, 31 August 2005, CISG-online 1093 (“which
the parties can then assume in good faith will be observed again in a similar instance“; Pizza boxes
case, Local Court of Duisburg, Germany, 13 April 2000, CISG-online 659 (where the tribunal held
that Art. 9 requires a behaviour of the parties to be regularly observed and thus certain duration and
frequency in the commercial relationship considered); UNCITRAL, Digest of Case Law on the CISG,
2016, Art. 9 para. 7. Among scholars, the following seem to be in agreement: F. Ferrari, in F. Ferrari,
H. Flechtner, R. A. Brand, Draft Digest and Beyond, Seller de Gruyter, 2003 p. 196; M. Schmidt-Kessel,
in P. Schlechtriem, I. Schwenzer, Commentary on the UN Convention on the International Sale of Goods
(CISG), 4th ed., Oxford University Press, 2016, p. 309, para. 77; P. X. Bout, Trade Usages: Article 9 of
the Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (1998), p. 1; and Ch. Pamboukis,
The Concept and Function of Usages in the United Nations Convention on International Sale of Goods,
in Journal of Law and Commerce, vol. 25, pp. 116-118; Comment 2 to Art. 1.9 PICC (similar to
Art. 9 CISG) points out that the behaviour established in a single previous operation would not
be considered enough to raise the status of a practice established between the parties. The same
consideration might be considered in interpreting the CISG.

62
Bulgarian white uria case, Court of First Instance Basel-Stadt, 3 December 1997, CISG-online
346, also pointing out that “a previous relationship between two parties that is limited to two
simultaneously-executed contracts does not fulfil this requirement”.
63
Pizza boxes case, Local Court of Duisburg, 13 April 2000, CISG-online 659; Bulgarian white
uria case, cited supra in footnote 62. Cases that seem to support that at least two instances are
enough: Shoes case, U.S. Federal District Court of New York (U.S.) 6 April 1998, CISG-online 44: “it is
questionable whether this one transaction is enough to establish a course of dealing”.

Morrissey/Graves, p. 88; Vine wax case; District Court Frankenthal, 17 April 1997,
CISG-online 479; Pamboukis, p. 113; J. Staudinger, U. Magnus, Kommentar zum Bürgerlichen
Gesetzbuch mit Einführungsgesetz und Nebengesetzen, De Gruyter, Berlin, 2013, Art 9, para 13; see
similarly J. O. Honnold, H. M. Flechtner, Honnold’s Uniform Law for International Sales under the 1980
United Nations Convention, 5th ed., Kluwer Law International, Art 9, para. 116. But see also: C. Kee,
P. Hachem, I. Schwenzer, Global Sales and Contract Law, Oxford, 2014, paras. 27.15.
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sense.65 Moreover, an abrupt cancellation of the commercial relationship cannot
change the practice by itself66 because the binding force of the practice derives
from the principle of estoppel or the principle of venire contra factum proprium.67
The CISG provides no guidance for what is necessary to end a practice.
However, legal scholars observed that practices can end if the circumstances are
fundamentally changed.68 Moreover, if one party cannot establish a practice by its
conduct (see supra III. A. 1.), it is reasonable to conclude that the practice already
established can be ended unilaterally; however an unilateral termination has effect
only with regards to future contracts.69 Furthermore, if an abrupt cancellation of
the commercial relationship cannot change an already established practice, then
a fortiori, this type of cancellation cannot end the practice.

3. Legal relevance of practices
According to the CISG, practices established between the parties are used to
interpret the parties’ intent, under art. 8(3) CISG. Further, according to art. 9(1)
CISG the parties are also bound by any practices which they have established
between themselves.
First, practices may be used to interpret “statements” made by other party,
in the sense of art. 8(1) and art. 8(2) CISG, as well as of the contract in general.70
Moreover, practices will even be referred to for the interpretation of other possible
legal relationships that arise between the parties and go beyond the scope of the
CISG.71
In the ICC Arbitral Award no. 8817/1997, CISG Online 776, the tribunal considered that in
regard to the modification of the periods of payment of an exclusive distributor contract, a practice
was established between the contracting parties (art. 9(1) CISG) and thus an intended modification
of that practice trying to diminish the time of payment required an offer to modify to be accepted
by the other party.
65

Société française de Factoring international Factor France v. Roger Caiato, Grenoble Court of
Appeal, 13 September 1995, CISG-online 157.
66

67
W. Witz, H.-C. Salger, M. Lorenz, Kommentar, R&W, 2016, Art. 9 para. 16. See also: Interim
Arbitral Award, Netherlands Arbitration Institute, 10 February 2005, CISG-online 1625; Matresses
case II; Commercial Court Canton Zurich, 24 October 2003, CISG-online 857; L. Graffi, Remarks on
Trade Usages and Business Practices in International Sales Law, Journal of Law & Commerce, vol. 29
no. 2, 2011.
68
J. O. Honnold, Uniform Law for International Sales under the 1980 United Nations Convention,
3rd ed., Kluwer Law International, 1999, p. 126; P. Schlechtriem, I. Schwenzer, Commentary on the
UN Convention on the International Sale of Goods (CISG), 4th ed., Oxford University Press, 2016,
p. 185, para. 8; W. Witz, H.-C. Salger, M. Lorenz, idem, Art 9, para. 17.
69
70

ICC Arbitral Award no. 8817/1997, CISG-online 776.
Idem, p. 147, para. 2.

For an example of this going beyond the CISG see: Takap B. V. v. Europlay S.R.L., District Court
Rovereto, 21 November 2007, Case 914/06; CISG-online 1590.
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Between persons, prior dealings or an ongoing relationship frame the context
in which manifestations are made and understood. For example, an agent
may know, based on prior dealings with the principal, that the principal uses
language idiosyncratically or that a particular statement by the principal does
not accurately reflect the principal’s intention. The operative meaning of the
principal’s manifestation to the agent is that which the agent has reason to know
the principal intends.72
In this sense, art. 8(3) CISG will be applied to practices concerning statements
made by a party and will be used to determine the intent of the said party.
When discussing a non-signatory, the Group of Companies doctrine can be used
to interpret the signatory’s intent and statements by virtue of the practices
established with the subsidiary, and extend them to the controlling non-signatory.
Second, practices may be used to bind a party to certain obligations or
provisions. For example, standard terms can be incorporated by practice between
the parties under art. 9(1) CISG.73 This is not the only relevant example to this
end, as any practices established between the parties (“signatories”) will bind
the controlling non-signatory as well. Once the necessary consent is established
in order to apply the doctrine, then the practices established between the parties
will also be extended.
B. Impact of the Group of Companies doctrine on practices

Often, a member of a group of companies will contract with a third-party
and certain trade and commercial practices will be established between the two
signatories (contracting parties). The legal question that the authors explore is
whether these practices should be relevant, or binding, on the other members
(non-signatories) of the group of companies to which the signatory belongs. The
authors answer in the affirmative, whether the non-signatory is a subsidiary
company of the signatory or a parent company of the non-signatory (with which
the practices have been formed).
While at first glance it may seem strange to bind a legal entity to practices
established by another legal entity, the notion of economic entity of the group,
which is at the core of the Group of Companies doctrine, justifies the result that this
article proposes. Based on this, an arbitration agreement was extended to a nonsignatory. Our proposed solution is less drastic than the extension of an arbitration
agreement to a non-signatory, under the Latin expression a maiore ad minus.
41.

72

American Law Institute, Restatement of the Law of Agency, 3rd ed., Thomson Reuters 2005, p.

73
Tantalum Powder case; Used auto parts case, Hamm Court of Appeal, 6 December 2005,
CISG-online 1221, note 33; Conveyor belts case, Linz Court of Appeal, 23 March 2005, CISG-online
1376, note 5.2; Hibro Compensatoren B.V. v. Trelleborg Industri AB, District Court Arnhem, 17 January
2007, CISG-online 1455.
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Both an arbitration agreement and the continued application of practices
require consent (at least implied in the case of the latter). However, in extending
an arbitration agreement to a non-signatory, courts and arbitral tribunals who
relied on the Group of Companies doctrine drew consent from the involvement of
the non-signatory into the conclusion, performance and termination of a contract.
The same can be used for application of practices to a non-signatory.
A problem, however, would be that the third-party may not have reasonable
expectations of continuing acting according to the established practice when not
dealing with the same main agent, but switching the member of the group.
This would only be an apparent problem if the non-signatory of the group had
effectively controlled the signatory and is controlling the third-party (another
subsidiary) in the same way. In other words, when a parent company assumes
absolute control over a member of the group (which would imply not only
a majority or complete hold of the company’s shares, but also sets objectives,
gives orders, transfers employees, reorganizes the management structure, moves
the headquarters, etc.), then the two companies from that group would only be
separate in the sense of the legal personality. As such, the authors argue that the
practices established between the parties with the first signatory are imputed to
the non-signatory, and they are also applicable to the third-party that is under
the same kind of control.
In common law countries, equivalent doctrines can be used to achieve the
result that we are proposing. For example, in the U.S., the alter ego doctrine and/
or intertwined estoppel should be taken into account to bind a non-signatory who
was basically “a shadow” to the signatory to practices established by the signatory
with a third-party.
From a common law perspective, specifically from the Restatement of the Law
of Agency, the signatory member of the group can be considered an agent of the
non-signatory member of the group (the principal). In this sense, the principal will
be bound by the acts of the agent and can be held liable for those acts, especially
when the principal is a company who asserts control over the agent. According
to §5.01 (4) Restatement of the Law of Agency, the agent’s knowledge regarding a
fact, when it knows of it, or has reason to know it, is imputed to the principal. The
authors consider that if the principal (non-signatory) is effectively controlling the
agent (signatory), in the sense that they are only legally and not factually separate,
then there should not be any impediment in imputing the knowledge to the
principal or actually considering that the principal has attained that knowledge.
A particular fact pattern warrants further discussion. Within groups of
companies, it is frequent for the same individual (natural person) to act on
behalf of several companies within the group or to be moved from one company
to another, perhaps as a result of a promotion. That is because a legal person
can only act through corporate bodies, officers or agents to whom the necessary
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powers have been granted.74 Such a particular fact pattern provides an additional
argument in favor of extending practices to non-signatory companies. If the same
individual is engaged with the third-party in the conclusion, performance and
termination of a contract on behalf of several entities within a group of companies
(although only one or some are signatories), this can result in a transfer of
practices, via the imputation of the knowledge of the individual on other members
of the group, as that will create that reasonable expectation that a previously
established practice (with another entity from the group) will continue.
To summarize, in the authors’ view, the reference in art. 8(3) and art. 9(1) CISG
to “any practices which the parties have established between themselves” should
not be read restrictively, as limiting the effect of practices on just formal parties
to a particular contract. If one of the parties to a contract is a member of a group
of companies and the requirements of the Group of Companies doctrine (or its
common law equivalents) are met, then practices established between a party
and a member of the counterparty’s group of companies might also be relevant
or binding under art. 8(3) and art. 9(1) CISG.

IV. Conclusion

The Group of Companies doctrine had a key characteristic when it was first used
in the context of arbitration in the seminal Dow Chemical ICC award from 1984: it
was revolutionary. Over the years, it became less restrictive in its requirements,
as it sought to offer an equitable solution to the problem of the single economic
unity of a corporate group in case of an arbitration agreement and its “formal”
signatories.
Even if not all countries accept this doctrine, in one way or another, most of
them accept that in certain situations the corporate veil can be lifted and, as shown
above, some national courts or arbitration tribunals already went a step further
from the original scope of this doctrine and some provided a more extensive or
restrictive interpretations and applications.
Now, after almost 40 years since its first application in the arbitration world, it
might be time to reconsider its effects. Its scope should be enlarged by taking into
consideration all the conditions from the extension of an arbitration agreement
and apply it to international contract law, more specifically, the practices
established between the parties.

M. Fontaine, F. De Ly, Drafting International Contracts. An Analysis of Contract Clauses,
Transnational Publishers, Inc., 2006, p. 34.
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TO INCORPORATE OR NOT TO INCORPORATE?
THAT IS THE ISSUE
A INCLUDE ORI A NU INCLUDE CLAUZA ARBITRALĂ?
ACEASTA ESTE DILEMA
George DOMOCOȘ, Alexandru KÖBER1
ABSTRACT
The modern commercial environment has created swifter ways of negotiating
and concluding contracts, such as resorting to general terms and conditions,
but has also created faster and more cost-effective ways of resolving contractual
disputes, such as arbitration. This paper aims at answering what happens when
these two mechanisms come together, and whether or not it is beneficial for
this to happen. In the end, when consent to arbitration is contested, is the time
saved by hiding the arbitration clause in a set of general conditions worth it?
Keywords: CISG; arbitration agreement; general conditions; standard terms;
incorporation
REZUMAT
Mediul de afaceri modern a creat modalități noi de a negocia și încheia contracte
cu celeritate, cum ar fi utilizarea clauzelor standard, dar, în aceeași măsură, a creat
modalități mai rapide și eficiente de a rezolva dispute privind aceste contracte, cum
este arbitrajul comercial. Acest articol urmărește să lămurească ce se întâmplă când
aceste două procedee se combină și dacă acest lucru este ori nu benefic. În final,
când însuși consimțământul pentru arbitraj este contestat, a meritat cu adevărat
timpul economisit prin includerea clauzei arbitrale într-un set de condiții generale?
Cuvinte-cheie: CVIM; clauză arbitrală; condiții generale de contractare; clauze
standard; includere
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I. Introduction

It is undisputed that the development of international economic relations,
and specifically that of international trade, is growing at an unprecedented and
exponential rate. With this arises the unavoidable need of the law to adapt to the
societal changes and modernize alongside the very relations it governs. A main
cause and accelerator of these changes is the reality that conflicts and divergencies
arising from the laws of different states in matters relating to international trade
constitute an obstacle to the development of trade.2
In this context, the task of ensuring that international sales, materialized in
binding contracts, respect the (sometimes quite strict) standards of the law,
wherever they may be analysed, is a challenging task, prone to prompt complex
problems. One such situation is the juxtaposition of standard terms and arbitration
agreements, which raises validity questions, which, in turn, lead to irreconcilable
answers, with great practical relevance.

II. Incorporation of General Conditions

The concept of general conditions deserves a special attention considering
that they are an important part of an increasingly high number of international
contracts,3 be it on their own, or in combination with a complex contract template.4
As such, although traditionally it was considered a matter closely related to the
legal tradition of each country (as is the case with many aspects of commercial
transactions), it is easy to understand why the issue of valid incorporation of such
standard terms into a contract also ought to be governed by a uniform set of rules.
The need for clarity and foreseeability in the field of international sales has
emerged in great efforts of international organizations, institutions, and institutes
to create a uniform system of norms,5 the greatest product being the United Nations
Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (“CISG”). Its provisions
govern all relevant aspects of international transactions but, owing to its high level
of adaptability to evolving commercial practices,6 it is also equipped to deal with
issues not directly addressed in the CISG.
2
Resolution 2102 (XX) of the General Assembly of UNO, Consideration of steps to be taken for
progressive development in the field of private international law with a particular view to promoting
international trade, available at https://research.un.org/en/docs/ga/quick/regular/20, last
accessed on 21 June 2022.

Christoph Brunner and Benjamin Gottlieb, Commentary on the UN Sales Law (CISG), Kluwer
Law International, 2019, p. 64.
3

4
Such as the ones proposed by various trade associations, e. g. Federation of Oils, Seeds and Fats
Association: https://www.fosfa.org/contracts/, last accessed on 21 June 2022.
5

Iván Szász, A Uniform Law on International Sales of Goods, Akademiai Kiado, Budapest, 1976, p. 5.

UNCITRAL, Digest of Case Law on the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods, United Nations, New York, 2016, p. xi.
6
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For the purpose of the first part of this paper, an analysis of the (A) scope of
the CISG and its possibility to govern the incorporation of general conditions is
presented. Then, (B) the most known and used standard for verifying the valid
inclusion of general conditions, set forth by the CISG Advisory Council Opinion
No. 13, will be perused. Finally, (C) the importance and practical consequences
of the subject of the present research will be explained.
A. Is the CISG concerned with the inclusion of general conditions?

It must first be noted that the CISG contains no express provisions pertaining
to the incorporation of general conditions or standard terms. However, since this
is ultimately an issue of contract formation, scholars7 agree unanimously that
the CISG rules for the formation and interpretation of contracts are to be applied.
National courts8 have also endorsed this view. For instance, the German Supreme
Court in an often-discussed 2001 decision,9 held that “the inclusion of general
terms and conditions into a contract that is governed by the CISG is subject to the
provisions regarding the conclusion of a contract” and that “recourse to the national
law that is applicable based on a conflict of laws analysis is generally not available”.
More specifically, articles 7, 8 and 14-24 should be applied, as they deal with
the interpretation and formation of the contract. This conclusion is natural and
is also supported by an express provision10 of the UNIDROIT Principles,11 which

7
Peter Schlechtriem, Ingeborg Schwenzer, Commentary on the UN Convention on the International
Sales of Goods, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2016, p. 78; Peter Huber, Alastair Mullis, The CISG:
A New Textbook for Students and Practitioners, Sellier European Law Publishers, Munich, 2007,
p. 30; Hanns Prütting, Gerhard Wegen,Gerd Weinreich, Münchener Kommentar zum Bürgerlichen
Gesetzbuch, C.H. Beck, Munich, 2016, art. 14, (27); Burghard Piltz, Internationales Kaufrecht: das
UN-Kaufrecht in praxisorientierter Darstellung, Beck, 2008, p. 125; Raluca Papadima, International
Business Transactions, Hamangiu, Bucharest, 2022, p. 161; Brunner and Gottlieb, loc. cit. 3, p. 64;
Stefan Kröll, Loukas Mistelis,Pilar Perales Viscasillas, UN Convention on Contracts for the International
Sale of Goods (CISG), C.H. Beck/Hart/Nomos, 2018, p. 74; UNCITRAL, loc. cit. 6, p. 34.
8
Material for metal covers case, CISG-online 1703, 2008, District Court Landshut, Germany,
available at https://cisg-online.org/search-for-cases?caseId=7622, last accessed on 21 June 2022;
Multimedia recorders case, CISG-online 1906, 2009, Court of Appeal Celle, Germany, available
at https://cisg-online.org/search-for-cases?caseId=7823, last accessed 21 June 2022; Fleck
Elektroinstallation GmbH v. Transquest Tag & Tracing Solutions B.V., CISG-online 2590, 2013, District
Court Gelderland, Netherlands, available at https://cisg-online.org/search-for-cases?caseId=8504,
last accessed 21 June 2022; René Vidal & Cie S.A. v. Verotex Industries BV, CISG-online 1312,
1999, District Court Rotterdam, Netherlands, available at https://cisg-online.org/search-forcases?caseId=7235, last accessed on 21 June 2022.
9
Machinery case, CISG-online 617, par. 14, available at https://cisg-online.org/search-forcases?caseId=6575, last accessed on 21 June 2022.

10
International Institute for the Unification of Private Law, UNIDROIT Principles of International
Commercial Contracts, Rome, 2016, Article 2.1.19.

The UNIDROIT Principles, as an international instrument which encapsulates generally accepted
principles of law, are especially relevant for gap-filling of the CISG, as permitted by article 7(2) CISG.
11
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states that “Where one party or both parties use standard terms in concluding
a contract, the general rules on formation apply […]”. This does not come as a
surprise, considering that the provisions concerning contract formation are, by
their very nature, also fit to deal with the incorporation of standard terms.
B. CISG Advisory Council Opinion No. 13

Once it has been established that the CISG does indeed govern the incorporation
of general conditions on its own, the question of which is the exact test that has to
be applied arises. For the adequate answer, one must turn to the CISG Advisory
Council, a highly persuasive authority aiming at promoting a uniform interpretation
of the CISG (“Advisory Council”).12 The Council has addressed this issue in its 13th
Opinion,13 proposing a set of ten so-called “black letter rules”, while also commenting
in-depth on the main issues which arise regarding standard terms. While not without
critics,14 this Opinion soon became the cornerstone of interpreting incorporation of
standard terms, agreed upon by scholars and courts alike.15
According to Black Letter Rule 216, “Standard terms are included in the contract
where the parties have (a) expressly or impliedly agreed to their inclusion at the
time of the formation of the contract and (b) the other party had a reasonable
opportunity to take notice of the terms (emphasis added)”. As such, the Opinion
sets forth two cumulative requirements.
a. Express or implied agreement to include standard terms
As expected, the rule is an acceptance, most often express, which, on the
condition that the standard terms have indeed been validly made available,
leads to the immediate and clear incorporation of the general conditions, in the
form they were proposed. This is true even if the other party does not know or
understand the terms.17 Pursuant to this mechanism, the incorporation is easy,
straightforward and worriless. However, sophisticated businesspersons are just
that, business-oriented people, and do not always take into account all legal
12

http://www.cisgac.com/, last accessed on 21 June 2022.

CISG-AC, Opinion No. 13 Inclusion of Standard Terms under the CISG, Rapporteur: Professor
Sieg Eiselen, College of Law, University of South Africa, Pretoria, South Africa. Adopted by the
CISG Advisory Council following its 17th meeting, in Villanova, Pennsylvania, USA, on 20.01.2013,
available at: https://www.cisgac.com/cisgac-opinion-no13/, last accessed on 21 June 2022.
13

Michael Tucker, Fourteen Internationally Renowned Scholars... Are Wrong? P.L.J 2, 6, SSRN, 2022,
available at https://ssrn.com/abstract=4088483, last accessed on 21 June 2022.
14

15
Christina Geißler, The Incorporation of Standard Terms in Electronic Communications under
the CISG, Johannes Kepler Universität Linz, 2018, p. 6 available at: https://epub.jku.at/obvulihs/
download/pdf/2716332?originalFilename=true, last accessed on 21 June 2022.
16
17

CISG-AC, loc. cit. 13, p. 2.

Schlechtriem, Schwenzer, loc. cit. 7, p. 172.
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consequences of their actions, or lack thereof. Therefore, the possibility of implied
agreement to inclusion offers great practical use.
Notably, behind each party’s conduct exists the clear intent of that party. In
the issue of agreeing to incorporation, such a tacit agreement is, for example, the
performance of the contract according to the standard terms, without objecting
to them.18 Of course, silence or inactivity does not in itself amount to acceptance,19
but it is not unreasonable to infer acceptance based on silence interpreted
alongside other circumstances.
For such an agreement to exist however, a clear reference to the intent of
one party to rely on the standard terms must exist. Such reference must be
understandable to a reasonable person so that it can realize that the standard
terms apply to the specific contract. 20 The standard for this reference has
been interpreted by tribunals in a relatively relaxed manner, favouring a valid
incorporation. For example, a LCIA Tribunal21 found that “incorporation of standard
terms by the use of general words is accepted” when the particular contract
included the mention “all the rest will be the same as our previous contracts”.
While the meeting of minds in the form of agreeing to inclusion of standard
terms is quintessential to the operation, the context and necessity of fulfilling
some prerequisites in which that consent was given bears even more importance
and raises more practical difficulties.
b. Reasonable opportunity for the other party to take notice of the terms
The second requirement is much more complex and due to the subjective and
quite vague meaning of “reasonable”, courts and authors have reached opposing
conclusions when interpreting it.
The Advisory Council, in what it called “divergent approaches in the case law”,
analysed some of the most known court decisions which set the standard. These
are: the so-called German Machinery case22 and the Austrian Propane case,23
ultimately reaching the conclusion that although somewhat controversial, the
Machinery case approach should be favoured.24
18
19

CISG-AC, loc. cit. 13, p. 12.

CISG, article 18(1).

20
Schlechtriem,Schwenzer, loc. cit. 7, p. 292; Ingeborg Schwenzer, Suspicions, Mere Suspicions:
Non-Conformity of the Goods?, Uniform Law Review, vol. 19, issue 1, March 2014, p. 158.

21
Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Limited v. Orient Power Company (Private) Limited, case no. 142710,
12.12.2019, paras. 50, 52, available at https://jusmundi.com/en/document/decision/en-suinorthern-gas-pipelines-limited-v-orient-power-company-private-limited-judgment-of-the-supremecourt-of-pakistan-thursday-12th-december-2019#decision_17464, last accessed on 21 June 2022.
22

Machinery case, loc. cit. 9.

24

CISG-AC, loc. cit. 13, p. 9.

Propane case, 10 Ob 518/95, 02.02.1995, Austrian Supreme Court, available at: https://www.
uncitral.org/clout/clout/data/aut/clout_case_176_leg-1065.html , last accessed on 21 June 2022.
23
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The rationale behind this conclusion is based on the fact that the German
court found that standard terms will not be regarded as having been validly
incorporated into the contract, unless the offeror has made the standard terms
available to the offeree.25 More specifically, the Court held that “the Uniform Sales
Law requires the user of general terms and conditions to transmit the text or make
it available in another way”.26
The Opinion also investigates the ruling of the Austrian Supreme Court,
corresponding to what the Council calls the “Mere reference sufficient” approach.
The Advisory Council took into consideration that this approach makes an
unfair risk allocation in the case of international transactions and concluded
that Austrian court set a lower standard than the German court.27 However, this
conclusion does not accurately reflect the view of the court.
It must be noted that the Opinion actually mischaracterised the Propane case
by stating that “mere reference [is] sufficient”.28 The Austrian court did state that
the test was just “intent of the offeror and that the offeree could not be unaware of
such intent” but continued by noting that “inclusion into the offer can also be done
implicitly or can be inferred from the negotiations between the parties or a practice
which has developed between them”.29
When it applied the test to the facts of the case, as part of assessing the offeree’s
awareness, the Austrian court held: “As it cannot be determined that the [buyer]
had knowledge of the general conditions of sale of the [seller], the Court cannot draw
the conclusion that they formed the basis of the contractual agreement between the
parties [under the] CISG”.30 In assessing the offeree’s awareness, the Austrian court
referred to several methods that are relevant under the second element of the
Opinion test, id est “make available”: “it cannot be determined whether the [seller’s]
general conditions of sale were given to the [buyer], whether agreement was reached
about their application, or whether the [buyer] got to know them at all”.31 Therefore,
this case does not actually set a low standard, but rather a similar one.
Nonetheless, the analysis set forth by the Advisory Council is helpful, in the
sense that it sets the upper and lower limits for tests of the making-available
requirement. The interpretation of some courts32 that the terms themselves
25
26
27

Ibidem, p. 8.
Ibidem.

Ibidem, p. 10.

28

CISG-AC, loc. cit. 13, p. 10, para. 2.

30

Ibidem, para. 2.

Ibidem, http://www2.gov.si/uncitral/clout.nsf/250e70152c3772a6c12566cb003c410d/1f6eeb
22a042c8fec12566cb004c1cfe?OpenDocument, last accessed on 21 June 2022, para. 3.
29

31

Ibidem, http://www.unilex.info/cisg/case/202, last accessed on 21 June 2022.

Industrial tools case, 8 U 138/07, 31.03.2008, Appellate Court Oldenburg, Germany, p. 14,
available at https://www.cisgac.com/file/repository/CISG_Opinion_16_Addendum_Cases_Cited.pdf,
32
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should be made available to the offeree at the time of contracting33 is too strict
and poses the threat of creating unreasonable duties for the offeror. On the other
side of the spectrum, even if this was not the test for incorporation used in the
Propane case, a mere reference to the general conditions would be too relaxed of
a standard, with regards to the protection of the offeree of terms. Understandably,
it should be the party willing to incorporate the standard terms who should put in
more effort for this purpose. As such, it should not be incumbent on the offeree to
request a copy of the standard terms from the other party, where the latter seeks
to incorporate them.34
Naturally, the questions of how exactly the offeror should make the general
conditions available and how could the offeree effectively take notice of them
arise. To put it simply, there are three “simple” ways and one rather convoluted,
but justifiable alternative, all enumerated and briefly explained in Black letter 335
of the Opinion: (i) terms attached to a document, (ii) terms available in presence,
(iii) terms accessible electronically and (iv) prior agreements subject to same
terms. In analysing these methods, it must be noted that keeping in mind the
highly complex and difficult task of ruling on this issue observed at a domestic
level,36 the “making available test” constitutes a higher threshold for the valid
incorporation of standard terms than in many national jurisdictions.37
(i) The first method is when the general terms are attached to a document
used in connection with the formation of the contract or printed on the
reverse side of that document. Being quite straightforward and reasonable, it
is understandable why in this case the condition is considered to be fulfilled.
However, the requirement for such a reasonable opportunity is not deemed to
be fulfilled in the case of any document. For instance, the offeror has to show
concrete good faith efforts to efficiently communicate the standard terms, for
example by using terms issued in the language usually used by the offeree
or in the language of the contract or the contract negotiations.38 Otherwise,
last accessed 21 June 2022; Sesame seed case, 253099/HAZA08-1624, 21/01/2009, District Court
Utrecht, Netherlands, available at https://www.uncitral.org/clout/clout/data/nld/clout_case_1202_
leg-2719.html, last accessed on 21 June 2022; Fresh-Life International B.V. v. Cobana Fruchtring
GmbH & Co. KG, 279354 HAZA 07-576, 25.02.2009, District Court Rotterdam, Netherlands, available
at http://www.unilex.info/cisg/case/1573, last accessed on 21 June 2022.
33
34

CISG-AC, loc. cit. 13, p. 10.
Ibidem.

35

CISG-AC, loc. cit. 13, p. 2.

37

Brunner, Gottlieb, loc. cit. 3, p. 65.

36
Joseph Lookofsky, Understanding the CISG. A Compact Guide to the 1980 United Nations
Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, Wolters Kluwer, 2017, p. 60.

Larry A. DiMatteo, Lucien J. Dhooge, Stephanie Greene, Virginia G. Maurer, Marisa Anne
Pagnattaro, International Sales Law. A critical analysis of CISG jurisprudence, Cambridge University
Press, New York, 2005, p. 64.
38
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courts39 have been clear in negating the incorporation. Similarly, authors40 agree
that it should not be required of the recipient to know certain “world languages”,
such as English.
(ii) Given one of the main characteristics of international trade, which is that
usually parties enter into contracts with contracting partners all over the world,
while not being physically present at the time of conclusion, it would seem that
the possibility of making the general conditions available face-to-face has a rather
limited possibility of application. Nonetheless, it is a real and effortless way, which
usually guarantees inclusion.41
(iii) Perhaps the greatest role in the rapid expansion of international trade on
the last decades has been played by the internet, and the possibility to contract
remotely through it. As such, it comes as no surprise that an often-employed
method of making standard terms available is by displaying them on the offeror’s
internet page, be it the case of a contract concluded directly on the website, or
otherwise. However, when a contract is not concluded online, standard terms
available only online have effect only if the offer clearly refers to the standard
terms and specifies where they can be found.42 An additional condition to this end
is the prerequisite that these terms can be downloaded and printed out without
any further costs or difficulties.43 Naturally, the burden of proof of the fulfilment of
all these criteria rests on the party relying on the use of standard terms. Another
notable observation is that, although the use of internet seems a sine qua non
condition for even engaging in commercial activities, the CISG is made to govern
transactions between merchants from all parts of the world, including those
developing parts, where access to internet is a luxury. Therefore, the authors are
of the opinion that the availability of the standard terms’ text on the internet
should not per se be regarded as sufficient to make them ‘otherwise available’ to
the addressee, but only in cases where the parties concerned have previously used
the internet as a means of communication and information between themselves.44
The authors believe that this proposed requirement, alluding to a pre-existing
relationship between contracting parties, or even binding practices, is too harsh
and could enable the offeree to abuse their alleged lack of access. Rather, an
Italian knitwear case, 3C 925/93, 06.10.1995, Local Court Kehl, Germany, available at
https://cisg-online.org/search-for-cases?caseId=6138, last accessed 21 June 2022; Film coating
machine case, 3KfHO 653/93, 15.09.1997, District Court Heilbronn, Germany, available at https://
cisg-online.org/search-for-cases?caseId=6526, last accessed on 21 June 2022; Used auto parts case,
19 U 120/05, 06. 12.2005, Court of Appeal Hamm, Germany, available at https://cisg-online.org/
search-for-cases?caseId=7144, last accessed on 21 June 2022.
39

40

41
42
43

44

Huber, Mullis, loc. cit. 7, p. 33; Brunner, Gottlieb, loc. cit. 3, p. 65.

CISG-AC, loc. cit. 13, p. 13; Schlechtriem,Schwenzer, loc. cit. 7, p. 296.
Schlechtriem, Schwenzer, loc. cit. 7, p. 299.

Brunner, Gottlieb, loc. cit. 3, p. 66; Schlechtriem, Schwenzer, loc. cit. 7, p. 299.
Schlechtriem, Schwenzer, loc. cit. 7, p. 300.
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indicator of the opportunity to take notice of terms should be the simple proof
that it uses the internet as part of its regular economic activity.45
(iv) Last but not least, the issue of taking notice of standard terms through
practice is widely recognized, on the condition that the requirements have
been met in the referenced events from the past. Authors46 have endorsed the
conclusion of the Opinion, which held that it is reasonable to assume that, where
the standard terms have been used in previous dealings between the parties, they
were available to the other party.47 Similarly, courts48 and tribunals49 have come to
the same conclusion, while focusing on the reasonable knowledge of the offeree
that the use of its standard terms is absolutely essential for the offeror and even
shifting the effort necessary to fully understand the terms on the offeree.50
Careful consideration has to be given to each individual situation before
deciding on the incorporation of the general terms, these discussed conditions
remaining mere practical possibilities of sieving the facts through the filter of law.
C. Importance of test for incorporation of General Conditions

But if these standard terms only supplement the main contract, why does it
bear such a great importance whether they were or not incorporated? While it
may indeed be true that oftentimes the meeting of minds is not dependent on the
details entailed in the general conditions of one party, the practice has evolved in

45
For example, by having a complex and updated website, maintaining a presence on social
media platforms or offering clients the possibility of taking contact through e-mail.

46
Kröll, Mistelis, Perales Viscasillas, loc. cit. 7, p. 240: “If, however, the addressee is familiar
with specific standard contract terms used by opposing party, because the standard contract terms
have been used on the occasion of prior contracts between the parties, particularly in long standing
business relationships, the standard contract terms do not have to be transmitted to the addressee of
the proposal”; Schlechtriem, Schwenzer, loc. cit. 7, p. 300: “When two parties entertain a constant
business relationship, it can be sufficient that the standard terms’ text has been made available to the
other party on the occasion of prior contract conclusions”.
47

CISG-AC, loc. cit. 13, p. 14.

Conveyor belts case, CISG online 1376, 2005, Court of Appeal Linz, Austria, available at
https://cisg-online.org/search-for-cases?caseId=7298, last accessed on 21 June 2022: “an implied
agreement to standard terms of the contracting partner was assumed if the addressee can clearly identify
that the contracting partner would only want to conclude the contract based on its own standard terms”.
48

49
Interim award, 10.02.2005, Netherlands Arbitration Institute, available at: http://www.unilex.info/
principles/case/1235, last accessed on 21 June 2022.

50
Metal powder case, CISG-online 1093, 2005, Austrian Supreme Court, Austria, available at
https://cisg-online.org/search-for-cases?caseId=7017, last accessed on 21 June 2022: “The more
intense and economically important a relationship, the more likely it is that one who has unmistakably
demonstrated to his business partner through appropriate references and repeated forwarding of
his general terms and conditions printed in a language other than that of the contract, that he only
desires to contract pursuant to these terms, can expect that the business partner (if necessary) either
endeavors to procure a translation himself or requests that a translation be supplied to him”.
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such a way that a “plain” contract, without these terms, can be too vague to bind
the parties in the way they wanted it to.51 Numerous essential clauses of utmost
importance are to be found in these conditions, next to clauses which can greatly
modify the outcome of the contract, such as clauses concerning the extent of one
party’s liability to the other.
Moreover, as discussed below, it has become a usual practice to include
an alternative dispute resolution mechanism clause, such as an arbitration
agreement, in the standard terms of a contract. While this might seem like a logical
practical solution to the burden of dealing with multiple documents for a single
transaction, it has the potential of giving rise to various problems with regards to
the validity of said agreement, keeping in mind that it is indeed a rather peculiar
clause, with special conditions for validity.
After all, the aim of these contracting methods is skipping the useless time
spent crafting each contract from scratch and creating the necessary dynamism
specific to international trade. In order for that to be achieved, it must be ensured
that these “shortcuts” are in accordance with the law, so as to not generate even
more issues than they seek to prevent.

III. Issues regarding incorporation
by reference of arbitration clauses

As more and more parties choose to agree to arbitrate pursuant to arbitration
provisions found in separate documents52 (e.g. General Conditions), so too has the
number of arbitral awards and national courts’ decisions on this issue increased.
However, very few debates in the field of arbitration cut across international
case-law and authorities in such a way as the issues of incorporation of arbitration
clauses.53
Naturally, for an arbitration agreement to be formed pursuant to an
incorporated arbitration clause, a link must be made between the underlying
contract, the General Conditions and the arbitration provisions contained therein.
As is, however, fundamentally the case in most legal matters, wherever the
existence or strength of a link has to be assessed, questions pertaining to validity,
form and consent are bound to arise.
51

Liviu Pop, Ionuț-Florian Popa, Stelian Ioan Vidu, Drept civil. Obligațiile, Universul Juridic, 2020, p. 64.

The reasons are clear and understandable. Adopting the use of General Conditions in
specialized and high contract volume industry allows parties time-saves that would have otherwise
been spent negotiating.
52

53
Rishabh Jogani, Akshay Shankar; Incorporation of Arbitration Clauses by Reference: Recent
Developments in Dubai, in Kluwer Arbitration Blog, 13. 05. 2021, available at: http://arbitrationblog.
kluwerarbitration.com/2021/08/13/incorporation-of-arbitration-clauses-by-reference-recentdevelopments-in-dubai, last accessed on 21 June 2022.
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For example, the recent decision of the Dubai Court of Cassation from 202054
provides that pursuant to Article 7 of the UAE “New Arbitration Law”,55 a specific
reference to the arbitration clause contained in the General Conditions must exist
in order to have a valid arbitration agreement.56 On the other hand, different caselaw argues that mere reference to the document containing the arbitration clause
is sufficient for incorporation.57
Fundamentally, the issues of validity that could arise with respect to arbitration
agreements formed by incorporation pertain to parties’ consent and formal
validity. In the following sections of this paper, the authors analyse what the
applicable laws to such an arbitration agreement are, and what the interplay
between these laws is, when issues of validity arise.
A. What are the laws applicable to an arbitration agreement formed
pursuant to an incorporated arbitration clause?

The fact that arbitration agreements can be governed by different laws is
probably one of the most polarizing, best known and widely discussed issue
regarding arbitration, by both scholars58 and case-law.59
54
DCC 1308/2020, Dubai Court of Cassation, United Arab Emirates, discussed in extenso at:
https://riskandcompliance.freshfields.com/post/102h0zv/incorporation-of-an-arbitration-clauseby-reference-to-fidic-conditions-of-contra, last accessed on 21 June 2022.
55

Which has an almost identical provision to Option I of Article 7 of the UNCITRAL Model Law.

“However, where such reference is a mere general reference to the content of such contract,
without specific reference to the aforementioned arbitration clause establishing the parties’ knowledge
of its existence, the referral shall not extend to the arbitration clause and arbitration will not be deemed
to have been agreed upon by the parties”.
57
The Italian Court of Cassation now recognises that, when the parties are professional
businessmen who should be aware of the content of general terms and conditions in their
field, a generic reference to such terms and conditions (“per relationem imperfecta”) satisfies
the requirement of Article II of the [New York] Convention (Del Medico & C. SAS v. Iberprotein
Sl, Court of Cassation, Italy, 16 June 2011); Bomar Oil NV v. Enterprise Tunisienne d’Activities Petroliers,
XV Y.B. Comm. Arb. 447, 09.11.1993, French Cour de Cassation, France (“in international arbitration,
the arbitral clause contained in general conditions to which the exchange of correspondence refers,
is valid even if there is no reference to it in the main contract, provided the other party against whom
the clause is invoked, had knowledge of the document at the time the contract was concluded and has
accepted – even silently – its incorporation into the contract”).
56

Gary B. Born, International Commercial Arbitration, Kluwer Law International, 3rd edition,
Alphen aan den Rijn, 2020, p. 510; Christopher R. Drahozal, Buckeye Check Cashing and the
Separability Doctrine, Yearbook on Arbitration and Mediation, vol. I, 2009, p. 55 et seq.; Jack Graves
and Yelena Davydan, Competence-Competence and Separability – American Style in Stefan Kröll
and Loukas Mistelis et al. (ed.), International Commercial Arbitration, Kluwer Law International,
2011, p. 156 et seq.; Karan Rukhana, Saisha Bacha, The Doctrine of Separability: Through the Lens of
Darwinism, Indian Journal of Arbitration Law, vol. X, Jodhpur, 2021, pp. 123-143.
58

59
See, e.g. Prima Paint Corp. v. Flood & Conklin Manufacturing Co., case no. 388 U.S. 395 Court,
12.06.1967, US Supreme Court; Fiona Trust & Holding Corp v. Privalov, 24.02.2007, House of Lords;
Buckeye Check Cashing, Inc. v. Cardegna, case no. 546 US 440, 21.01.2006, United States Supreme Court;
Rent-A Center West, Inc. v. Jackson, case no. 581 F. 3d 912, 21.06.2010, United States Supreme Court.
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The clearest distinction is between the substantive laws and the procedural
laws that govern the substantive validity (a) and, respectively, the procedural or
formal validity of the arbitration agreement (b). Finally, the authors address the
interplay between the formal requirement of the Model Law and of the New York
Convention (c), on the one hand, and between the substantive and procedural
requirements on the other hand (d).

a. The substantive validity of the arbitration agreement
When assessing its substantive validity, the arbitration agreement must be
seen through the lens of a simple contract,60 a meeting of minds, where the same
requirements regarding offer and acceptance, consent, capacity etc. apply as they
would to the underlying contract. This substantive law can be the CISG, as well as,
for example, the Romanian or French Civil Code.61
In the context of incorporation by reference, consent to an arbitration
agreement should equate to consent for incorporation as discussed above. As
such, arbitration clauses will be, most frequently, accepted “in bulk” with the rest
of the general terms. However, an arbitration agreement can be separately agreed
to, regardless of the rest of the General Conditions or, alternatively, they can agree
to all the standard terms but for the arbitration agreement.
b. The procedural requirements of the arbitration agreement
The UNCITRAL Model Law has become the standard upon which most countries
create their national arbitration law.62 The drafters envisioned that the Model
Law “contributes to the establishment of a unified legal framework for the fair and
efficient settlement of disputes arising in international commercial relations”.63 There
are, however, countries such as Romania and France that have not adopted the
Model Law but have separate provisions regarding arbitration in articles 541-621
and articles 1442-1507 of their respective Codes of civil procedure.64
60
Gary B. Born, International Arbitration: Law & Practice, Kluwer Law International, Alphen
aan den Rijn, 2016, p. 81: “An arbitration agreement, like other contracts, also gives rise to issues of
substantive validity”.

A Singaporean High Court, in par. 10 of its decision, (FirstLink Investments Corp. Ltd. v. GT Payment
Pte Ltd. et. al, case no. 915, 19.06.2014, Singapore High Court, Singapore) also found that the substantive
obligations of the parties were governed by the rules of an arbitral institution. The court refused to
analyse this issue further: “[t]his is undoubtedly an unusual choice”; “[t]here is […] an obvious curiosity as
to how the parties’ substantive obligations can be governed by the rules of an arbitral institution”.
61

62

63

Legislation based on the Model Law has been adopted in 85 States in a total of 118 jurisdictions.
The 112th plenary meeting of the General Assembly, 11 December 1985.

Despite the apparent similarities between the legislation of Romania and France, the courts
generally disagree on certain issues, most prevalently on issues regarding the law governing the
arbitration agreement absent an express choice-of-law made by the parties.
64
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When dealing with disputes regarding incorporated arbitration clauses, claims
about not meeting the form requirements are most often invoked.65 The relevant
provision in this sense is Article 7 of the Model Law in one of its two forms. Option
I of Article 7 provides for the more stringent “in writing” requirement, whereas
Option II of Article 7 provides for the more lenient freedom of form principle.66
Option I of Article 7 provides that “The arbitration agreement shall be in
writing” and that this requirement is met if the content of the arbitration
agreement (i.e., the arbitration clause or a submission agreement) “is recorded
in any form”. Specifically on the issue of incorporation, Article 7(6) states that:
“The reference in a contract to any document containing an arbitration clause
constitutes an arbitration agreement in writing, provided that the reference is such
as to make that clause part of the contract”.
As opposed to the above-mentioned decision from the Dubai Court of Cassation,
scholars have noted that “[t]he Model Law’s drafting history suggests that a specific
reference to an arbitration clause is not necessarily required for the validity of an
incorporation”,67 as “the text clearly states [that] the reference need only be to the
document; thus, no explicit reference to the arbitration clause contained therein is
required”.68 Most courts support this opinion,69 however, there is no consensus on

65
Kahn Lucas Lancaster, Inc v. Lark International Ltd., 29 July 1999, United States Court of Appeal,
2nd Circuit; Concordia Trading B.V. v. Nantong Gangde Oil Co., Ltd. MinSiTaZi no. 22, 2009, Supreme
People’s Court, China; Plexus Cotton Limited v. Santana Textil S/A, case no. SEC 967, 15.02.2006, Brazil
Superior Court of Justice, Brazil; Eddie Javor v. Luke Francoeur, case no. L022829, 06.03.2003, British
Columbia Supreme Court, Canada; Chastain v. Robinson-Humphrey Co., 09.04.1992, United States Court
of Appeal, 11th Circuit; Robobar Ltd v. Finncold sas, XX YBCA 739, 1995, Supreme Court of Italy, Italy;
Small Limited v. Goldroyce Garment Limited, 13.05.1994, Hong Kong Supreme Court, Hong Kong.
66
Option II of article 7 of the Model Law was adopted in 2006. As of now, only a few countries
have adopted it, including Belgium, New Zealand, Norway, Australia and Uzbekistan, as can be seen
here: https://uncitral.un.org/en/texts/arbitration/modellaw/commercial_arbitration/status,
last accessed on 21 June 2022 and analysed in extenso in Peter Binder, International Commercial
Arbitration and Mediation in UNCITRAL Model Law Jurisdictions, Kluwer Law International, 2019,
p. 143; Kanematsu USA Inc. v. ATS - Advanced Telecommunications Systems do Brasil Ltda., SEC 885,
18.04.2012, Brazil Superior Court of Justice, Brazil.
67

Gary B. Born, loc. cit. 58, p. 881.

UNCITRAL, Analytical Commentary on Draft Text of A Model Law on International Commercial.
Arbitration, U.N. Doc. A/CN.9/264, Art. 7, 1985.
68

69
See, e.g., One W. Holdings Ltd v. Greata Ranch Holdings Corp., BCCA 67, 2014, Court of Appeal
British Columbia (general reference within entire agreement clause to separate agreement containing
arbitration clause sufficient), Canada; Corporación Transnacional de Inversiones, SA de CV v. STET
Int’l, SpA, 49 OR3d 414, 2000, Court of Appeal Ontario; MRC Total Build Ltd v. F&M Installations Ltd,
BCSC 765, 2019, Court of Appeal British Columbia (arbitration clause validly incorporated where
prime contract was generally incorporated by reference and contained arbitration clause), Canada;
FergusonBros. of St. Thomas v. Manyan Inc., OJ No. 1887, 1999, Supreme Court Ontario, Canada;
Int’l Research Corp. plc v. Lufthansa Sys. Asia Pac. Ltd, SGCA 55, 2013, Singapore Court of Appeal,
Singapore; Concordia Agritrading Pte Ltd v. Cornelder Hoogewerff, SGHC 269, 1999, Singapore High
Court, Singapore; Fai Tak Eng’gCo. Ltd v. Sui Chong Constr. & Eng’g Co. Ltd, HKDC 141, 2009, Hong
Kong District Court, Hong Kong; Ho Fat Sing v. Hop Tai Constr. Co. Ltd, HKDC 339, 2008, Hong Kong
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the matter.70 Thus, Article 7 leaves open the degree of clarity or precision required
for incorporation.71
As such, “the question in general is one of construction”72 and of contractual
interpretation. Based on all particular facts of a case, it should be assessed whether
or not the parties intended to incorporate the arbitration clause by general or
specific reference to the document containing it or to the arbitration clause therein.

c. The interplay between the “in-writing” requirement of the New York
Convention and the Model Law
Article II (2) of the New York Convention also requires that an arbitration
agreement be in writing, even necessitating that the agreement be either signed,
or contained in an exchange of letters or telegrams;73 whereas the Model Law only
requires that the agreement is contained in a document that can be referenced to.
Scholars74 have extensively analysed how the two requirements can be conciliated
and noted that courts75 have started to interpret the form provisions of the New
York Convention in a more liberal manner, meaning that primacy is usually given
to the more lenient form requirements of the Model Law.
District Court, Hong Kong; Giriraj Garg v. Coal India Ltd, SCC 212, 2019, Indian Supreme Court, India
(“Provided that the main contract is in ‘writing’ and that the reference ‘is such as to make that clause
part of the contract,’ the arbitration agreement is valid”).
See e.g., Thyssen Canada Ltd v. Mariana, 3 FC 398, 2000, Canadian Federal Court of Appeals,
Canada; Nanisivik Mines Ltd v. Canarctic Shipping Co. Ltd, 2 FC 662, 2014 Canadian Federal Court
of Appeals, Canada (absent specific reference in incorporating document to arbitration clause, or
reference in arbitration clause to disputes under incorporating document, no incorporation); Dongnam
Oil & Fats Co. v. Chemex Ltd, FC 1732, 2004 Canadian Federal Court, Canada; Miramichi Pulp & Paper
Inc. v. Canadian Pac. Bulk Ship Servs. Ltd, 58 FTR 81, 1992 Canadian Federal Court, Canada (“It appears
to be an accepted rule of construction that in order to incorporate into the bill of lading an arbitration
clause, clear and precise language such as ‘including the arbitration clause’ is necessary. General wording
such as ‘incorporating the general terms and conditions of a charterparty’ is insufficient”).
70

H. Holtzmann, J. Neuhaus; A Guide to the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial
Arbitration: Legislative History and Commentary 264, 1989 (“meaning of the requirement that ‘the
reference [be] such as to make [the arbitration] clause a part of the contract’ may raise questions”).
71

72

Int’l Research Corp. plc v. Lufthansa Sys. Asia Pac. Pte Ltd, loc. cit. 69.

Scholars have long questioned the antiquated approach of this body of law. Neither letters,
nor telegrams are any longer apt to respond to the need for celerity of the modern commercial
environment. In this sense, the Recommendation regarding the interpretation of article II, paragraph
2, and article VII, paragraph 1, of the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign
Arbitral Awards, done in New York, 2006 and the Explanatory Note by the UNCITRAL secretariat on
the 1985 Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration as amended in 2006 have noted that
the methods for satisfying the “in writing” requirement are not exhaustive.
73

Margaret L. Moses, The Principles and Practice of International Commercial Arbitration,
Cambridge University Press, 2008, p. 23; Peter Binder, loc. cit. 66, Kluwer Law International,
2019, p. 143; Julian Lew, Loukas A. Mistelis, Stefan M. Kröll, Comparative International Commercial
Arbitration, Kluwer Law International, 2003, p. 131, paras. 7-9.
74

75

Case no. I ZR 245/19, 26 November 2020, German Supreme Court, Germany.
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There is, however, anything but consensus on this issue. The opposing
argument is that, even interpreting the New York Convention in line with the
Model Law and other, more modern trends, this does not change the fact that,
under the New York Convention, the written form is almost always needed for the
valid conclusion of the arbitration agreement.76
Regardless of these facts, the New York Convention’s scope of application does
not directly encompass the issue of the validity of the arbitration agreement but
applies “to the recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards”.77 Although a valid
but inefficient arbitration agreement can, most surely, be seen as a waste of money
and time, the issues are different nonetheless.78 This was the situation in the Kabab
v. Kout case, where the ICC tribunal rendered an award on a (currently) disputed
arbitration agreement. That award was, however, refused enforcement by the courts
in the UK. The same dispute comes to show that the fate of an arbitration agreement
that only meets the form requirements of the Model Law will ultimately depend
on the approach of the jurisdiction in which the dispute is sought to be resolved.79
In any case, the requirement for a written form was not without criticism. One
scholar80 noted that “after nearly five years of applying the Model Law in Hong Kong
in my former judicial capacity, I found that the problems arising from the application
of article 7(2) were the most difficult and frustrating which came before me”.
d. The interplay between the substantive validity and the procedural
effectiveness of the arbitration agreement
In order to validly incorporate the arbitration clause into the contract, the
reference must be “such as to make that clause part of the contract”.81 The standard
for making “part of the contract” is also not without its fair share of dissonance
and confusion. Article 7(6) of the Model Law recognizes that incorporation by
reference is possible, however, it does not set forth any conditions. Despite this
Glencore Ltd v. Degussa Eng’d Carbons LP, Southern District of New York, 2012, in F. Supp. 2d 410,
436; Sen Mar, Inc. v. Tiger Petroleum Corp. NV, Southern District of New York, 1991, in F. Supp. 879.
76

77

Article I (1) New York Convention.

“[A]rbitration agreements may be valid under general contract law principles even if national
arbitration legislation does not apply because its formal requirements are not satisfied”, Gary B. Born,
loc. cit. 58, p. 736.
78

Conflicting decisions exist all across the board. For a very recent example, see the Kabab v.
Kout case decided by the Paris Court of Appeal, on the one hand, and by the UKSC, on the other. See,
e.g. Paris Court of Appeal, France, Kabab-Ji S.A.L Company v. Kout Food Group Company, 23.06.2020,
Paris Court of Appeal, Paris and United Kingdom Supreme Court, United Kingdom, Kabab-Ji SAL v.
Kout Food Group, case ID: 2020/0036, 27.10.2021, United Kingdom Supreme Court, UK. The French
leg of the case is currently pending a decision before the French Cour de Cassation.
79

Neil Kaplan, Is the Need for Writing as Expressed in the New York Convention and the Model Law
Out of Step with Commercial Practice?, 12 Arb Int’l 27, 28, 1996, p. 4.
80

Option I of Article 7 (6) of UNCITRAL Model Law (“The reference in a contract to any document
containing an arbitration clause constitutes an arbitration agreement in writing, provided that the
reference is such as to make that clause part of the contract.”).
81
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initial set-back, courts and scholars consider that these conditions are set forth by
national contract law82. That contract law could be the general non-harmonized
law or, as is the interest of the present paper, the CISG. In the latter case, the
same rules of incorporation as discussed above apply. This should, in turn, mean
that, pursuant to Article 7(6) of the Model Law, whenever an arbitration clause
has been validly incorporated into a contract, the formal requirements under the
Model Law are met.
There are, however, situations where courts consider otherwise,83 for example
by arguing in favour of a specific reference to the arbitration clause contained in
the document whose incorporation is sought. In this situation, it is again possible
for the arbitration agreement to find itself in the unfavourable position where,
although validly concluded, it suffers fundamental inefficiencies, as the national
arbitration law would not apply for lack of satisfying the formal requirements.
This comes to say, however, that the seam between what is substantive and what
is procedural in an arbitration agreement should be treated with great care.
Yet again, the fate of the arbitration agreement is highly dependent on the
arbitration trends in the jurisdiction where the dispute is sought to be resolved.
The contract can either be concluded just as the parties have envisioned it, with
the entirety of the general conditions incorporated or, as other scholars have
noted, parties can (orally) “agree to a multi-million-dollar contract which will be
considered valid but for the arbitration clause”.84
B. Future directions: Should arbitration clauses stop hiding in plain sight?
Problems regarding arbitration agreements are almost as numerous as the
number of arbitration agreements out there, and very few seem to be without their
fault. The reasons for this can be boiled down to just a handful. First, international
commercial arbitration is a very complex dispute resolution mechanism that
depends in its greatest part on the autonomy, vision and consent of parties,
parties which most of the times have, at the very least, just a broad understanding
of what arbitration is. In this sense, parties expect to be in full control of the
fate of their agreement, knowing that arbitration is consensual by nature and,
consequentially, are surprised to find that they completely disregarded the few
mandatory provisions that govern this matter.
Second, most of the times, an arbitration clause seems to be just another
clause amongst many others, and, for this reason, the parties rarely expect to have
different conditions for incorporation regarding both consent and form.
Gary B. Born, loc. cit. 58, p. 883 and Int’l Research Corp. plc v. Lufthansa Sys. Asia Pac. Pte Ltd,
loc. cit. 69.
82
83
84

Bomar Oil NV v. Enterprise Tunisienne d’Activities Petroliers, loc. cit. 57.

Julian Lew, Loukas A. Mistelis, Stefan M. Kröll, loc. cit. 74, pp. 131-132, par. 8.
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Third, and last, the parties do not pay as much attention to their dispute
resolution clauses as they do the underlying contract. The few parties that do,
will have to find ways to consider and adopt a variety of laws, both procedural
and substantial from, e.g. the national law, the law of the seat, the national law of
the other party, the rules of the arbitral institution, among others.
Arbitration is neither a simple matter, nor it is so complicated that it should
be avoided. Most complications stem from its international character and the
inherent convolution of the doctrine of separability. To avoid issues regarding
consent, arbitration clauses should be made known to their offeree, but, for the
goals that arbitration aims to achieve, the requirements set out by some courts,
such as specific references or separate agreement on arbitration, seem excessive.
Preventively, arbitration agreements must be taken into consideration seriously,
especially when contained in a set of standard terms, but should not be considered
so alien of the contract, and so strange from other clauses that excessive steps
should be taken. Arbitration is a reasonable means of dispute resolution and, as
such, should be in turn treaded reasonably.

IV. Conclusion

The issue of incorporation of standard terms, with or without an arbitration
agreement therein, remains a complex and important matter, which would
be widely and even more in depth analysed by courts, tribunals, and authors.
Considering the rapid evolution and unifying tendency of case-law on the matter,
it might seem that this question has been clearly resolved, however, more
controversies can be expected to arise regarding these issues.
Due to their dynamic nature, commercial relationships and international trade
as a whole change faster than a body of law can develop to govern such rapid
changes. As such, the spirit and meaning of each specific body of law should be
interpreted beyond the initial borders of its language, insofar as to encompass new
tendencies and technologies, whilst also remaining just to its original vocation.
Therefore, it remains, to be seen, if the internationally recognised bodies of
law such as the CISG, the New York Convention and the UNCITRAL Model Law
will pass the test of time and prove their resilience, also from the perspective of
incorporation of general conditions.
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ABSTRACT
On 9 February 2022, the French Court of Cassation2 overturned the decision
of the Pau Court of Appeal,3 which upheld Respondent’s objection to the
jurisdiction of the French courts, in favour of the ICC. The Claimant submitted
its claim with the French courts, after the claim had been considered withdrawn
by the International Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber
of Commerce (ICC), on the basis of Article 36 of the 2012 ICC Rules, due to
Respondent’s refusal to pay its share of the advance on costs. Claimant alleged
that given its impecuniosity, it could not bear Respondent’s share of the advance
on costs, as provided for in Article 36(5) of the 2012 ICC Rules.
The French Court of Cassation’s decision was based on the principle of
procedural loyalty. In reaching its decision, the Court did not address the
negative effect of the competence-competence principle nor the financial

Mrs Ioana Knoll Tudor, Ph.D., is a Partner with Jeantet law office and is a member of the Paris,
Madrid and Budapest Bars. She regularly acts as counsel and arbitrator both in commercial and
investment arbitration. Mrs Knoll Tudor may be contacted at iknoll-tudor@jeantet.org.
1

2
Court of Cassation, First Civil Chamber, 9 February 2022, Tagli'apau et al. v. Amrest Holdings, La
Tagliatella and Pastificio, No. 21-11.253, available at https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/juri/id/JURITE
XT000045167483?init=true&page=1&query=&searchField=ALL&tab_selection=juri, last accessed
on 24 June 2022.

Pau Court of Appeal, 5 November 2020, Tagli'apau et al. v. Amrest Holdings, La Tagliatella and
Pastificio, No. 20/01175, available at https://www.dalloz.fr/documentation/Document?id=CA_
PAU_2022-05-05_1902829#, last accessed on 24 June 2022.
3
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situation of the Claimant. Faced with a situation in which the respondent to an
arbitral procedure decided, on the one hand, not to pay its share of the advance
on costs and, on the other hand, to object to the jurisdiction of the national
courts, the Court of Cassation guaranteed claimant’s right of access to justice.
Keywords: French Court of Cassation; impecuniosity; principle of procedural
loyalty; negative effect of the competence-competence principle; right of access
to justice; estoppel principle
REZUMAT
În data de 9 februarie 2022, Curtea de Casație a Franței a casat decizia Curții
de Apel Pau de admitere a excepției pârâtului, prin care a fost contestată
competența instanțelor franceze, fiind astfel declinată competența în favoarea
ICC. Reclamantul a sesizat instanțele franceze după ce pretențiile sale au fost
considerate retrase de Camera de Comerț Internațională, în temeiul Articolului
36 a Regulilor de arbitraj CCI din 2012, urmare a refuzului pârâtului de a achita
partea sa din avansul cheltuielilor arbitrale. Reclamantul a susținut faptul că,
ținând seama de lipsa disponibilităților sale bănești, acesta nu a putut achita
partea din avans care era în sarcina pârâtului, cum este prevăzut de Articolul
36(5) din Regulile de arbitraj CCI din 2012.
Decizia Curții de Casație a Franței a fost întemeiată pe principiul loialității
procesuale. Curtea nu a făcut referire la efectul negativ al convenției arbitrale,
dar nici la situația financiară a reclamantului. Față de situația în care pârâtul
dintr-o procedură arbitrală a decis, pe de-o parte, să nu plătească partea sa
din avansul cheltuielilor arbitrale, iar pe de altă parte, să conteste competența
instanțelor naționale, Curtea de Casație a garantat accesul reclamantului la
justiție.
Cuvinte cheie: Curtea de Casație a Franței; lipsa disponibilităților bănești;
principiul loialității procesuale; efectul negativ al convenției arbitrale; garantarea
accesului la justiție; doctrina estoppel

1 The French Court of Cassation’s decision
and its factual and procedural background
On 4 May 2011, a franchise agreement was concluded between Pastificio
services S.L.U., as franchisor, and Tagli’Apau, as franchisee, (“Franchise
Agreement”) which included an ICC arbitration clause.
Beginning of 2016, Tagli’Apau (“Claimant”) submitted a Request for Arbitration
with the International Court of Arbitration of the ICC (the “Court of Arbitration”)
requesting the termination of the Franchise Agreement. Pursuant to Article 36(6)
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of the 2012 ICC Rules,4 due to the refusal of Pastificio, Amrest Holdings and La
Tagliatella (“Respondents”) to pay their share of the advance on costs, the Court
of Arbitration considered the claim withdrawn.
On 12 April 2016, safeguard proceedings were initiated with respect to
Claimant, and a judicial representative was appointed by the Pau Commercial
Court. On 5 December 2017, a safeguard plan was approved by judgment of the
Pau Commercial Court.
On 25 April 2018, La Tagliatella notified Tagli’Apau the termination of the
Franchise Agreement for failure of the latter to perform its contractual obligations.
By judgment of 2 April 2019, the Pau Commercial Court opened a judicial
liquidation procedure against Claimant and subsequently appointed a judicial
liquidator. In the course of these proceedings in front of the Pau Commercial Court,
the liquidator requested the termination of the Franchise Agreement.
Respondents objected to the jurisdiction of the French national court, i.e.,
Pau Commercial Court, claiming that the Franchise Agreement contained a valid
arbitration agreement. By judgement dated 26 May 2020, the Pau Commercial
Court upheld the jurisdictional objection raised by Respondents and consequently
declined its jurisdiction in favour of an ICC arbitral tribunal, pursuant to the
arbitration agreement.
Claimant appealed the Pau Commercial Court’s judgement, asserting that
the jurisdictional objection raised by Respondents was inadmissible, since the
latter had waived its right to rely on the arbitration agreement. Claimant alleged
that such waiver resulted from Respondents’ refusal to pay their share of the
advance on costs during the arbitration, which precluded them to later oppose
the jurisdiction of French national courts.
In its decision dated 5 November 2020, the Pau Court of Appeal confirmed the
judgement of the Pau Commercial Court, holding that:
(i) the principle of estoppel precludes a party to conduct itself in a manner
which is in contradiction with its previous actions. However, this
principle, that establishes the obligation of the parties to adopt a loyal
conduct during the proceedings, is only applicable under the conditions
that (1) it is related to a party’s claims and (2) concerns the same judicial
proceedings,
4
Article 36(6) of the 2012 ICC Rules reads “When a request for an advance on costs has not been
complied with, and after consultation with the arbitral tribunal, the Secretary General may direct the
arbitral tribunal to suspend its work and set a time limit, which must be not less than 15 days, on the
expiry of which the relevant claims shall be considered as withdrawn. Should the party in question wish
to object to this measure, it must make a request within the aforementioned period for the matter to be
decided by the Court.”, available at https://library.iccwbo.org/content/dr/RULES/RULE_ARB_2012_2.
htm?l1=Rules&l2=Arbitration+Rules, last accessed on 24 June 2022.
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(ii) the negative effect of the competence-competence principle shall be
given pre-eminence, since Claimant did not prove that the arbitration
agreement was manifestly void or inapplicable, as required by Article
1448 of the French Civil Procedure Code (the “CPC”),5
(iii) Article 36(5) of the 2012 ICC Rules6 provides for the possibility of
Claimant to pay the entire amount of the advance on costs, thus the
arbitration agreement cannot be deemed inapplicable on the basis of
Article 1448 CPC, due to the impossibility for Claimant, as alleged by its
liquidator, to pay the entire amount of the advance on costs and
(iv) the decision of the Court of Arbitration considering the claim withdrawn
had not been challenged by Claimant, although such challenge was
expressly provided under Article 36(6) of the 2012 ICC Rules.
Claimant challenged the decision of the Pau Court of Appeal before the French
Court of Cassation, on grounds of (1) distortion of the terms of Article 36(2) of the
2012 ICC Rules,7 as well as (2) violation of the principle of procedural loyalty, that
precludes a party to conduct itself in a way that contradicts its previous behaviour.
On the first ground, the Court of Cassation decided that the Pau Court of Appeal
distorted the terms of Article 36(2) of the 2012 ICC Rules when it ruled that
Claimant should have paid Respondents’ share of the advance on costs, despite
Article 36(2) providing that the ‘advance on costs (…) shall be payable in equal
shares by the claimant and the respondent.’
With respect to the second ground, the Court of Cassation concluded that the
party responsible for the withdrawal of a claim due to its refusal to pay its share
of the advance on costs, pursuant to the ICC Rules, is precluded, on the basis of
the principle of procedural loyalty, to object to the jurisdiction of national courts
by relying on the arbitration agreement.
Article 1448 CPC: “When a dispute subject to an arbitration agreement is brought before a court,
such court shall decline jurisdiction, except if an arbitral tribunal has not yet been seized of the dispute
and if the arbitration agreement is manifestly void or manifestly not applicable.” (English translation
of Decree No. 2011-48 of 13 January 2011, reforming the law governing arbitration, by Emmanuel
Gaillard, Nanou Leleu-Knobil and Daniela Pellarini).
5

Article 36(5) of the 2012 ICC Rules reads “The amount of any advance on costs fixed by the
Court pursuant to this Article 36 may be subject to readjustment at any time during the arbitration.
In all cases, any party shall be free to pay any other party's share of any advance on costs should
such other party fail to pay its share.”, available at https://library.iccwbo.org/content/dr/RULES/
RULE_ARB_2012_2.htm?l1=Rules&l2=Arbitration+Rules, last accessed on 24 June 2022.
6

7
Article 36(2) of the 2012 ICC Rules reads “As soon as practicable, the Court shall fix the advance
on costs in an amount likely to cover the fees and expenses of the arbitrators and the ICC administrative
expenses for the claims which have been referred to it by the parties, unless any claims are made under
Article 7 or 8 in which case Article 36(4) shall apply. The advance on costs fixed by the Court pursuant
to this Article 36(2) shall be payable in equal shares by the claimant and the respondent.”, available
at https://library.iccwbo.org/content/dr/RULES/RULE_ARB_2012_2.htm?l1=Rules&l2=Arbitratio
n+Rules, last accessed on 24 June 2022.
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2 Analysis of the decision

In the case at hand, even though Claimant relied both on (i) Article 1464 CPC
and (ii) the principle of procedural loyalty, the Court of Cassation ruled solely on
the principle of procedural loyalty. Although in the CPC, the principle of procedural
loyalty governs the conduct of the parties during the same proceedings,8 in the
decision at hand, the Court of Cassation applied the principle with respect to the
conduct of Respondents during two distinct proceedings – the initial arbitration
and the Pau Commercial Court procedure.
In the following paragraphs we will focus our analysis on the express
confirmation of the principle of procedural loyalty by the French Court of
Cassation (2.1) and the absence of consideration by the latter of the negative
effect of the competence-competence principle (2.2) and of the financial situation
of one of the parties (2.3).
The balance between the right of access to justice and a valid arbitration
agreement will be discussed at the end of this section (2.4).
2.1 The express confirmation of the principle of procedural loyalty by the
French Court of Cassation

The principle of procedural loyalty was first introduced, indirectly, by the Court
of Cassation in 1978,9 when it stated that, the parties to an arbitration agreement
could waive their right to rely on it. It went on to decide that the claimant who
submitted its claim with French courts, despite the existence of the arbitration
agreement, waived its right to rely on the said arbitration agreement.
In the case at hand, the Court of Cassation adopted its constant position with
regard to the principle of procedural loyalty, which has been restated on several
other occasions. In Macron et SARL International Display Design c/ Société des
Cartonnages de Pamfou,10 one of the parties objected to the jurisdiction of national
courts on the basis of the existence of the arbitration agreement. Once the award
had been rendered, however, the same party submitted an application to set
aside the award on the ground that the arbitral tribunal had wrongly upheld its
jurisdiction. The Paris Court of Appeal ruled that such conduct was in breach of
the party’s ‘procedural duty of loyalty and good faith.’
8

Marques, J.-J., Chronique d’arbitrage: et pour quelques dollars de plus, Dalloz, 19 May 2022.

Court of Cassation, First Civil Chamber, 6 June 1978, No. 77-10.835, available at https://www.
legifrance.gouv.fr/juri/id/JURITEXT000007000373, last accessed on 24 June 2022.
9

10
Paris Court of Appeal, 12 September 2002, Macron et SARL International Display Design c/
société des Cartonnages de Pamfou, Rev. arb. 2003. 173, M.-E. Boursier, available at https://wwwkluwerarbitration-com.ezp.sub.su.se/document/ipn24967?title=Revue%20de%20l%27Arbitrage,
last accessed on 24 June 2022.
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Eight years later, in 2010, the Court of Cassation outlined that the principle
of procedural loyalty is closely linked with the estoppel principle by ruling that
a party cannot, without contradicting itself to the detriment of the other party,
assert before the annulment judge that the recognition and enforcement of the
arbitral award violates international public policy.11
Before the Pau Court of Appeal, Claimant asserted violation of the estoppel
principle by Respondents, arguing that the latter was precluded to object to the
jurisdiction of national courts due to their refusal to pay the share of the advance
on costs during the arbitration.
As previously mentioned, the Pau Court of Appeal ruled that the conditions that
render the estoppel principle applicable had not been met in the case at hand, to
the extent that Respondents’ conduct (i) was related to two distinct proceedings
(during the initial arbitration and before the Pau Commercial Court) as opposed
to the same proceeding and (ii) did not concern a claim.
Although Claimant did not challenge the decision of the Pau Court of Appeal
with respect to the applicability of the estoppel principle, it is worth outlining
briefly the link that exists between the principle of procedural loyalty (on which
the Court of Cassation based its reasoning) and the estoppel principle (only dealt
with by the Pau Court of Appeal).
The Prime Minister’s report regarding the amendments to the French legal
provisions on arbitration12 indeed confirms the existence of a link between those two
principles under French law, by reference to Article 1466 CPC, which provides that:
“A party which, knowingly and without a legitimate reason, fails to object to an
irregularity before the arbitral tribunal in a timely manner shall be deemed to have
waived its right to avail itself of such irregularity.”13
According to the Prime Minister’s report: “Article 1466 CPC establishes the
estoppel principle, that has already been recognised by case law. This notion, originally
from Anglo-Saxon law, represents a procedural exception aimed at sanctioning, on the
basis of good faith, the contradictions in the conduct of party, the latter being bound
by its previous actions and thus precluded from asserting a new claim.”14
Historically, the concept of estoppel is derived from common law. It is based
on the fundamental requirement of good faith, which is found in all legal systems,
Court of Cassation, First Civil Chamber, 8 July 2010, No. 09-14.280, available at https://www.
legifrance.gouv.fr/juri/id/JURITEXT000022458086/, last accessed on 24 June 2022.
11

12
Report to the Prime Minister on Decree No. 2011-48 of 13 January 2011 on the reform of
arbitration, available at https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/jorf/id/JORFTEXT000023417498, last
accessed on 24 June 2022.
13
14
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both national and international15 and has been therefore given wide international
recognition.16
As emphasised by a PCA arbitral tribunal, the estoppel principle can be relied
upon as an issue of jurisdiction, admissibility, or related to the merits of the case:
‘[A]buse of process, estoppel and waiver are all to be qualified as defences to what
may otherwise be a valid claim. They have the effect that a right which existed at a
certain time can no longer be relied upon or enforced by the holder of that right.’17
Although in the case at hand the Court of Cassation was not invited to decide
on the Pau Court of Appeal’s decision regarding the applicability of the estoppel
principle, the Court of Cassation has long referred to the estoppel principle as
being an autonomous principle. The applicability of the principle was recognised
for the first time in relation to arbitration proceedings in the Golshani case,18 in
which the Court held that a party who did not raise objections to the jurisdiction
of the arbitral tribunal during the arbitration proceedings was precluded to
subsequently argue that the arbitral tribunal had rendered its decision in absence
or on the basis of an invalid arbitration agreement.
In the Tagli’Apau decision, by emphasising that Respondents had an inconsistent
conduct both during the initial arbitration and before the national courts - first, by
refusing to pay their share of the advance on costs, and, subsequently, by objecting
to the jurisdiction of the Pau Commercial Court - the Court of Cassation concluded
that Respondents had breached the principle of procedural loyalty. The sanction
applied by the Court of Cassation for such violation was the inadmissibility of
Respondents’ objection to the jurisdiction of French courts.
The Court’s solution is in line with its approach over the years towards the
nature of the sanction to be applied to a party’s contradictory conduct during
arbitration proceedings: that is the inadmissibility of a claim based on the
arbitration agreement.19
15
Amco v. Indonesia, ICSID, Decision on Jurisdiction, 25 September 1983, para. 47, available at
https://jusmundi.com/fr/document/decision/en-amco-asia-corporation-and-others-v-republic-ofindonesia-decision-on-jurisdiction-sunday-25th-september-1983, last accessed on 24 June 2022.
16
Crawford, J., Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law, 9th ed., Oxford University Press
2019, p. 421.

17
Chevron and TexPet v. Ecuador (I), PCA, Interim Award, 1 December 2008, para. 137, available
at https://jusmundi.com/en/document/decision/en-chevron-corporation-and-texaco-petroleumcompany-v-the-republic-of-ecuador-i-interim-award-monday-1st-december-2008, last accessed
on 24 June 2022.

Court of Cassation, First Civil Chamber, 6 July 2005, No. 01-15.912, available at https://www.
legifrance.gouv.fr/juri/id/JURITEXT000007050505/, last accessed on 24 June 2022.
18

Court of Cassation, 27 February 2009, No. 07-19.841, available at https://www.legifrance.
gouv.fr/juri/id/JURITEXT000020321498/; Court of Cassation, First Civil Chamber, 3 February 2010,
No. 08-21.288, available at https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/juri/id/JURITEXT000021787321/;
19
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2.2 The absence of consideration of the negative effect of the competencecompetence principle
Under French law, the negative effect of the competence-competence principle
is provided for under Article 1448 CPC. Pursuant to these provisions, national
courts shall decline jurisdiction in favour of the arbitral tribunal, without
verifying the jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal once the latter has already been
established.20 Where an arbitration agreement has been concluded with respect
to the dispute in question, only a manifestly void or inapplicable arbitration
agreement can render national courts competent to decide on the said dispute.21
The Pau Court of Appeal confirmed this principle in the Tagli’Apau decision by
emphasising that Claimant had failed to prove that the arbitration agreement was
manifestly void or inapplicable, as required by Article 1448 CPC. Moreover, the
Pau Court of Appeal ruled that Claimant had even confirmed the validity of the
arbitration agreement by submitting its request for arbitration with the Court of
Arbitration in 2016.
The Court of Cassation did not rule on the negative effect of the competencecompetence principle, but it considered instead the procedural behaviour of
Respondents, in order to conclude to the jurisdiction of the national courts.
Already in 2018, the Court of Cassation underlined the interplay between
the principle of procedural loyalty and the negative effect of the competencecompetence principle. In its Cosfibel decision, the Court held that the violation of the
principle of procedural loyalty allows the matter to be referred to national courts,
thus circumventing the negative effect of the competence-competence principle.22
Pursuant to Article 1448 CPC, in order to decide the objection to jurisdiction,
the judge is not allowed to analyse the merits of the case, if the arbitration
agreement is not manifestly void or manifestly not applicable.23 However, if
the national judge establishes that it needs to rule on the admissibility of the
objection, in order to reach its decision, the national judge is allowed to review
the procedural conduct of a party.
Therefore, the approach of the French Court of Cassation in the case at hand
is in line with the opinions developed by the same Court under Article 1448
Court of Cassation, Commercial Chamber, 20 September 2011, No. 10-22.888, available at
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/juri/id/JURITEXT000024588888, all last accessed on 24 June 2022.
20
Chapter 7: International Arbitration Agreements and Competence-Competence, in Gary B. Born,
International Commercial Arbitration, 3rd edition; Kluwer Law International 2021, paras. 1148-1149.
21
Clavel-Thoraval, J., Loyauté procédurale: fin de l’instrumentalisation de la convention
d’arbitrage?, Gazette du Palais, 5 April 2022, No. 1.

22
Court of Cassation, First Civil Chamber, 28 February 2018, Cosfibel Premium c/ First Smart
Asia, No. 16-27.823, available at https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/juri/id/JURITEXT000036697116,
last accessed on 24 June 2022.
23
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CPC: the Court did not review the merits of the case but, rather, considered that
it could review Respondents’ procedural conduct since it had to rule upon the
admissibility of the objection.
By contrast, had the Court of Cassation concluded that the issue before it
referred to Respondents’ alleged waiver to rely on the arbitration agreement
(inferred from their refusal to pay the share of the advance on arbitral costs – but
without the arbitration agreement being manifestly inapplicable) this would have
obliged the Court of Cassation to rely on the negative effect of the competencecompetence principle and refer the question to the arbitral tribunal, pursuant to
Article 1465 CPC.24
Most commentators of the Tagli’Apau decision are somehow reluctant as
to the solution reached by the Court of Cassation. This reluctance is based on
the fact that, in light of the Court’s decision, parties could seemingly rely on the
inadmissibility objection in order to trigger the national courts’ review of the
procedural conduct of the other party, notwithstanding that an arbitral tribunal
would have otherwise been competent.25
Nonetheless, some practitioners have shared distinct views, opining that
the Court of Cassation rightly decided not to rely on the negative effect of the
competence-competence principle, but instead review the procedural behaviour
of Respondent. The approach suggested is that if the arbitral tribunal cannot be
established, due to a party’ inconsistent conduct, then it is the national judge’s
responsibility to analyse and rule upon such behaviour - since that party is
precluded from opposing the jurisdiction of national courts by relying on the
arbitration agreement.26
2.3 The absence of consideration of the financial situation of one of the
parties

The only specific circumstance of the parties in the Tagli’Apau case is the
impecuniosity of the Claimant, but this argument was not raised before the French
Court of Cassation and therefore not discussed by the latter.
The Pau Court of Appeal did however touch upon the impecuniosity of
the parties in its decision. It decided that the binding force of the arbitration
agreement is independent of the financial situation of one of its signatories. And
further stated that the party which refers to its impecuniosity cannot rely on this
24
Article 1465 CPC: “The arbitral tribunal has exclusive jurisdiction to rule on objections to its
jurisdiction.” (English translation of Decree No. 2011-48 of 13 January 2011, reforming the law
governing arbitration, by Emmanuel Gaillard, Nanou Leleu-Knobil and Daniela Pellarini).
25

Marques, J.-J., Chronique d’arbitrage: et pour quelques dollars de plus, Dalloz, 19 May 2022.

Clavel-Thoraval, J., Loyauté procédurale: fin de l’instrumentalisation de la convention
d’arbitrage?,Gazette du Palais, 5 April 2022, No. 1.
26
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circumstance to avoid the jurisdiction of an arbitral tribunal. This position was
already confirmed in other cases.
In Lola Fleurs, 27 the Paris Court of Appeal concluded that a manifestly
inapplicable arbitration agreement cannot be inferred from the alleged incapacity
of a party (the claimant) to pay the costs of arbitration, due to its impecuniosity,
or from the denial of justice that might result from it. This approach was recently
restated in Carrefour Proximité France.28
It is important therefore to note that the Tagli’Apau decision is not a decision
favourable to the financially weak party: it is a decision rendered independently
of the financial situation of the parties.29
2.4 The balance between the right of access to justice and a valid arbitration
agreement

The solution reached by the French Court of Cassation might be regarded
as guaranteeing the right of access to justice - also referred to by the Court in
its reasoning. However, some authors have emphasised the need for a balance
between, on the one hand, the right of access to justice and, on the other hand,
recourse to arbitration.30
This could not be achieved under the 2012 ICC Rules. The 2012 or the recent
versions of the ICC Rules do not provide solutions in order to overcome situations
such as the one that emerged in the case at hand (i.e., the withdrawal of Claimant’s
arbitration claims based on its impecuniosity). Article 36(5) of the 2012 ICC Rules
provides that ‘any party shall be free to pay any other party's share of any advance

Paris Court of Appeal, 26 February 2013, Lola Fleurs, No. 12/12953: “Considering secondly
that the manifestly inapplicable nature of the arbitration clause cannot be inferred from the alleged
inability of C.J. to bear the costs of such proceedings due to its financial situation and the denial of
justice which would then result therefrom; that in any case it is up to the arbitral tribunal to guarantee
the access to justice, any failure on its part on this point being likely to be subsequently penalized;That
consequently it is with good reason, in application of the competence-competence principle, that the
arbitrator has priority in ruling on its own competence, that the Paris Commercial Court declared itself
incompetent.” (English translation by author), available at https://www.dalloz.fr/documentation/
Document?id=CA_PARIS_2013-02-26_1212953, last accessed on 24 June 2022.
27

Paris Court of Appeal, 30 June 2021, No. 21/02568, Carrefour Proximité France: “However,
the impecuniosity of a party is not in itself able to lead to the preclusion of the application of the
competence-competence principle. The impecuniosity does not constitute, in fact, a criterion likely
to characterize the manifest inapplicability of an arbitration clause and it is up to the participants
to arbitration to rule out any risk of denial of justice when the claimant is facing financial
problems.” (English translation by author), available at https://www.dalloz.fr/documentation/
Document?id=CA_PARIS_2021-05-19_2102568, last accessed on 24 June 2022.
28

29

Marques, J.-J., Chronique d’arbitrage: et pour quelques dollars de plus, Dalloz, 19 May 2022.

De Fontmichel, M., Droit d'accès au juge: lorsque le principe de loyauté en droit de l'arbitrage
domine les stratégies contentieuses du défendeur, La Semaine Juridique Edition Générale No. 17, 2
May 2022, 553.
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on costs should such other party fail to pay its share.’ Should that party refuse to
pay for the other party’s share, Article 36(6) of the 2012 ICC Rules subsequently
offers the possibility to challenge the decision of the Court of Arbitration that
considered the claims as being withdrawn, based on the failure to comply with
the advance on costs.
The Pau Court of Appeal outlined the fact that Claimant had not challenged
the decision of the Court of Arbitration that considered the claim withdrawn.
That aspect appears to have been completely disregarded by the French Court of
Cassation. Therefore, a legitimate question arises: to what extent can Claimant
argue that his right of access to justice has been violated when it accepted an
ICC arbitration clause, if the ICC Rules clearly state that, in case respondent does
not pay its share, in order for the arbitration to continue, claimant should cover
respondent’s share.
A parallel could be drawn here with the 2015 High Court of the Republic of
Singapore’s decision AQZ v ARA.31 In this case, the parties concluded an arbitration
agreement in 2009 that provided for the resolution of the disputes by a three-member
arbitral tribunal pursuant to the arbitration rules of the Singapore International
Arbitration Centre (“SIAC Rules”). At the time the arbitration agreement was
concluded, the 2007 version of the SIAC Rules was in force and it did not provide
for an expedited procedure. Later in 2013, claimant commenced the arbitration
proceedings in accordance with the expedited procedure, provided under Rule 5
of the 2010 version of the SIAC Rules, which stipulated that the arbitral tribunal
shall be composed of a sole arbitrator.
The arbitrator found that it had jurisdiction and subsequently rendered
its award on the merits. Respondent applied to the Singaporean courts to set
aside the award on several grounds, among which the non-compliance of the
composition of the arbitral tribunal with the agreement of the parties, arguing
that the arbitration agreement provided for a three-member arbitral tribunal.
The Singapore High Court upheld the solution in the award and found that the
arbitration agreement was valid and binding on the parties, the terms of which
could be overridden by the rules of the arbitral institution, given that they were
incorporated in the agreement of the parties by being referred thereinto. Moreover,
the court emphasised that the interpretation of the arbitration agreement should
result in recognising the SIAC President’s discretion to appoint a sole arbitrator.
Going back to the case at hand, the Pau Court of Appeal suggested for Article
36(5) of the 2012 ICC Rules to be interpreted as Claimant bearing alone the
advance on costs, if Respondents fail to pay their share. Nonetheless, the Pau
Court of Appeal also outlined that Article 36 did not impose an obligation on
Respondents to pay their share of the advance on costs.
AQZ v. ARA. [2015] SGHC 49 available at http://www.uncitral.org/docs/clout/SGP/
SGP_130215_FT.pdf , last accessed on 24 June 2022.
31
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However, the 2012 ICC Rules have been incorporated in the arbitration
agreement of the parties, which means that Claimant knew or ought to have
known that, whereas Respondents failed to pay their share of the advance on
costs, it had to pay the entire amount of the advance on costs if it wished the
arbitration procedure to continue.
Some authors have argued that the case at hand is less about the inconsistent
conduct of one party and more about the inability of the arbitral institutions to
effectively find a solution, guaranteeing the respect of fundamental procedural
principles.32
In this respect, the author is of the view that while parties should rely on all the
solutions provided for by arbitral institutions in order to ensure implementation
of the arbitration agreement, arbitral institutions themselves should continue
developing more efficient solutions in order to guarantee the right of access to
justice and avoid situations in which national courts become the last and only
forum for resolving a dispute.

3 Practical takeaways

For respondents, the decision not to pay their share of the advance on costs
should be taken keeping in mind that the consequence of such decision is that
they will not be able to rely on the arbitration agreement in order to object
the jurisdiction of national courts. The unknown element when making such a
decision is the attitude of the claimant faced with a refusal, i.e., decision to cover
respondent’s share or not.
For claimants, agreeing to include an arbitration clause in the agreement should
first imply having the financial resources to cover the entire costs of an arbitral
procedure or finding sources of financing. And in case of a deadlock situation,
use all the recourses offered by the arbitration rules in order to challenge the
withdrawal of the arbitral procedure.

De Fontmichel, M., Droit d'accès au juge: lorsque le principe de loyauté en droit de l'arbitrage
domine les stratégies contentieuses du défendeur, La Semaine Juridique Edition Générale No. 17,
2 May 2022, 553.
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ABSTRACT
Following its tradition, the Faculty of Law of the University of Bucharest took
part in the Phillip C. Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition2, in which
the author had the opportunity to be a competitor in two consecutive years,
2021 and 2022. Below, the author summarizes the Jessup competition issues
of law that the year 2022 problem provided and the importance of the Jessup
competition for a law student. This paper, therefore, aims to be a reflection not
only upon the legal and factual aspects that participating in a moot court entail,
but also to address the complementarity that these types of competitions
should have in relation to the knowledge gained as a law student so as to ensure
a complete development of a future legal practitioner.
Keywords: moot courts; Jessup Competition; International Court of Justice;
public international law; cyberlaw; student experience; legal research
REZUMAT
Facultatea de Drept a Universității din București a participat, așa cum a devenit
o tradiție, la concursul internațional de procese simulate „Phillip C. Jessup”. În
doi ani consecutivi, 2021 și 2022 autorul a avut ocazia de a fi membru al echipei
participante. În cele ce urmează, autorul sintetizează atât ceea ce presupune
competiția Jessup, cu referire atât la problemele de drept pe care le-a oferit
tema din acest an, cât și la importanța competiției Jessup pentru un student
la drept. Prin urmare, acest material tinde a fi o reflecție nu doar asupra
aspectelor de drept și de fapt pe care le presupune participarea la un concurs
de procese simulate, ci și o abordare a complementarității pe care aceste tipuri
de concursuri ar trebui să o aibă în raport cu cunoștințele dobândite ca student
1
Maria-Ruxandra Bodea is a 4th year law student of the Faculty of Law, University of Bucharest.
She may be contacted at email mariaruxandrabodea@gmail.com.

The Official Phillip C. Jessup Moot Court Website - https://www.ilsa.org/about-jessup/, last
accessed on 20 June 2022.
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la drept, astfel încât să se asigure o dezvoltare completă a unui viitor practician
al dreptului.
Cuvinte cheie: concurs de procese simulate; concursul Jessup, Curtea
Internațională de Justiție; drept internațional public; dreptul cyberspațiului;
experiența studenților; cercetare

In the following pages the author will address in a tripartite structure the
Jessup Competition, what it is and what it consists of, while referring specifically
to the 2022 Jessup Problem and the legal problems it conveyed. Subsequently, the
author would like to point out three of the most predominant aspects the Jessup
Competition entails and, finally, address its importance.

1. The Phillip C. Jessup International Law
Moot Court Competition

1.1. About the Competition
The Phillip C. Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition is the
biggest and one of the most prestigious moot court competitions in the world.
It is directed towards law students, either studying towards their Bachelor’s or
Master’s degrees. The premise of the competition is quite simple: in September
every year, the International Law Students Association3 releases the Problem
for that year, an approximately 15-20 pages statement of facts describing the
relationship between two fictional states. It details the history of the two states
and the circumstances which lead to a dispute. Four main law problems can be
derived from the statement of facts, three substantial and one procedural.
The competition consists of two phases: writing of the memorials and the
pleadings phase. Each team is supposed to write two memorials, one for the
Applicant State and one for the Respondent, addressing each of the four law
problems in favour of their party. After the memorials are submitted, each team
prepares for the pleadings. In general, before participating in the international
competition, one must pass through the National Rounds and, if they qualify,
they move directly to the International Rounds. The latter contains Preliminary
Rounds, where each team pleads twice for Applicant and twice for Respondent.
Based on their scores, less than half of the teams go to the Advanced Rounds,
where they plead again, following the same structure. A master score of
Preliminary and Advanced Rounds is made to decide which teams advance to the
Exhibition (or knock-out) Rounds. From there each team pleads once until only
The Official International Law Students Association Website - https://www.ilsa.org/, last accessed
on 20 June 2022.
3
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two teams remain and it is time for the Final Round, judged by actual judges of
the International Court of Justice (“ICJ”).
Although for the 2021 Jessup there were no National Rounds, the Faculty of
Law-University of Bucharest team participated in the Brazilian International
Rounds where it took the 2nd overall place as a team. In the Global Rounds, the
Faculty of Law-University of Bucharest team reached the Advanced Rounds
and the author together with a teammate were placed in the Top 100 Oralists.
In the 2022 Jessup, the Faculty of Law-University of Bucharest team won the
Romanian National Rounds, and the author held the highest pleadings score. At
the International Rounds, the team reached again the Advanced Rounds and the
author was in the Top 50 Oralists.
1.2. The 2022 Jessup Problem

To better understand the legal issues of this year’s problem, a summary
of the facts of the case is provided. The Applicant and the Respondent were
neighbouring States in a peninsula that was under colonial rule until the end
of the Second World War. They were not the only two States in the peninsula
and, after gaining their independence a question arose as to what should happen
to the third State, which was much more underdeveloped than the two. After
countless discussions and the involvement of the United Nations in this issue and
after concluding an international treaty, it was decided that this third State should
become a province of the Applicant with the possibility (also stipulated in the
treaty) to hold a referendum in order to decide whether to become independent
or not. At the end of 2020, it was determined in the Parliament of the Applicant
to hold such a referendum at the beginning of March 2021. The Respondent
State supported the cause of the province’s independence, and, in this respect, it
decided to promote a covert disinformation campaign on a highly popular media
platform to encourage the voters toward independence. This campaign would
be materialized through the enforcement of a botnet4 effectively controlled by a
non-governmental foundation residing in the Applicant State. The botnet affected
the devices of both the Applicant’s and the Respondent’s citizens. The botnet was
taken down through an operation led by the Applicant. This operation affected
all the devices infected with the botnet, but, at the time of the enforcement, the
Applicant wasn’t explicitly aware of which devices were infected. The Applicant
became aware of these circumstances only after the wife of the Respondent’s
ambassador in the Applicant State was involved in a car accident that led to the
death of a young citizen of the Applicant. She was apparently highly intoxicated,
and she was detained by the police together with her bag which contained
diplomatic documents detailing the actions of the Respondent concerning the
disinformation campaign. The documents were sent to their intelligence agency.
A network of private computers each of which is infected with Malware and is remotely
controlled as a group by a hacker.
4
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Before the enforcement of the takedown operation, but simultaneously with
the spread of disinformation, a Respondent citizen, but also a resident of the
Applicant, in support of the province’s independence, started spreading all types
of information (including fake news) until his account was suspended for a year at
the request of the Applicant. Subsequently, the suspension was judicially extended
beyond that year.
The two States tried to settle the matter out of court through ad-hoc conciliation
meetings, which were consensually recorded, but failed, and therefore submitted
to the Registrar of the International Court of Justice a Special Agreement. The
Applicant stated that it intends to use both the diplomatic documents and the
ad-hoc conciliation meeting recording.
There are four main problems: (i) whether the documents and the recording
are admissible as evidence, (ii) whether the disinformation campaign entails the
State responsibility of the Respondent, (iii) whether the suspension order was
lawful and, if not, whether the Applicant should be obligated to rescind the order,
and (iv) whether the takedown operation was consistent with international law.
In the interest of thoroughness and brevity, the author refers only two of the four
issues, both from the perspective of the Applicant State and the Respondent State,
namely the evidence and the election problem.

1.2.1. The Evidence Problem
The Applicant illegally obtained evidence (while breaching the personal
inviolability5 of a person enjoying the privileges and immunities recognized
by the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations and immunity of diplomatic
archives)6. However, the evidence proved the interference of the Respondent State
in the Applicant’s referendum.
The evidentiary regime generally applicable is the free admissibility of
evidence. While there are no express provisions that would address the issue
of inadmissibility based on substantial aspects (such as unlawful procurement),
one could argue that a general principle of law exists, of the inadmissibility
of illegally obtained evidence, as a binding rule of law. However, international
tribunals, rather than ab initio excluding illegally obtained evidence based on of
their unlawful obtainment, assess whether the usage of such documents could
cause damage to the integrity of the proceedings,7 whether they are reliable and/
Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations – Article 29: The person of a diplomatic agent shall be
inviolable. He shall not be liable to any form of arrest or detention. The receiving State shall treat him with
due respect and shall take all appropriate steps to prevent any attack on his person, freedom or dignity.
5

6
Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations – Article 24: The archives and documents of the
mission shall be inviolable at any time and wherever they may be.

EDF (Services) Limited v. Romania, ICSID Case no. ARB/05/13, Procedural Order no. 3
(29 August 2008) 47.
7
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or had value to the proceedings8 and in general apply a balance of interests test to
determine whether they should admit or reject the evidence.9 Therefore, rather
than proving the existence of a binding rule which would provide that illegally
procured evidence are inadmissible solely on this basis, one must turn to the need
to apply the balancing of interests.
It could be argued that, since the evidence is instrumental upon the merits
of the case, their usage should prevail since they prove that the actions of a nongovernmental foundation are attributable to the Respondent State and that the
Respondent State interfered in a democratic voting process with no justifiable
legal or moral reason while following their own political agenda. What the
Respondent did, while not impossible to comprehend, could be argued to be an
incredibly grave breach of international law in a domain that affects more and
more States at the moment. However, it could also be argued that the breach of
diplomatic inviolability cannot be considered as a secondary interest in nature.
This would be consistent with the ICJ’s previous decisions.10
Moreover, there is also the issue of policy; should the ICJ admit the evidence,
it could become a justification for any other State to breach the principles of
diplomatic law to gather evidence. It would, as such, create a chaotic situation
and would generate diplomatic conflicts between States. The International Court
of Justice is the principal judicial organ of the United Nations and it is called upon
to uphold the rule of law and apply it. On the other hand, the decisions of the ICJ
are not binding to other States, so no other State could rely upon the usage of
these documents should they be admitted. This is also supported by the decision
in the Corfu Channel case where the Court used illegally obtained evidence and
there was no increase in unlawful activities of a State directed towards another.11

1.2.2. The Election Problem
The interference in the referendum problem was a controversial one. Not only
because it is very uncertain in kind, but also because it touches upon real-life
situations between real States. There are two main problems: can we consider
the actions of the non-governmental foundation attributable to the Respondent
and, if so, are these actions sufficient in nature and intensity to constitute a breach
Dalmine v. Commission, Court of Justice of the European Union, Case C-407/04 (25 January
2007) 72; Prosecutor v. Radoslav Brdjanin, International Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia, Case no. IT-99-36-T, Decision on the Defence, Objection to Intercept Evidence, Trial
Chamber II (3 October 2020).
8

9
Special Tribunal for Lebanon, Prosecutor v. Ayyash, Decision on the admissibility of WikiLeaks
Documents, Case no. 11-01/T/TC, ICL 1051 (STL 2015) (21 May 2015).

10
United States Diplomatic and Consular Staff in Tehran (United States v. Iran) (Jurisdiction and
Admissibility) Judgment [1980] ICJ Rep 36.
11

Corfu Channel (United Kingdom v. Albania) (Merits) Judgment [1949] ICJ Rep 35.
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of international law, specifically to constitute an unlawful intervention in the
Applicant State.
Turning to attribution, the foundation was not an organ of the Respondent
State, therefore, the actions of the foundation could have been considered the
actions of the Respondent if the foundation was acting under the instructions,
direction or control of the Respondent.12 It is a question of whether control existed
and, if it did, whether its degree was sufficient to constitute attribution. There are
three important relevant judicial decisions: the Military and Paramilitary Activities
in and Against Nicaragua (“Nicaragua case”) decided by the ICJ, the Tadić Case
(the decision of the Appeals Chamber) of the International Criminal Tribunal for
the Former Yugoslavia (“ICTY”) and the decision of the ICJ in the Application on
the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide between
Bosnia and Herzegovina v. Serbia and Montenegro (“Bosnian Genocide case”).
In the Nicaragua case the Court set an incredibly high standard to prove,
referring to effective control, by stating that, if it cannot be proven that the entity
could have acted without the help of the State (standard described as complete
dependence), there is no attribution.13 In Tadić, the Tribunal stated that the
standard should either be of overall or effective control depending on the type
of entity involved.14 The solution to this problem of interpretation seems to be
given by the ICJ in the Bosnian Genocide case. The Court took into consideration its
previous decision in the Nicaragua case and the findings of the ICTY in the Tadić
case and dissented from both. It concluded that the standard applicable is effective
control, but the standard of complete dependence applied in the Nicaragua case
referred to de facto agency and not to the standard of control.15
After the issue of attribution, the problem was whether the actions could
be considered to be in breach of international law, specifically if they could be
regarded as an unlawful intervention in violation of the Charter of the United
Nations and customary international law. Unlawful intervention exists where a
State interferes in the reserved domain of the State16 in a coercive manner.
International Law Commission, Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally
Wrongful Acts, Article 8: The conduct of a person or group of persons shall be considered an act of a
State under international law if the person or group of persons is in fact acting on the instructions of,
or under the direction or control of, that State in carrying out the conduct.
12

13
Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v. United States of
America) (Merits) Judgment [1986] ICJ Rep 115.
14
Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadić, International Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, Case no. IT-94-1-A
(Appeal Judgement) (15 July 1999) 132.

15
Application of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide
(Bosnia and Herzegovina v. Serbia and Montenegro) (Merits) Judgment [2007] ICJ Rep 400.

The reserved domain has been defined by the Court in the Nicaragua Case as containing
matters in “which each State is permitted, by the principle of State sovereignty to decide freely”
16
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Therefore, the question was whether the referendum was a matter of the internal
or external affairs of the Applicant State and, in principle, the choice of a political
system and elections, in general, fall in the reserved domain of the State. However,
for an intervention to exist, it must also be coercive in kind. Coercion wasn’t defined
by the ICJ. The doctrine recognizes that, in the context of cyberspace, a coercive act
is an act designed to deprive the State of the freedom of choice.17 However, in the
context of spreading disinformation, it also distinguishes between coercion and
propaganda, the latter which in general cannot be regarded as coercive in kind.18
Therefore, it depends on how one describes the actions taken by the Respondent.
A factual-centric approach could lead to the conclusion that the disinformation
was coercive by taking into consideration the actual impact, the popularity and viral
character of the information that was spread and theories of social conflict. However,
a formal interpretation of the law applicable could lead to the opposing conclusion.
The principle of non-intervention is a rule of customary international law. For
customary international law to exist one must demonstrate both the existence
of state practice and opinio juris. In the context of election disinformation, the
actions, behaviours and perceptions of States are not conclusive. While it might
constitute prohibited intervention, the mere existence of disinformation is
insufficient to determine the existence of a breach of international law.19

2. Preparing for the Jessup Competition

The Jessup competition experience involves an exceptional amount of work,
as was the case in both years the author participated, but there is nothing that
compares with the enthusiasm and beauty of pleading. The students spend
months preparing each argument, each word that they use and each conclusion
that they reach, and it culminates in 20 minutes to prove oneself with all the work

(Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v. United States of America)
(Merits) Judgment [1986] ICJ Rep 205).
17
Michael N. Schmitt, Tallinn Manual 2.0 on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Operations,
2nd edition, Cambridge University Press, 2017, p. 317.
18

idem, pp. 318-319.

States such as Australia (Annex B: Australian Government, Australia's position on how
international law applies to State conduct in cyberspace, 2020), Israel (Roy Schöndorff – Israel
Ministry of Justice, Israel’s perspective on key legal and practical issues concerning the application
of international law to cyber operations, 8 December 2020), Japan (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Basic
position of the government of Japan on international law applicable to cyberoperations, 16 June
2021, pp. 2-3), Norway (UNGA, UN Doc A/76/136, 68-69), Singapore (UNGA, UN Doc A/76/136, 88),
Switzerland (Federal Department of Foreign Affairs, Switzerland’s position paper on the application
of international law in cyberspace, May 2021, 3) and the United States of America (UNGA, UN Doc
A/76/136 pp. 139-140) express the opinion that the mere spread of disinformation is insufficient
in and of itself to constitute a prohibited intervention.
19
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one dedicated to the team. The anxieties that come with this moment have nothing
on the passion and eagerness that could be expressed through every word.
There are no right legal answers or solutions to find. There were arguments
that could be made, interpretations that could be supported by the facts, by legal
provisions and by case-law. Public International Law unlike any other domain of
law, is not overflowing with regulatory frameworks as most other areas of law.
It does not excessively foresee and provide for every situation that may arise in
practice; it does not have the formalism to which one becomes accustomed in Law
School. The relationships between States and their interactions do not adhere
to a strict legal code governing interactions, obligations, sanctions and ways to
execute them. While its legal provisions exist and can be enforced in certain ways,
Public International Law also takes into consideration the impact on international
society and the yearning need to conserve international peace and diplomatic
relations, which at times cannot be achieved by merely stating the applicable law,
with the advantages and disadvantages that this approach comes with. Therefore,
in addressing any of the claims or counterclaims that one needed to argue upon,
it was rather the craftmanship of the interpretation which took centre stage. The
beauty and realism in this approach is unwavering. With a changed perception
one starts to craft and perfect arguments, to search for support of the theories
and solutions addressed, to try understanding the international legal and political
system. While the research exceeds the applicable law and doctrine, and therefore
is of a substantial quantity, what helps in this is competitiveness. While it is a
valuable skill, one also learns to tame its less appealing aspects.
While during preparation there are difficult moments, there is nothing that
compares to the emotions one gathers before the pleading. There are so many things
that one would think could go wrong, so many questions that one could be asked, so
many mistakes that one could make that would only prove the work dedicated was
in vain. Despite all of this, for 17 times the author started her pleading during the
competition (and for other countless times while team rehearsing), taking 17 leaps
of faith and 17 moments of pure enthusiasm, passion and ambition. While making
mistakes, as it was inevitable, and learning from all of them.
Therefore, below the author emphasises three of the most important aspects
that the author learnt in two years as a Jessup competitor because, while the
pleading consists of 20 minutes, to reach that point one must have structure,
discipline and work ethic and one must dedicate an enormous amount of research.
2.1. Structure, discipline and work ethic

There are about nine months of preparing for the Jessup competition. There
are many downs and many ups. There are difficult situations, there are tense
moments, there is a lot of happiness and an incredible amount of work. To reach
160
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the high point of the competition, which is the pleadings phase, in a prepared and
sane fashion, one must have patience, work ethic and discipline.
The Jessup competition must be, if not the only academic priority, one of the
main ones. There is an intense number of hours that need to be dedicated to the
competition to ensure that one is prepared. However, chaotically dedicating those
hours is not enough. This is where structure comes into play. To procrastinate,
while theoretically possible, is inefficient and stressful, to say the least. There
is a minimum of 2-3 hours per day that need to be spent researching, drafting,
and rehearsing. While not technically impossible to spend at least 14 hours the
day before the deadline working tirelessly, it is not only counter-productive but
also ineffective. One needs time to consider the arguments they are creating,
needs the patience to understand all the nuances of the problems that they are
addressing. Therefore, apart from a determined amount of time that needs to be
spent working for the competition, this time needs to be structured on different
days. Once structured, the work ethic must be regarded. The team had a schedule
of work that needed to be done for the competition weekly and sometimes it took
all the discipline to stick to that schedule. The Jessup competition is not a sprint,
it is a marathon. The work that students dedicate, the hours and the attention
need to be structured so as to guarantee not only the quality of the arguments that
they present, but also that they do not reach a breaking point. It can be incredibly
tenuous. There are many difficult moments. It takes a lot of energy; it is however
worth it.
2.2. Research

Research is an essential element of this competition. If the moment when the
research starts is clear one cannot point to a moment when the research concluded
during the competition. There was no stage in the 7 months dedicated to the
competition in the previous academic year and the 9 months of this academic year
when the team felt that it had reached a sufficient level for their arguments and
conclusions. Not for lack of trying, but as for any subject, if one dedicates sufficient
time, it has the complexity of a small infinity. There are always new elements,
new ideas, and new approaches. It can be framed as a strenuous process, and it
certainly is.
The difficulty concerning research also comes from the difference that can
be drawn to what law students are used to. In general, the types of exercises law
students are exposed to always have a right reasoning and a right answer. The
Jessup Problem does not have this characteristic. The Problem is written in such a
way that it can be argued from different perspectives, that you can reach different
conclusions, and that you can pick and choose the arguments that you wish to use.
It truly exposes the team members to the intricacies and comprehensiveness of
real-life situations where the answer cannot be found in a book. Of course, the
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types of exercises that one gets used to in law school are not ineffective. However,
in the author’s opinion, they are insufficient for the complete development of a
student, which is why, although it is stressful and it is gruelling, it is also one of
the most important lessons the author has learned in four years of law school.
Therefore, the aforementioned complexity of the Jessup Problem needs to be
paired with an incredible amount of research. Since there is no right answer, the
team member can get asked any questions, from any perspective, legal, moral,
political, practical or rational and more. To know the law and the facts of the case
is insufficient. They must also be prepared to answer why to any argument and
any conclusion. ‘Because that is what the treaty says’ is not a good answer. They
should consider the impact of applying the law to a certain situation, to consider
the political nature of international law. Each argument had behind it hours
spent researching both the law and the logical reasoning supporting a particular
solution. It must correspond to the applicable law, it must be supported by case
law, it must be anathema to the attitude of the States to that rule of law and it must
be logical. Research is therefore essential.
2.3. The team

Starting with October 2020 before the Jessup 2021 and after two years, two
incredible teams and two brilliant coaches, one finds that being enthusiastic for
what you work for is an essential element, but having an enthusiastic, passionate
team is beyond that. All the author’s teammates, Maria Ghorashi, Cătălin Apătean,
Mihai Bădescu (2021 team), Elena Câdă, Denisa Călin, Sara Ghinea and Georgiana
Lazăr (2022 team) were incredibly dedicated and intelligent, hardworking, and
passionate people and it has been a great pleasure to be able to share with them
the experience of the Jessup moot court, to impart the happy, the sad, the stressful
moments, the calls at night which lasted for hours to discuss arguments and
approaches, the concern at 5 am in the morning before the announcements, the
silent resignation when the team knew that the competition ended, the maddening
enthusiasm before the rounds and the hugs after them.
It was another opportunity for the team to have benefited of two talented
people as coaches, lect. univ. dr. Elena Lazăr and assist. univ. dr. Victor Stoica
from which they borrowed the passion for Public International Law, so they could
subsequently be able to build their own. The team members had the chance to
consolidate the foundation upon which they can now build as they are concluding
their years as a student. They were provided with the patience only a teacher
can have and the guidance only an accomplished legal practitioner could award.
Regarding all these wonderful people, the team members can only hope that they
will be able at some point to thank them enough.
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3. The importance of moot courts

The importance of international moot courts can be encapsulated in the
complementarity they have with the academic knowledge acquired in university.
During the four years of university, through countless courses and seminars,
emphasis is placed on acquiring knowledge of the legal system in general, in its
interpretation and application and acquiring knowledge of specific areas of law.
However, although they are fundamentally important, they are insufficient if they
are not complemented by knowledge about structuring an argument, researching
a particular field, and balancing long-term efforts. This is where international
competitions come in. For the Faculty of Law-University of Bucharest team, the
Jessup experience meant developing and consolidating their research style, which
they used so far in practice and which they will continue to use; it meant perfecting
discipline and work ethic and it meant developing themselves professionally.
In the end, what the team members are left with are passion and enthusiasm;
with people they can consider friends and with countless happy memories.
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ÎN REVISTA ROMÂNĂ DE ARBITRAJ
1. Trimiterea unei lucrări în vederea publicării în Revista Română de Arbitraj, sub
rezerva acceptării sale de către Redacția revistei, constituie consimțământul autorului
pentru cesiunea dreptului de autor în următoarele condiții generale:

2. Redacția va accepta lucrarea cu condiția ca aceasta să corespundă într-o măsură
rezonabilă, ca nivel și stil, considerând un minim necesar pentru a fi acceptată,
următoarele:
-

nivel științific corespunzător;
respectarea criteriilor de etică și integritate academică privind respectarea
proprietății intelectuale și a drepturilor de autor disponibile la: http://old.unibuc.
ro/n/despre/Codul_de_etica_al_Universitatii_din_Bucuresti.php
tema lucrării să fie actuală și aferentă tematicii arbitrajului;
lucrarea să conțină un aport de noutate față de doctrina existentă;
conținutul lucrării să fie adus la zi cu legislația în vigoare în momentul predării.

Nu se poate da acordul pentru publicare în avans, doar pe baza de propuneri de temă
sau rezumate.
Transmiterea materialelor către Redacția Revistei Române de Arbitraj nu impune
obligativitatea publicării acestora. Dacă lucrarea nu corespunde, Redacția și Editura
au dreptul să refuze publicarea acesteia în forma prezentată sau să ceară autorului
modificarea lucrării conform standardelor revistei.

3. Autorul cedează Redacţiei, conform Legii nr. 8/1996 privind dreptul de autor și
drepturile conexe următoarele drepturi:
– drepturile de reproducere și distribuire a lucrării pe format hârtie, în cadrul unui
număr al Revistei Române de Arbitraj în care are loc publicarea;
– drepturile de reproducere și distribuire a lucrării publicate în Revista Română de
Arbitraj pe format electronic, pe toată durata lor de existență;
– drepturile de reproducere și distribuire a lucrării publicate în Revista Română
de Arbitraj în format electronic, pe toată durata lor de existență în bazele de date
sintact.ro, Kluwer Arbitration și HeinOnline fără a se limita la acestea, toate fiind
baze de date în care se publică în scop științific Revista Română de Arbitraj;
4. Materialele înaintate Redacției spre publicare se vor trimite la adresa de e-mail:
rra@ccir.ro și vor respecta următoarele condiții:
– articolele se vor transmite în limba română sau în limba engleză, în format Word și
vor fi redactate cu diacritice, fără greșeli gramaticale, cu respectarea abrevierilor
indicate în paginile revistei. Redacția poate cere autorului să recorecteze lucrarea;
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fiecare articol va avea titlu, rezumat și cuvinte-cheie în limba română și în limba
engleză și va respecta o structură coerentă (capitole, secțiuni, numerotare corectă
etc.)

5. Autorul garantează că este singurul deținător al dreptului de autor asupra
lucrării și că lucrarea este originală, cu excepția materialelor de domeniu public și
a extraselor din alte lucrări, care sunt făcute cu respectarea dispozițiilor legale în
materia proprietății intelectuale. Autorul își asumă deplina responsabilitate în privința
conținutului lucrării.
6. Cu privire la materialele care se publică, Redacția își rezervă următoarele drepturi:
– să modifice titlul acestora;
– să corecteze, după caz, să reformuleze ori stilizeze unele formulări, fără a aduce
atingere ideilor, opiniei și argumentelor autorilor.

7. Autorii vor primi o confirmare a recepției în termen de 10 zile. Pentru a evita orice
disfuncționalități în transferarea documentelor, rugăm autorii ca, în eventualitatea în
care în termenul menționat nu au primit confirmarea, să contacteze, printr-un nou
mesaj, redacția.
Decizia de publicare a articolului aparține Redacției Revistei și va fi luată în
urma unui proces de analiză a lucrării, conform criteriilor enunțate la pct. 2.
În cazul în care există sugestii de modificare, acestea vor transmise autorilor. Refuzul
de a modifica articolele în sensul dorit de Redacţie într-un termen rezonabil convenit
de părți, echivalează cu retragerea articolului de la publicare.

8. Articolele de doctrină se vor trimite în mod obligatoriu însoțite de un rezumat
redactat în limba engleză, de maxim o pagină.

9. Sursele bibliografice vor fi citate complet, cuprinzând: numele și inițiala prenumelui
autorului, lucrarea, ediția, editura, locul de editare, anul apariției, pagina (paginile)/
paragraf după caz. Se vor utiliza abrevierile conform uzanțelor revistei.

10. Hotărârile judecătorești redate in extenso, comentate sau rezumate trebuie să fie
definitive. Se va specifica dacă sunt publicate și sursa.
11. Autorii vor preciza numele și prenumele, profesia (funcția), locul de muncă / locul
desfășurării activității, adresa, e-mail și telefonul. La cererea Editurii, autorul trebuie
să furnizeze documentele cerute de aceasta (acord de editare, declarație).

Conținutul acestei publicații nu este destinat să înlocuiască opinii legale profesionale
generale sau specifice, iar cititorii sunt îndemnați să solicite la nevoie consultanță
legală de specialitate.
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
FOR PUBLICATION IN THE
ROMANIAN ARBITRATION JOURNAL
1. Submitting your material for publication in the Romanian Arbitration Journal,
subject to its acceptance by the Editorial Board of the Journal, signifies the consent
of the author for assignment of copyright under the following general conditions:

2. The Editorial Board shall accept the work provided that it observes, to a certain
reasonable extent in terms of level and style, considering as minimum required for
acceptance the following:
– appropriate scientific level;
– observing ethic and academic integrity criteria with regard to intellectual property
and copyright available at: http:// old.unibuc.ro/n/despre/Codul_de_etica_al_
Universitatii_din_Bucuresti.php
– the topic of the work should be recent and related to the topic of arbitration;
– the work should bring novelty to existing doctrine;
– the content of the work should be updated with legislation in force at the date of
submission.

The agreement for publication may not be given in advance only based on topic,
proposals, outlines or summaries/abstracts.
The submission of materials to the Editorial Board for the Romanian Arbitration
Journal does not lead to the obligation to publish such materials. If the paper does
not meet terms, the Publishing House and the Editorial Board reserves the right to
refuse to publish the work as it was submitted or to request the author to revise the
work, in order for the work to observe the Journal standards.
3. The author assigns to the Editorial Board, according to Romanian Law
no. 8/1996 on copyright and related rights, the following rights:
– the rights of reproduction and distribution of the work in hard copy within the
issue of the Romanian Arbitration Journal where the work was published;
– the rights of reproduction and distribution of the work published in the Romanian
Arbitration Journal in electronic format throughout their existence;
– the rights of reproduction and distribution of the work published in the Romanian
Arbitration Journal in electronic format throughout their existence in the databases
of sintact.ro, Kluwer Arbitration and HeinOnline without being limited to such
databases, all of which being databases where the Romanian Arbitration Journal
is published for scientific purposes.
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4. The materials submitted to the Editorial Board for publication shall be sent to the
e-mail address: rra@ccir.ro and it shall observe the following conditions:
– the articles shall be sent in Romanian language or in English language, in Word
format and it shall be drafted with diacritical marks without grammatical errors
observing the abbreviations indicated within the pages of the Journal. The Editorial
Board may ask the author to revise the material;
- each article shall have a title, an abstract and keywords in Romanian and English
and it shall follow a coherent structure (chapters, sections, correct numbering etc.)

5. The author warrants that he or she is the sole copyright holder and that the work
is original except for the public domain materials and extracts from other works, that
need to be used and cited in compliance with the intellectual property legal provisions.
The author assumes full responsibility with respect to the content of the work.

6. With regard to the materials that are published, the Editorial Board reserves the
following rights:
- to change their titles;
- to correct, as the case may be, to rephrase or change style for certain wording
without affecting the authors’ ideas, opinions and arguments.
7. Authors shall receive a confirmation of receipt within 10 days. To avoid any
malfunctions in the transfer of documents we request the authors that if in the said
period they have not received confirmation to contact the Editorial Board through a
new message.
The decision to publish the article belongs to the Editorial Board of the Journal and shall
be taken after assessing the work with observance of the criteria indicated at point 2.
If there are any suggestions for revision, they shall be sent to the authors. Refusal to
amend the articles as indicated by the Editorial Board within a reasonable time limit
agreed by the parties is equivalent to withdrawing the article from publication.
8. Doctrine articles must be submitted along with a one-page maximum abstract
written in English language.

9. Bibliographical sources shall be quoted in full, including: name and author's first name
initial, the work, edition, publisher, place of publication, year of publication, page (pages) /
paragraph as the case may be. Abbreviations will be used according to the customs of the
Journal.
10. Judgments rendered in extenso, commented or summarized must be final. It shall
be specified if they are published judgments and also their source.
11. The authors shall specify their name and surname, profession (position), place
of work /place of business, address, e-mail and telephone number. At the request of
the Publishing House, the author must provide the documents required by the latter
(editing agreement, affidavits, if the case).
The content of this publication is not intended to replace general or specific
professional legal opinions and readers are urged to request, if needed, specialized
legal advice.
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